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EXHIBIT 2 
JOINT VENTURE ADDENDUM 
(To be presented in court) 
Laura B.·Fitzpatrick 
Clark County Treasurer 
500 S Grand Central Pkwy 
PO Box 551220 
Las Vegas NV 89155-1220 
Important Real Property Tax Information 
0012933 01 MD 0.-IOI ,.AUTO n O 0003 8H9I.Q39197 
111 I1 1111111111I111111III11 111111111111111111 !!I !II I 111111111111 I 
001-0!·312-004 , •• . 
BACTLP 
P O BOX 910397 
sr GEORGE UT 84791-0397 
First-Class ,Mall 
U.S. Postale 
PAID 
Clark County 
..,.., 
I 
,/ 
--~ 
--"-
, .... _ 
Jr;!.u 
.~. 
~fflce of the Clark County Treasuri 
PAST DUE NOTICE OF 
REAL PROPERTY TAXES 
00Jffl301 MBOA01 ''AUTO T400003 8479l-43m7 
001-08'112-004 
BACTLP 
P O BOX 910397 
sr OBOROB ur 84791-0397 
October 19, ·2012 
PARCEL NUMBER: 001-08-312-004 
LOCATION: S35 GREENS WAY 
Our records indicate that there were past due taxes on the above property as of the date of this letter. 
Past Due Amount $ 327.22 Due Immediately 
152.90 Due by 1n/'11)13 Next Installment Amount 
To Pay in Full 
$ 
$ 
480.12 
633.02 
Please pay Past Due Amount IMMEDIATELY to avoid additional penalties. 
If a payment was recently made it may not be reflected in this amount. 
You may check the status of taxes or request a duplicate bill 24 hours a day at 
www.clarkcount;ynv.gov/treasurer or by calling 702-455-43~. 
Customer service representatives are available by phone to answer your questions weekdays 
(excluding holidays) from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
If you are the owner of this property and currently in bankruptcy and have not provided evidence of 
your bankruptcy filing to this office please do so immediately. 
. - .. -· ·- - -· -- - .. ·- . - - - - . . .. . .. .. - . .. . 
FlsoaJ Year 2012 .. 2013 
Parcel Number 
001-08-312-004 
BAOTLP 
P O BOX 910397 
ST GEORGE UT 84791-0397 
CLARK COUNTY TREASURER 
Please return this portion wllh your payment 
Statement Date: October 19, 2012 
Minimum wfth 
Mlnfmum Due Next Installment To Pav In Full ~~ Encl 
327.22 480.12 633.02 
Make ohecks payable to: 
Clark County Treasurer 
1111111m fflll lllll lllll WI lllll llll lllll lllll ml llll llll 
600 S Grand Central Parkway 
PO Box 551220 
Las. Vegas NV 89165-1220 
DD1083L20D41330000032?22000001529000 ••• 48012D •• 00b33029 
Tear here 
u 
EXHIBIT 4 
Copy of Letter Hand Delivered to Wayne 
Holman of 
Department of Professional Licensing 
-· ------------------
Kurt c. Faux• Faux & Associates 
-Jamleaon N. Poe * Attorneys At Law 
• W. BracJJey PB.Ni DIV · . 
Tvlepbtuw 
(703) 480.6780 
Jenn.Cf er Mods * . , ' A p_,afes.$10~ Cor.r,r•tion fACldmJle!i 
·· :· · · · - 278f8apt Desen lnD R9ad, Swte 270 . :· •·· · <7oa>4sa:s794' • · ~ ! :/!:lfc:s~n~ , ~ >Ii~.': :· ·· ., ·. · · us··v.egas, Neva.da 89121. : .. • · •: = :. •· , • ~~,~~l~w.t:.nm 
·' &DdW111hinpo11 • •:; :· , • .',' ;1~•:. ::_: ,• ,.'::', • ." ·_.:· • ', ,:·. •• ~·., 
.. , •• hbvl.konlt:dm • ' .• • •• • .. • ';• .Septemoer 1~ 2006 · ... . · .. : ·. ,.' · .... : 
. · .• :. :· ~f~ ~~~~-~e: ~1~ ;: ·:; .. '. · ..... . : '\ · · ·. • :-: : ·_.'.', '.. · . · .... · ·. ;. , .· : ___ < _: .; _· ' ..... · . _-:__ · ··  · 
•, • •• ••••,',I•: r • :•'=• • .. ~~•,,: .. ,:•~ .. ;• :•,, • .. • ,:• ,,: ••, •.~ ... I ,t f •• • •:• :,• • • o 
. ·Wayn~ Hohn. ~ piv~tigator\ . . .· : ·. : ··. · · . · :· . . . . . · · ·. ·. .. 
: . Utah Pivisio~ ~0~cupatio~a.t '.s~d· Profes~ional Licensing I: .. . . . . . : . :· ·.: . . . . . 
P.O. Box 1467 ~~·· . . ft: .· ... •. ·: ' . ' · :· .• 
Salt'Lake Cit:Y, ~tab 8411,4· . · :: : . .. · ·· .. 
. . ~r~~~~~~ t~D~~~~~ ~~ing:~.~~. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .' ... 
Deai-Mr4 Holm ; : · · · · · · · .,..- ... · · · : .. · .. · ·· · • · .. ·. · 
. ' . ·.. . ' . ' .... ·-: . .: . . ; : . ·. :. •.: ·,. : ". . . . : : . ' : : . . . . . : ..... : . : . . . . ·:· : .. 
. . P~ease enclosed tb~ dooymentji.requ~ed ~g ~r. Ne~dh~'s W,Qrk°witl.i. ,. ~ ... 
BACT1.LLP. 1;J CT, LLn and.DT D~.clop111e11t had beeri doing.buslltess together tbr nearly twn · · . . 
· yeais ~hen BA I LLP and DT· Development cntered.~to ·~ Joint Venture Agreen1ent ![h~re~ ·: · .. (f-'\ 
., 
· :BA.CT~ u:P a d to co~er porson111 expenses o.nd.bill:i to ifflow Mr. Needham ·and DT.· : ·: . · ·. . .. 
-~Wev~lopmen~ to1,~t reestabH~ne<i'in•the constr~Q.tion eollllTlunity of Soutne~ Utah. The P.(Ofit.on .· 
·.. eaoh project WO}lld ba split between (he parties equa.lly. Howev~, ·aue to the oonduot of nA,eT, . 
LLP, the .first cl f_ing never took place. The documents .found wnhin are organ,ized by · 
subdivision.and ft1 atongwitb soine additional items:-.The binder contains dncum~ divided 
into 15 sections described ~elow,. . • . · · . 
·Tab 1 :. ~n~~s th~ Joint "Iv ent;e A~eemerit, various. letters, ~ontraots, e~est money 
· c ck$, and correspondence, . · 
The Join lventureAgreement and two letters to BACT1 LLP (Clement Tebbs) are key to 
1 show the rela.tiojphip bo1wccn the parties. BACT, LLP iincl DT Development were partners on many oftheproj els.listed below. The relationship became strained and Mr. Needham offered to b11y BACT, 1.1..P put of the Agreelllent and to reoolve tbo :Jtrain. DACT, LLP n;:fui:;c:<.1 the oiler ~d continued to pct against the interests ofMr. Needham and DT DevelopmMt. BACT, LLP1 in 
order to assist Needham and bT Development. opened a business checking nooount in the 
name of DT Dev 'lopment with Clement Tebbs as the solo signator on the account. BACT, LLP . 
was taking over T Development's finanoial accounting for all projeotc:1 and AU transactions. 
This aotion by B ! CT, llP wadaken in July and AuBUSt 2005. 
Also encl sed In Tab 1, are copies of a GeoTech bill and a SoiJs Engineer bill that were 
, ~ sent to DT Devel pment and Mr. Needham after l3ACT, LLP refused to pay the bills invoiced to 
\:.. BACT, LLP as expense on the project. BACT, LLP is attempting to push al) billing 
responsibility to , Needham while keeping the property for itself. 
WayneHohnan 
September 1. 2 0 
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·, 
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'• .. : : . 
• • • •• • • • • • I • ••, • • t 1• • 'I : • • : : • • • • • • •• ,• • • •.._ • • • • • • •• • • 
:.: . : ; ~ · · rah· taIJ ®n~afu~' e~~st-~OI\~Y c~~ks thiit'BAC'f ~ LLP nqw. seeks to hold agai~at DT • · 
. i'>eyeJopaj•ept dlMr.:Ne~dliam ~ eani~t.monQj, lo~t;·~d s'e~k tcrcb,aige Mr •. Needhain'for said • .. 
. • lo'.ss.: Howov~r, t.~ tnQ !Cl~Qn&ibilityofJ,3AC,:'! lµ toroi?SO ~n·tfte ]JU!IlC,S Uu1ql n,owciafms·. 
. . . ·. ·.· i,tlost *~~,tin .. ey on.: Furthennore;._the docµQ'IC)lt Pf~p'ared by:BACT,. I:.LP on Nove\nber' 1/ · . · . · 
. ~ : ~~5 oorlf,aul~ . 'l:ab 1! ~una ~edi~fel~tol~o~s·the_ GeoT;~h J,i[I)n 1:40 ·1, olnima',that 
•· · . --~· M.r: ~eedhams i ~~ mo11el>_fr?m :fiv.e proJebts 'Ylth BAGJT, LJ;:J• •. However,• th~e~jeots 
_N. we~e begun prfo O Qie ~e'BA9T~l+P ~d'DT;D~Y,el?pment ~ntered i~to the Joint Venture. 
~ ·". : . Agre~c;nt and money_ al!~gedly ~ldnuned oy ~- ~ee~atn was gi.ven as a -lo~ by BACI\ 
· ' . LLP. ln fact, th oan money was repai4 to BACJ',JLP at closing as shown by the clos{pg 
· · ·Ht.m's ·oontaine i{' each. of.the rel~yant seotio~ .. "I:hjs i~ true for all ~tpjects· .exc;ept th~se that 
• •• 
1BACJ'; Iif.;P ord ed construetfo11 to stop:: Furthermore, BACT, LLP ,alleg~·that a pa~ent of . 
·. $28, 732:77. was . by Mr. Needham. ·on theµ· Seal~ LQt #26°.project. First .AQietican Title 
. . -ac~9:w.ledg~ ·. no p~e~t of$2~~732:.11_wo·~ver.hlad6 to J\;fr.·.Nee.~liam,per a.fabsih1ile .. ·. . ., . . 
. ~ . .. ·mes.sa.~~ io. ~- · f~~ co?~~11~d ~ Tab s. as. wc1~·!18· 1:l;~. c_lo~mg ~up ro.r the .I:,~ s~~la,. _½ot .. 
'
~· #2q_proJ~t m1', j S, . · , . : . . .. = .. · .. · .. . : . •.-: · • ~ ·: .. • . . . • 
,- ' t I •• t '• • t It t t I I • f • t t •••• t • • t • I t •• t t • • ~ •• • 
· . ·. · · Mr. }'.'1 · ,, am fOnti°:u~ despi:t~ t~e strain~d r~latio~sN,p; ta r~ak~·pa~~ts to ~A<;T, 
·. LLP for inoney en to :O~)levelopment: In No-v~mber 2005, BA:CT, LLP al,leses that it . 
. attempted to cas a' check froiu Mr. N~edham that would not clear due· to Insuffiolent funds. Mr. 
Nt;edham quick! responded via email ·to BACTl LLP infonning BACT .. LLP that ?y.rr; . . .. 
Needham's .acco tant ~onfirmed that there· were sufflcie~t funds to cover the check .. In a<Jdition, 
Mr. Needham i;e onded to BACT, LLP, providing BACl, LLP with'an account siatemen.t that 
· sh.owed suffici t funds to -cover the check. 
. . . .. 
·. ;•. . . Ta!>~· 2-:1 l~ontnfu docum~ts inol~ing, _bul not limit~d to~ cl_Jeoks, lien ~d/~r lab6r 
releases, Buyer' ~ettlement Statements, Draw Requests, and documents regarding payinent to 
subcontraclors, ~t(UH ofTru~l, uml lllitY im;Jud1;1 clu:dnK HUD'~. T~b:s 2-13 cover lhc .following 
lots ltnd are brle r described below: 
Tab 2: I Bloomington Ranches, lot #78B, 
Tab 3: · River Ho1Jow, Lot #28. 
Tab 4: j River Hollow, Lot #29. 
Bloomin on Ranches, Lot #78B; River Hollow, Lot #28; and, River Hollow, Lot #29, 
were not comple by Leonard McKnelly when BACT, LLP, oni6.red the projects to stop 
construction. Bl omington Ranches, Lot #78B was stopped after framing was complete. ruver 
Hollow, Lot #28 d River Hollow, Lot #29 were stopped after footings completed. Mr. 
((~ 
•' 
Needham was in harga of organizing the Dmw Requests on these projects for Leonard 
McKneUy and B CT, LLP. These projects were not DT Development projects but are included 
beca\lse BACT, LP provided Joan funds to Mr. Needham for these proj eots. 1f ~vn-'1\--\- \~S MC1.tlee\ \'Y) 0 Utt- \av, ~;:fl. 
WayneBolm 
September 1. 6 
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. Tab.S: : ·.\ · .La·S~~~ Lot#26. . ·· ·. · . . . . . ··~ 
~ ·,. : · : . :: :·.: .. :tab d: : ,:· .La Soilla, Lot·#27. : . :. . ... . ·. ~ 
... I.· I I ,• .• ••.• t I 1, I. ·• I •• II • • '1 I• I I. I • II f :. I I t '-:.I•• •• 11 I I 
.. · · . b. • ·:: .. · La· s~• ~, Hi~; .... a-"~ -~~i~ ·~t il-21,':w~~ ~t¥f~d 6~ ~: Nt1tdh'ain ~d· ni- . _. · · · 
\.~~- · ·oe~eloprti~l b . we!a .~el). .over by Leo~tl ¥cKnolly as acting·superin(on~enf •at'tlur requesr · · 
: . ~ •. ofBACT;tµ> .all9w•M;t°,•Need,hanito:foc\1So~org~mgproj90ts forthe~~1nfYcnturc ' · ··· 
\ ·_'),. · ·. -i;etweeifl!A P and DT beve\opmept. With' the know1edge and authorization of13ACT. 
~- · ~. Mr .. N~ . mi~ Leo~fl:i"d. M:c~~ily orL¥,M C'~nsh:t1oti~n 1ifili~ed small· amoµnts of. . . . · . : 
. . rll~ney to pay, o ou~stai1'fing ~ills:_ These funds were paid directly by BACT.; LLP. to the': · . · 
· • subconttactor.s . d were ~Qwn by BACT, ~LP as job cost·~Xp'enses. Tb.ls itlOf\eY was deducted 
from. QT· D~yel nien't an~ I;e.on~rd McKnelly:fi sross.proijt on ~ach p,toj~oJ. A ~eed ofTru.st . 
• ✓ • • • ~ signed by Construcfi.on and ~nard·MG~elly ~o secure BACT. LLP's iut~sts in·tl!e 
funds used.'· • • · · · · · 
It (I • I I 
I•• • I I •· : t t 
• • ' I• • •,, : •• • •, I ' • ,: 
. .Tab 1: . · ·White.Mesa. ·z:.ot #r25· .. ·. = · 
. ·. '• ... 
· ',: · . Tall s:· . · . White Mesa,' ioio#l.13 i: - · .. . . . . •'. · . . 
~: ... •· .. ·· ··.: .··. ·,. ··. . .• ..... 
. ·, ~- Ne,; ' ~d DT0 ile~el,OP.t?l~ilt c~mplt:ted.shl9c~ ~ork.,finish work, and ro~fing tile . 
. B.A.gt1 LLP tJie drdered ·~r. ~eedhapi to.stop work 9~ (he proj~cts.und plac¢ 'Leonard . 
· McKilelJy on as ~upe1:ilitendent. Mr. Needham remalned in charge of organizing the Draw . 
. R.eque~ on the . projebts. BACT, LLP authorized Mr. Needltam to utilize certain funds from 
. these projects t ay offfines byl;)OPL 11s.well as outstandin~ bi~. · 
: . . 
· · Tab 9: . 
T~b 10~ 
White Mesa, Lot#lOl. 
White.Mesa> Lot #103 .. 
. . .. 
White a, Lot ·#101; and Whito Mesa, Lot #1 Q3 were· oomp.Ieted by Mr. Needha1'n and 
DT :Oevelopm With the knowledge and authorization of BACT, LLP, Mr, Needbam utillzecJ 
small amounts o inoney to pay off outstanding bills. The money was shown by BACT. LlP as 
advanced profit cp DT Development and was listed ns overhead expense. 
Tab ll; 
Tab 12: 
Tab t3: 
White Mesa. Lot #102. 
White Mesa, Lot #104. 
White Mesa. Lot #135. 
White M sa, Lot #102; Whit0 Mesa, Lot# l 04; White Mesa, Lot #135 were completed by 
Mr. Needham q. D'l" Development. With the Imowledge and authorization of BACT, LLP, Mr. 
Needham utiliz small amounts of money to pay off outstanding bills. The money was sllown 
by BACT, LLP advanced profit to DT Development and was listed as overhead expense. 
Tabs 14- 5 are described generaJly as follows: 
. ·.• 
Wayne Hohn 
September 1, 2 r6 
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.•· ': . · · •,.,.. .:h .. .: t~b ,14: I . _Coiitams cbn~acts ~ith 10fil!•G~eali~~- ,· : :·: . ·. '• . . .: : · .·. : . . . ·: .... 
. (;~'.II i' o o , •• '"• o 
: ·. · .. :\:: _,: ·. , -~~hn .<:i· · 'sh)nii.oduc~ 'Mr. ~i:~ to ~~Gt; W' ... Mr. .dre_aliah~~ ~srgopJg ·. · · ·· 
~
. ·. wi~h·~. ~ . oh•c;adh:·of\h~. V{hito M$$a p~ojepte-. When M,I:. 'No<tclbai·9-prt,p .. arcd to, begin. · 
·. . .. . i: ·. ~~-1~.iver ~ollo • BJoo~n~on:Ranches, :and the~ ·~-ciita proj_ects; Mr. Grealiah was ~oi \>e i ... 
· .. · ·. co:sign~r ~µ.~'-. r~J~s-,.~A_C!f!"~ did.~nt W1'n1to !,l~al•with_Mr._t:te~lish ~ymrth_er .. Mr.,: · 
. .:._(\ .. N~dhain agt~, ~th Mr. Gre~hs~ to .prQvide Mr; Grealish a finders ·:t~e on the River Hollow . 
. . . J .. ~lo.o~gto~. ches, all? :41 Scala'projects:du_e to ~r .. Orealish1S0SUJ?P9rl-On lhe·mute M~~~: : . . . 
J pr9Jec~ .. ~ea eementbetweeh Mr. Needham tind Mr. Grealish'9id no't ~pact BACT, LLP in·• •. ·. · ·. • . th'i_~~-M the nd~ were. to be paid by Mr. Needham were to have collle from his own profit, . ~ . ·i·~~-1-S; l · tJ~~tai~d~~t~re~~rw~~eptoith~s.100;0opl)~ed~rT~;t1n ·. 
~¥:·.· .. ~ :'.,~. -:~~:::1=~:~~;:~::;::n;:::~:1:?:~~~:~ _;·_.· ,· ·' ..... 
,J. ~ Sj Q0,~0,0 ~in . 1jA.ci', t.LP. to, 9oti801idilte·l>i.ns, · BACT; ~I,f atta~hed °a Peed Of iruiit No\e .. · ,. . · . 
• ~1- • listed:c;,n_ t,he pro ~ts _listed in Tab 15 . . ('-..t each closing, BACT, iLP ·was given pnrti~ p~ymont of· 
' J • the $10_0,'000. ~ I paid ~ fyJI .. Thjs agre~~nt. toot place·pnor to the Joint Venture Agreement: 
I t • t t • • • •• • 411 I • \r : Pl~e ~ lo tbat o~ w@te M~a, -~t #125 ~d-White Mesa,-.L~t #i3·1: :eAGT, "dJ> s~t/ · · · '· 
~e ho?tes for$ 19,900 and $30S,OOO,'respeotively. The money given for_iob cost expense plus 
~ overhead 4id no, exceed the sales.price of these homes Q-S outlined by the Joint Venture 
, , Agreeinentt yet 1 pro.fit was retain,ed·by BACT1 LLJ>. · · . .-
. · -BACT,° I 's goal in filing the complaint with. DOPL' is to discredit Mr: Needham and 
DT'rievelopmen ·. ~e actions by BACT, ~ have hanned Mf. Neepham and OT Devel()pment 
\ by forcing Mr. edham out of the Joint Venture Agreement and allowing BACT, CLP to retain 
.. 1 all of the pro.fits om tho projects that wcro put together by Mr. Neeclhc\m a11 while making Mi·. · 
Needham and D Development liable for advances paid to DT Development. These actions 
.. ~ have resulted in nancial loss for Mr. Needham as well 8S emotional strain. Mr. Needb.a:,.n 
~ intends to fully ' fend himseJf and DT Development and is preparing to prosecute M action 
against BACT, P for its aotions. 
It is our o ·ient1s goal to do everything necessary to comply with the requii-ements of 
1It has o~e to the attention of Mr. Needham that BACTll LLP has made a similar 
complaint wjth e Nevada State Contractors Board ("NSCB"): Mr. Needham will work with the 
NSCB and with OPt to resolve aH issues dealing with BACT, LL!' and will show that the 
allegations by B CT, LLP are meant only to hann the interests of Mr. Needham and DT 
Development. 
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. DOPL to satis ht; inqµi~ iti~o· 'th~ )~el~~ aliegatiQ~ raise~·~; J3Aef ,.Li,,i,:· · lf:~~in!r i~ '. :_. . -~ . . · 
~. nµssing or yo r uire addf tfo11al infonnatlon; please oontact'.us· 1mµte4~ately so .that we. can . .' \. :=: .. 
·· ... re~edy.tli.e'-p . em.. . ":.' .. ·.• . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. ·'· . ,";•:::· 
• I 
11 
• I I • •• t • t t • • • • • • f • t t t f I t I t t • 
· -·: : . : . As y;,u . I?~, Mr. Jf~ i~ (!lso\vhrlcihg ~~ 1e_tal. c.~~~el i11 ·~~y. Vt~-~~.b ~a~ .. '.: :. 
, · : ~ : · b~en in-cont'ao ith yo\u:egar4iµg the o~~tinquiry f?y IlOPl;-. Mr: Ltmce D. 'l'hD:~do~;·:13~.; _at.. · 
. ·.'._ · .. ' .. _tbe'Jaw.fi~9 . ~.scliofi?ld~·Shoi:ter&,Llll:1~efor<jtanber~hed~t5295Soutfl~o~er.ce .. · ·. 
· . Drive. Suite .2 o. Murray, Utall 84107. ·Mr •. thp:ton can be re~ched viatelephone at .. .~ • . : · :- · . 
· · .801~747=-'0~47, ~. via faosfniile at 801 .. 747:,1049.·. . · · · 
a .e any que.stlons ~r would ·like to dis9uss this further,.i>lease contact our·office.· 
• I • t t I It ' t ; • t • f f t I :. f .. • 
· . · .• . ·. ·. ·-~~~rely! ·: : · · · ·· .. • 
I • I I 
... 
. .. = .. 
· ···· · .· .. : · .. ~~A.· ~i~As .o · fas_·· ,·P.c_ ~. ·:·.:··i ... ,:.• .. . , · ~ .. ·.··.:·,· .... · ' ' . . 
~-~-( . 
.. •' 
·,~ ~ ... 
I ,• I •• I I 
·.:-,. ·.·~-
. · • ·. . . · . . . , ~rad. Parsops, IV, Esq. · • 
F~ol~s~re.(one . -~der as desorjb~ a.hove) : . . .. . . : I. : • • • • • •• • ' •• 
cc: . : Client·· . . . 
... 
Lane~ . Thaxton~ Esq.-
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- l'F .a.~ 
., ~- V'Gias~ lS.00 
I. ,no. ~ ~ D21111t!$ 11:1 ~~ ~S26.00tmo 1"\.14 
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L '13. 
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s. 415. I 
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a. Em1llQ bacltil u;;.en ~ 603. bbil:q lcMl&l) '3,L,-1 ~ t) 
14, S'J4. "Pzpl er mi~ b&I>. Wcb. F •'IP SW. 112.27.11.19 
~- ~.~ol~~~loall 
IE. 506. llll lrl$1PniYc NIQIII b Cb.it. CO\lltJ T re.uuras Ol'Ga! I "JSJ.73 
'Jl. &Ji, 
50a. 
119. !,()9 
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1CI. C~tv~ I - 510. Cll-pbml.1.io$ 
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'"Jemsi on Pay~ft Loan 02:i 7.105 :o 02/23:05 @.S21.1W000Jdav ns_1: .;,.. .. -.. -- ·-•--- _ 
t;:fere~: en Pa1'0ff Um.n.'lln CJ::n o-'2;;c:; {!:1.S0.~»)00:day I 5:35 41 I 
H~c-,r:;i,19 Fee 
·---=t==-- ~~.?~l --· --· ... -·-··:= Sratement1-=0t·warning :=Et ! ·1J !i•; I 
·--
The following Section is restated from the Settlement Statement Page 1 
300. Cash At Settlement From/io BorroMr 600. Cash At SeUlement To/from Soller 
301. Gross amount due from Borrower Pine 120) I 601. Grass Amount due to Seller {line 420) I 200,1.1B6.84 ! 
302. Less amounts paid byifor Borrower (Jine 22tl) I 601. less reductions in amounts du~ to Seller (line 520) I 127.106.92 
30j. I 603. Cashp(Toj( from)Sc!for 7~,579.92 
I 
. . . . . .. . -~ .. ... . . . . . 
h 
h 
h 
'0/27/2005 07: lB FAX 7023,Q9 FIDELITY llESQl'ITE: 
~TTN: Aaron 
435•674-4049 
FROM: Trisha 
Final HUD 
JM Fidelity National Title · 
• AGENCY OF NEVADA, J)';C. 
1:? W. Mosquue Blvd .• bulte 1, 3 • IIAeaQU1to, NV 8 90:Z 7 
£702) 346-7474 • FAX (702: 346-7469 · 
FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 
DA TE: October 26. 2005 
NO. OF PAGES: 0 • Including coversheet 
ESCROW NO: 05-707429..JM 
NOTE: If there are any Questions concerning r,is transmission please- call at (702) 346-7474 
ltJ 0011004 
PLEASE NOTE: In the event any of these pagE!s require an ORJGlNAL SIGNATURE, please copy the fax 
transmittal paga(s) and sign on the PHOTO COPY and return to us with the original signature. 
THANK YOU. 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
The information contained in this facsimile is legally privil&ged and conf ,dential information intended 
only for the use of the individual or entitv named above. If the reader of this message is not the 
intended recipient. you are hereby notified that any dissemination, dis-tribution or copy of this facsimile 
is strictly prohibited. If you have received this facsimile in error, please immediately notify us by 
telephone and return the original facsimile to us at the address above via the United States Postal 
Service. Thank vou. 
:·•,':..,. . ••· 
• ,J' I 
:• 
'· ;I, 
~/ I 
\vi 
lJ,i6l20C5 10:56 F....._X 7023467460 r-'U>ELJTY lr.c.SQU rm 
~ (,(,~Ol20GS 1:!: 39 FAX 7D2 346 7c FIDELITY N,ffHlNAL T!Tl.E . 
• 
Fidelity.,___,Nationat Title 
A.GEN CY OF NEV ADA, INC. 
1 Z W r.-'aaqvilo Blvd .. Su:10, 113' • Me,QU4•, H\1 890i7 
17021 :W6-7-i•4 • r..c.x rro::z: :1.;G-7,;as 
ADDITION ANO/OR AMENOMENT TO ESCROW U\ISTRUCTtONS 
ro. 
Date. 
Escrov, Nt>: 
i:,roperty Addras!i: 
Fidelity National Titlo Agency of NBVlSdo,fn~. 
Ao,it '21 2005 
OS-707429-JM 
674 Lascahs. McsQuite, fJV 89027 • 
The insttuctian:, irt th~ esctow ate ~reby modHied, 1'1Mended and/or supp\ementod "' tho foUQweng 
parlicolsn. on)y; 
Buyt:r/Jml'ow~r vesi;n9 ro rv;io .:tS ionows: 
Beset Limited Pa1tru1rshs;:, 
All otner terms and condrtion.s remain the sane. 
&.act umited Pertnecs~ 
BB Management 1, LLC, gell«"lll ~tnor 
by: Clement F. Tebbs 
~002.'005 
r · d 
S3~DH J.CI dtro: iYO SD 8 t .Jell:/ 
tr\ 
-
"rnF.1.1 n Mt:iQt: 1 n 
~hursdny. Augusl 11, 2005, 23.05 
~ ~,c,ow· 05-07-C!:>•7074-23·JI/. 
ATTACHMENT TO RESPA 
~ 
DEPOSITS TO ESCROW 
Aeron Needum 
DEPOSITS TO ESCROW 
Beet Limited Partnership 
PAYOFF CHARGES FOR Paul DeHan and Vickie Ootiart 
Principal Balance 
Interest Fr. 03101/05 To 04/22/05 
CHARGES FROM LINS NO, 1311 
Demand of OT Development 35,000.00 less closing costs fees 
De1>0srt due Beet UP 
BUYER · SEUER 
... 6,~o;oo • · 
100,000.00 
712.33 
I no-.o c.•otf\,lly ••viewed th,r S • tuoment S:.a-:.m9n; and,., 'O\c best of ll'IV 1110..,lc,do., •"d !1..l•f. n II we and acwr11to etotema111 of -11 ,oc•l;JN ar,:, 
6'11':r•onur,b mnda on rrv ~co.int or bV m• 111 rnla "1'Annouon. I furo,..- Uftrh' Uio\ I hllV• ,,taa,vad a oopy of C."Js Sonle,m.nt St.tt._..,.,.,, 
80A~OWE~&J. 
~~« ------------------
GF. •• fR1Si 
Otr1c• ____________________ _ 
~--
~ 
CJ!I t l 8,. ?005 1 ::1: 05 f,",U 70734ti7'S9 flDEUTY UES0ll1T£ 0J003/007 
"" I~ iJ.S OCJ>An~ OF i-tous1NO NIO IJRUAt, 0£Va.Ol>MEHT B TYPE o;: LOA." 0MB No. 2502-0266 .. S1!':'TU'1ca.-r SU,TEM!Hf 1 lFmHA 3. I I Conv. Unins 1-: I I FHA 2. 
I I 
i Fldellty N adonal Title Agency of 4~ (IVA 5. ( J Conv. Ins 
6.; Eec:IIOW NUlteat: 7, lJ:>AJ,f NofAaEA~ 
~ev,ula.Inc. i OS· 707429·JM ! 
a. Mom'G.t.Ol!t~~ 
NOTE: T>f6 fC'l'H ~ R.llllGSH!D roan.,; rtlV,. at1omen ot- M.\C't\JAl.t !:l'l\.EMU,IT com-. JW.r;A,Hra PAID TD NO llY TI« l8TTu,,l!NT ADEJff ME trONW. 
'1'EM& MI\Rl(EJl •tP.O.C.r wm PM> OUT51tli pr mt o..oswa: D£'I' Ml PO ~H8'a! fat N'C~ PUl\"OllelA>C AlleNOT lltQ.lO;D!H i"f:10TA:.S. 
D. NA¥! o, BoRRo'IPBI: E. NA.15 Gf'Ge.l.a: P,HMll!DF.LscDa: 
&:t lmttod Pal1nlnhl)> DcmaLambart 
674 l.ll11Cllf11 2 71 Jlcrna,nw, Rd 16 
Mot:qUilit. NV 89027 Chdl.dio. WA 885 2 
G. ~ lDCAn=.-: H. BErlUNDn ~ rr. L ~ 041'1:: 8141..oscalo FJddtty Hlnlond v AVfJl'CY of HCM!da.lnc. 
M~o. NV 1.19027 ~ 
P\AQ!c,_. ·--
'IS,, Suha 113 uw.~: Mnquha, 8 !7 
J. SUt,~Y OF BOFIROWER"S 11lANSAC170NS X. SUMIMRY OF SB.l.BnJ TRANSACT10NS 
' - ~- .. 
1f 
to I. T'otal Conoidr.atJon 200,000 OD -401. Tll'tlll Comrldoratioa 200,000.00 
1oz. Pnnsonol fropany 40Z. Pi,oon,wl Ptcpo,ty 
103. S•nl--1 dl1W9M ID botro- ffino 1£00) 38,5flG '40 408. 
104.. 404. 
10S. 4'06. 
A~,=; l~ Paid by Soder rt A4v-=- Ai:f;,atrriOAts: lt,,:,ns Paid bv Galla -, AIM!nOO 
108. City/TOWll T~ 400. Ctty/Town T_, 
107. PPD ~WT- lr04/21/0!ho 07/01105 191 6D 407. PPD Cou,,ty T- fr04/2110510 07,0l/0$ 1t1.60 
1oa.~i. I 4011. Ami,nrn«rllr 
109. HOA 1r 04/21/DS to D7J0tl05 233?3 •W. HOA 11' 04/21105 tQ 07/01/06 %33.3:3 
1 lO. HOA fr 04/2.1105 to OdJDlf06 aJ57 410. HOA ir 04/%1106 to 06/01/0S 8.67 
111. _..,,. 
'12. J 412. 
-
113. 413. 
I' , 114. 41-4, 
I 115. 415. 
h 
116, i 418. 
117. ,n. 
118, ! -'18. 
120. bA0S'G AMOUNT Due FROM 8oRAOWER 240,000jOO 420. GROSS AUDUNr DIJ!'ro S?1.1%A 200,433.60 
.... -- -· 
-· 
: 
:ZO\, Dapool( Cl Nin~ ll"IOf'loy :!40,000 00 eot. ex-a dql<J811 <=o lnnJ 
::?02. Pritu:lp., - ol ncrw lo.onl-' 502. &onl.amm,t ~0$ 11> DaCk1r Oiw 1 • C!OJ 15,•04.78 
203. &.!sting loan(&) uakai i;vt,;ocn 10 sen. Exlm\o loaalaJ IM.on ~ to 
2"4. 804. Pa\-oH To h4.d DDHM-t Md Violr.lo a.Han 100.712..33 
%05 505. 
!06. 608. 
20?. !507. 
:u,a, !SOS. 
209. 60S. 
Aclj~IJl'IMbs: llcrmi UnJ>t:kl by Sdl!#' A~tn hlffMI Unpwd W 6cdlar 
210. CftyfTown -• 510. Cty/To\'r; Ta11c, 
211. COUtln, T;i,.1211 611. County Tax" 
212. I a 12. llflo=axnon~ 
213. :513. 
:14. 614. 
215. 515. 
JlG. 51(1. 
117. 
.517, 
218. 518. 
219. su. 
220. TOTAL PAID BY/FOR 
' Bof\110WER 240.000 00 
620, TDTAl.~Nli Ill 
-~ IU,~>Utn Sl!I..U!R 116,117.09 
... , . .. \ 
. 
-· 
. . 
·- ·¥~ ,, 
(~ 
I ~01, Oron 111nount due lrom bon'ow« (Uno 110) 2,0.~oo II so1. Gr011s ~, due ft> uUcir Pin• AlO'l 100,"33.60 
"'02.. Loa• omounta p.ald tz.,lf0t bom,wa, Ono Uot 240,()()0\00 I 602, Lmai roduc1lcn in IIITllMlt duo odloi {In 520) 116,117.09 
.;03.CA.SH f ffiDMJ f TO)BORROWER t100 I 603. CASH 1 f.ROMJ (XX TOI sa..J.S 84,318.51 
I 
------
------
OS/ 16/ 2005 U: 0~ P"-t i0l34 87 489 FJD.ELlTY lliSQUlTli 
Fidelity National Title 
AGENCY OF NE"! ADA, INC. 
, % w. Mcraqulto fJlvd... Suho 113 • Mcsc. ho, W 690.:?? 
1'702> 346-7474 • FAX (702:J 3-.5•7489 
~006/007 
DA TE; Apr U 20, 2008 
ESCROW NO: 05•707429-JM 
. ESCROW OFFJCER: J8nle Montoto 
TIME: 13:42:44 
CLOSING DATI:: April 22, 2006 
MASTER STATEMENT 
SEUERISJ: Donna lambart 
BUYER(St: Bact Limited Partnership 
PROPERTY: 674 Lascala, Mesquita, NV 89027 
SEl.1.ER BUYER 
$ DEBIT 
~ 
h 787.20 
510.00 
15.00 
100.00 
15.00 
237 60 
20.00 
25.00 
18.50 
l00.000.00 
i12.S3 
4.000.00 
s.000.00 
1 00.00 
31.00 
52.00 
~. !00.00 
!4C.0C' 
h 2.53.56 
1,000 00 
s CREDIT $ DEBIT 
FINANCIAL: 
200,000.00 Total Consideration 
Deposit • Acron Neadum 
Oepesh - Bact Umltad Parmrrship 
PRORATIONS/ADJUSTMENi:.i: 
200.000.00 
191.60 Prepaid CountV Taxes ot $985.39 Anouattv 191.60 
from 04/21/05 to 07/01/05 
233.33 HOA Dues 8t 0100.00 Month from 04/21/05 233.33 
to 07101/05 
8.67 HOA Dues at 428 .00 Month f1orn 04/21 /05 8.67 
to 0S/01/05 
Tm.E CHARGES: 
ALTA Residentlll Ownen Poficv (6-1•87) 
for 200,000.00 
Real ProPOrtY Transfer Tax 
Recon Tracking Fee 
Reconveyance Fee 
Recording Deed 
Reconveyance(&) 
ESCROW CHARGES 
Escrow Fee 
Doc Prep Fees 
0f'8W O&ad 
Cauri91 Fees 
PAYOFFS · Paul DitHort and Vick"' OoH.rt 
Totat Payoff t100.712.33 
Princloel Belrinee 
Interest Fr. 03/01105 io 04122105 
COMMISSIONS: 
Ustlng Brol-:ors Commls61on to Aeah.v 
Executives 2.00% 
Soiling Brokers Commission to RE/MAX 
Ridgo Reatry 4.00% 
HOA CHARGES: 
Transfet Fee 
Dues for April -t- late charge 
Capital Contribution 
May HOA duos 
HOA CHARGES: 
Transfar FeG 
Capital Contribution 
MISCELLANEOUS CHAAGES: 
Clatlt Count)' Treasurer for 4th quarter 
Limit con insoections, survey, coils or 
510.00 
20.00 
237.50 
20.00 
18.50 
26.00 
s CREDJT 
5,000.00 
235,000.00 
Od,JH·!005 JJ:04 ~\1 702~467469 
~ 
huradav, August 1 I. ZOOS. 23:05 
~ E~crovr 05-07-05-7074:?9-JM 
DEPOSITS TO ESCROW 
Aaron Necdum 
DEPOSITS TO ESCROW 
Bir:t Limited Partnership 
F!DBLITY IIESQUl'n! 
ATTACHMENT TO RESPA 
PAYOFF CHARGES FOR Paul Defiart end VJckie Oett.wt 
Principal Balance 
lnl8f8Sl Fr. 03/01/05 To 04/22/0S 
CHARGES FJ;OM LINS NO. 1311 
Demand oi OT Oevelol)mant 35,000.00 loss closing COS[$ fe1Js 
0.posit due Baet LLP 
BUYER 
5.000.00 
235,000.00 
33,734.40 
5,000.00 
SR 1fB 
100,000.00 
712.:33 
~51007 
I b•:.ro c:.uerfvlly ,-towed lhls S•t1lomtnt Sf4tQmefff -db tho bc:a1 or my tnowlad110 ar>d bolla:l, it b tNo .-nd OCoUl1rtlt Rltlltllont of all fCIG&.\lU llfld 
d'~buttK:mcnts 'll!ldo oq rny •coount 01 by me In Ulla t'Ansaatlo11. I rurthw oc«lty tl\ot I ti•- ..outv~ • e09Y ol Uln &enlomw,1 5tll'WfflOl'lt. 
DORROWER(SI: 
Dirto: ------------------
~\.U:RIS1: 
h~uta. ------------------
fly• e=-sc-,-.-. . Otflcor~--------------- Ocmr: ___________________ _ 
\II\' J tsnoo.s 13: IJS P:\l 70?3467-'69 FiDBLI'fY ESQU1 .! 
:rate: 
&crow No: 
$ 84,316.51 
$ 200,433.60 
Af,ril 10, 2005 
05-7074-29-JM 
& 200,433.60 
eens 
Demand of OT Oevelop:nent 35,000.00 te1s 33, 734.AO 
clDSing cosu fees 
Deposit d\Ja OT Osvaloomem !'>,000.00 
BALANCE 
TOTAL $ 240,000.00 
PLEASE RETAIN FOR YOUR ESCROW FILE 
V..1:001 
Page 2 
$ 240,000.00 
y 
H-'0-5.' 2005 14: 35 FAI 70~l4.67469 ~IDELITY ltESQUJTE ~002/002 
~ 
i#iMi•&iffll@W#S-fi&a-Aliii&ffM&isfflM5¥M=i49¥i#?i,¥iCJUit6E&·Rlri€ii•HWMWWu•tW'l'it!fi;;1Mfflil#l¥t4 
PAV 
TO 
THE 
ORDER 
OF 
AOEUTY NATIONAL Trrl· c: AGENCY 
OF NEVADA. INC. 
• ESCROW IBUST-MESQUfTE BRANCH 295--07 
12 W. MESQUITE 8\..VO .. SUITE 113 · 
MESQUITE. NV 89027 ... · ... 
(702) 346-7474 
ESCBOWNO. 
.BANK.OFW -:A..N.A. 
13l.OMLCUB .::Rv.ceB 
333 SOU1li 8eAllUFff AVENUE 
LOS ANGEL~.,.Cli. 90017-1466. 
11-.,;;w1210 
066331 .. · 
ESCROW TRUST ACCOUNT - VOID AFTER 90 DAYS 
-NON-NEGOTIABLE 
lWO SlGNA.lVRES REOUIRED 
f,1-t 
=tOELlTY NATIONAL TITLE AGENCY 
JF NEV ADA. INC. DETA.CH At«> RETAIN THIS ST.Ard.!ENT 06R331 
:SOROW TRUST-MESQUITE BRANCH 2g:s-07 
i.;~ ... 7\°i,.-J.:·:1-~~I 
TriE .ATTACtiED CIE«x :S NPAYl'IENT CF"TI-IE rTEMS Ol:SCRl9f0 B£1.DW. 
IF HOT CO~ Pc.EA.WHCTi'IPI US PROJ:Pn V. ~ RECEPT DESIIV:'D 
h 
,~~urit t' -J= ,·IJL•.11..nd, ic: ,n: :.~.1,.:t"lffi 
r1.::d:r:-: v4-' 21 • \l<i 
DU}'er Iltt(.'.t i.,::.CUJ.te:i r'r.il"t•:e,~04., 
~~] ; er: et:,m l,c:\ l..:llnbt..n: 
Prr,'l:~l'C.;n ti,,~ j_.a:sc.a.la, Me~.:JUJ.1:.::,. NV ,:,:ljt12'l 
C"'ltt-.d-: Ne;.-: {•1).i:~, 
),J1QU1tL ~ .~;.~,, (1~,G .. lill 
NON»NEGOTIABLE 
h 
08Jl5120Q5 l1:0b FA1 7023467469 
Date: 
Escrow No: 
~ 84.316,51 
$ 200,433.60 
April 20, 2005 
05-707429-J~ 
4 200.433.60 
FlDm.ITY UESQOl-r£ 
cens .. 
Demond of OT Developmsnt 36,000.00 les& 33,734.40 
clotlng COSll> fees 
Deposit due 0T ·DevaJoomet,l 5.000.00 
BALANCE 
TOTAL $ 240,000.00 
?LEASE RETAIN FOR YOUR ESCROW FILE 
~OT/007 
Pi'ge2 
$ 240,000.00 
~ 
Jl/03/2005 14:35 FAX 70~3467489 
k 
• 
FIDELITY NATIONAL TJ1l, c AGENCY 
OF NEVADA. INC. 
· .ESCROWmUST-MESQU{TE BRANCH 295-07 
12 W. MESOUITE BLVD .. SUITE 113 
MESQUITE. NV 89027 . , -
(702) 346-7474 
PAY 
TO 
THE 
O.R0ER 
OF 
ESCROW NO. 
FIDELITY 'MESQUITE 
. BAHKc»=AN ':A.N.A. 
Gl.08AL CUB .:RVJCES . 
333 SOUTH 6S,\Ui.JffY AVENUE 
LOS ANGEl.eJ.1 f;A 90017-1466 
11-,210 
-~.r r' I ,, 
@002/002 
066331.. 
ESCROW TRUST ACCOUNT· VOID AFTER 90 DAYS 
NON-NEGOTIABLE 
lWO SIGNATURES REOUlREl 
~-f: ~31 f-.1-\ 
=IOELITY NATIONAL TITLE AGENCY 
Jf NEV ADA, INC. DETACH.AND'RETA\lt THIS STATEMENT TriE .. TTACttfOC}EQCISlfPA'tAENT0F11iEJ1El4SDESCM!a>&el.OW. 
IF NOT CO~ PLEAS'£NOiTFV\1$ PAo.tPTl Y. NO RECEIPT OESIR;D :SCROW TRUST-MESQUITE BRANCH 295-07 
l;~ -7\'.ii :11··:1-~~I 
~-
(~ 
('.r,,urtl )' ~ ,·or;'llnL~h .it: i)l: t..-/i;t1ffJ 
fJ.::t!:r:-: 04: .:H • tl~ 
Bl.J}'ei· 
~lJer 
Pl"'t.,~JP-.l"t:.f: 
R,,c:.t. i.,:..au.tE.-d f'~rt.• ,e ,--~h-4,> 
Ct:..n-n.a l ... ~~J"i: 
ti 7 4 La~c\ .\rs , Me ~Jill~:~ ., NV 
06n331 
C"lu-:ck r-;,:;-: {,?l.'t:~ J 
.. ~IOUltL ! :~:,t (lf,G .. t 111 
NON-NEGOTIABLE 
RIVER HOLLOW 
LOT28 
MAY. 9 21)05 5· )5f'M SOiJTt~ U .. AH TITLE ~ NC. ~787 
SOUTHERN UTAH TITLE COMPANY 
40 south 1 oo ea111t 
St. George, Utah 84770 
. 1!J3 S · t-l ·EAST, Is,· G.¥.ORGE. Ul.M t74'1Q.G 
··- ,1....4 ••• \l:r 
SAl..ES Pr-clCE 
Down Pavm•nt to He/max First Rsaltv 
.. 
'E:XPcNSES: .. - ... 
Tld@ fn~uranco P, Wttnium 
L-Becordln.9 fee I I r 
1 
·1ouha f CM 
1 -&eroW Cloislno Fee 
. W:wd•ral Exoross t1ttd Procm~lno Ft,aa 
.\Ddlttonst OOCUO\flfthl 
t=iRORATJONS: As or 0 To , 2/S, 12(105 
Taxaa for the we.r 2005 .. 12 Mo. n 1.223,00 
-· 
.. .. 
Buvo,., are rne2!Je~lo for Jnsuntnce as af dat& ordoalna. 
Souitiem V\ah lttto C(>ff\llFlnY w(tf not be h-.ld flDblo • 
.. 
'b • 1to?~ 
1 '0~.000.00 
-- 115.00 
HID.00 
30.00 
.. 
... 
'•, 
P. 16 
,I • ~. ~ _, .... .,..:--·r~ 
_,,...__, 
~ nt\n nn 
·--···-
.. 
·--
PAYOFF J!~E TO KiLAUEA -.- . 
---1 T . .. ·. ~ T.T. liJJ2. .... 
..... 
•· 
I lomo 0wii~ro Asa;ocu:llinn Oues ~HOM c:J/lS-5•30 __ t82 S125/0TR 17,40 
Homa Ownera A•• Transfer Foq 50.00 
·-· 
NOTI!; ~• oorlloll of :100.i llum.i, .S336.07 
.. D&ld.di:mdy.tD.WIIGt,tna\:Jn.0,UftN.]',____...,._bv_ti~ u111n 11'11 wt C,O.na. .S0.00 50.00 
Sul>Totall li230 000 .00 ss_aoo,oo 
r~ ~Anr.e Due rrom Buver $22S.000.00 
I iOTALS t.230.000.00 5?30.0()0.00 h Appl"OWJd by; 
.3outhern Utah Title Company 
Oat.ad 
, ' ~-- •i-•---. 
I 
r 
Q 
SO.JTU(Rff U"AH J ITLE 
SOUTHERN UTAH TfTLE COMPANY 
40 South 100 Ea•t 
St, George, Utah 84770 
BUYeR'S SETTLEMENT STATEMENT 
~~:i;~~i~~~WiMIDfik~ I J.: •! :::,:, 
t S ( GF.OR5lii U [AJ'4 Of7~.G ·  I 
...... , - .~ ..... 
SALESP"ICE 
Down Pa~ant to He/max PJrst Rautlr .. 
EXP~NSES~ 
... 
TitJu Insurance P• -emium 
Roc:ordln,;a f •• I J t 
~loena Fee 
..iscrow Cfo»1ng Fee 
I Fe,:jcatal Exorosa an<1 Pro~~~-,~ Fe8$ 
Addtuons1 oocumen~ 
PR0RATIONS: As of 0,S,IOT r.l005 To ,~1/200.) 
Ta>(es for the ww ;2005. 12 Mo. a 1.223.0t) 
~-·· 
au~,;, Ille r11ic,oonelbl~ fOf' lnsurenco as of tlAle ot doalno.. 
Sou\hern U\eih Thie Comnanv wt11 not be hek:I Oabln. 
·-·-. 
.. 
-
.. 
. 
··--
PAY.OFF F&E TO W'II Al ICA 1-JH.OPERTV 
I lomo ~era AQ_&ocialion Ou~s ffiOt,1_"'- • •n 
Hqmv Ownera Aa3ociatton n-an,r.,- foq 
@S.12~UTA 
... 
-
NOT!: ~-- oa liOI\ of 200, &aJcs 5338.07 
~dl.1-10.W.ahlm,b,.C<v.lll!IIJt•"""'"-~--..UPl!I.IDo..•I C!<>"'-""• - . 
Total• ,_ .. ···-· 
ce Due from Buver 
-l TOTALS ~ Approved by: 
NC. ~787 P, I b 
•• . , 1.>l~{((• .:,'./. ,w.:- • ,.:.r·1: 
101M)OO.OO 
a_oao oo 
··-···---·...___ 
, ... 
18.00 
16000 
·-·-30.00 
--- -
'2.A.777.62 
17,48 
eo.oo 
--
·-··--
so.oo $0.00 
i.230 000 .00 $6,000.00 
$2A5.000.O0 
$230 nnn N\ S230_Q00.00 
\ Southern Ufah Title Campany 
a .. u.awr r:. ,-..u•, WH1i1111110 ~ .... a,, &1~ft~ 
~ l..._.lUTV CXH.IPNoV ~l ,-,...,Nl1' 
l t=lnQI 
~ 
:-) 
SOUTHERN UT AH TJTLE COlfP ANY 
Custodial Escrow Account 
40 South 100 &st, St. George. UT &4770 
Memo: ERR 
Fee for Lot 28 
Wells Fa.rgo Bank, N.A. 
ONE SOUTH MAIN ST. GEORGa UT AH 84770 
31-1/1240 
126192 
162\490 
I 
5/20/05 
.;MOUNT i 
$ 29,.777 .52 : 
PAY:. Twenty Nine Thousand Seven Hundred Seventy Seven and S2/100 Dolbtrs*._.,..,..,..,..*************....,*******_,.H ... *~*** 
Pay to the Kilauea Properties 
Order or: 
------ ---····· ... 
( '1 
_____ ........... . 
( 1_ 
Southern Utah Title Company 
File Copy 
. ----,----..:...----
.( ( 
-
h 
RIVER HOLLOW 
LOT29 
j_ 
Fax Server 8~/2006 8:46:38 AM PAOE 2/0~ Fax Server 
MA1 9 2~05 5:35PM 
SOUTHERN UTAH TITLE COMPANY 
40 South 100 East 
St. George, Utah 84770 
BUYER•s SETTLEMENT STATEMENT 
S~n Jean Cox 
I 
SALES PRICE 
Down Pavrneot tc t-<e/max First Reetb 
EXPENSES: 
TIiie tnsur.ance P, emium 
Recon:Unafee I l : 
C[oa..,a Fee 
Escrow Closlr,n Fae 
~iaoereJ t!lmress and Proces-ct'"" ~ 
AdC1lllona1 Oocumeoltf 
PROR.ATIONS:As of 05107'200& To 1213112005 
Tax8$ fof' the vear 2005 - 12 Mo. i!> 1.:223.0D 
Buvc,a aro ~DOnelblo for lnsu111nce as of date ot closfna. 
SO\Jthem Utah TltJc Comn:inv WfU not be held Onblo. 
PAYOFF FEE TO KJLAUEA PHOPERTY 
1 tome Ownera AA.cociaUon Ouea; FRQMl'IIR-6-30 ®S12SJQTR 
Home Owners Ass~-12rt1on Transf!M Fee 
NOTI!: Sulba DtYHJn ot 200!> ~ $338.07 
I DBIC, dnM:IIY a> WDGtllnabo CcunnrT~c:r bvSoUNSm Uian TIIII Id Cbaino. 
Sub-Totals 
~;1nea Oue from Buver 
TO"fALS 
.Approved by; 
Southern Utah Title Company 
"''. 
NC. ~ 7 6 7 P. I G 
.~.,.~. I~ • •• Q!edt~_;_"'J! 
199 000.00 
5_onn,oo 
15.00 
150.00 
30.00 
-
. 
?Q 777.62 
77.46 
~0.00 
S0.00 so.oo 
~000.00 ss.000.00 
$225,000.00 
$230.000.00 $230 000.00 
Dci.btd 
() 
(J 
( 
.{ 
..,,.... ... E~ UTAHTlTLE COMPANY 
so1P. ia·• custodial EsaawAccXmt 
.-o 5oul'h t 00 East.SL CleO(JC. UT 841'10 
1 
t-,1Gti C~~ HOMe.6, INC. A UTAH CORPORATION ,CLEMENT 
r.1c"'° LJ)l 2g Rivel Hollow 
Wells Fargo Dank. N.A. 
ONSSOtrru MAIN ST. OF..OROE, UTAII 84770 
31-1/12~0 
126190 
161541 
l/12/0S 
AMOUNT 
$ 29,807.52 
• '1V'entY Nine Thousaud Elgbtnundrcd Sevau and 52/100 Doll:ars• ......... .,. ................ ..,, ...... * ... .,. ...... ,,.., • .,,. 
-p;,..Y.-
r•Y 1,0 1bc J'il:tc:Ul' Properties 
o,c1crot-
( ( 
Southern Utnh Title Company 
File Copy 
( (· 
BLOOMINGTON 
RANCHES 
LOT 78B 
( 
Q 4U "'°111111W CB5't SL Gaarge~ Utah 847'10 
~ 
I 8UYER4S SETTLEMENT STATEMENT 
~Scoulhlm.eiat;Stlm:U ·. •,• · .. : 
.. . ·-·· . . . . . . . . . .. 
'Saltuioe C '.Ua!li·8iJJ7· · · : : · ~. ·.:· ·· 
' 
.. 
C a~~ .•• - ·ll"' ':'!i ~-· --- =· t., ~ • . ....... 
SALES PRICE 98.~®,00 l I 
DowrtP~m,tto I ; 
EXPEN§ES: 
Ttl!e lnsuranco Premium 
. 
R~lnafee 1 l l 17.00 
Cio.slnrJ Fee 99.00 
r---~ Closlno Fe& 
........... -M' !enll &aress a,ta Ptccelalna Fees ~ 
···•-··-· Uocuments 
I~ 
.~TIONS: M of ~ To 121J1~ 
Taxea for ~-WQ2" 2005- 12 Mo4 ffl 448.52 114..28 
Manis Dtlkl tDwacds 20M ~ 268.0i 
.-••-,t•OH Ho . 
'!' ~ 
-·-···-
' 
Buvers o o r t,le for Insurance m d dsle of dosina. 
Southern Utah Title • • ..!! nal be held-Hable. 
. 
-
I 
·• 
--. 
. 
: 
·1 
.. 
. t 
' . 
I 
~ 
\ 
~-
' -
r·lTE:Selm~d:lmtua $11~..28 
~~l'lW ~ 'lreu,nr In 8cxdllll,m l)ldz TIie al Ob!iaD -· S0 .. 00 $0.00 
SUt>-Tom!!J 
-!.~74.01 $114.28 
Balence Due from Bu""'1llr 598.758.73 
~ ! 
\.. TOTALS $98.874.01 ~ 198,814.01 
-Aoerovedbv: The ijs~JJrnit.jd P"'9rthtp 
I 
, """"vvuu, •IIW a.a~~ ~ SL Gtara,. Utah 84770 ~ 
\ 
> 
~l 
I BUYEfrS SETTLEMENT STATEMENT 
. i ' 
lMu·aeva.~1~~ ·. . ·,. · ... , · · . 
. t~ ~ •• •"'f r-\'r'fl ..,_., _ r,... ,, ,, •. , , .. , . , , . . . . . . 
·· Utar. Cui .._.· · ·· u· · ·· · · ·· · · · · · · · · •· ·· ·· · · · · · · · a ,~ QA • '• • •·•·· • • ' •· ' ' · • r; ~ ... ·•··········, .• , .......... . 
. . :_. .\ .. \ ~>;·: ;-:/~_:;::·:_7)~"'./::\'.'.:::f \•·:·; /.; ~-
• ,•:~: .•••• i' ;.: 
·•.' t :· ;. ••• .. :.:I. ~: 
.. . . . . . 
• 
... 
SALES PRICE. 
DQtMt PtMnei,t t1> 
. 
@XP!MiES: 
. 
TIiie lnsorartco Premwm 
Reconlnaree I -1 l 
Cfoaina Fee 
E'-CIDW CIOslna Fe& 
.I ·'"fflli- and;- . ~r ... J..... .Aianal ,._ _lil\18 
~T~/wof 04IDSl2D05 To 1?Jl1~ 
. 
·to•Mb?!l\evear20()5-12 Mo • .ffl 448 .. 52 
Mantel paid Cowards 2005 tues 
~ 
. 
--
'-• 
Bl.Nl!rS ao r - · fDr tmurance a, e1 date or dosilo. 
Southern Ulah Title;- •v .tlnoltwheldlfable. 
,. 
i 
i 
I 
I 
! I 
I 
I 
i 
.. 
. 
' 
" 
r, 
-
'. Selan ~r/21:1)5 tDa 1H4.2B 
-
:,. 
~bV\' cmn!vll8UWl'lf11'1Souho(n~TI8e11temi"JJ ______ 
&J 'IJ... To l:)lt; 
. Due from 8uVdllr 
• 
' . TOTALS 
,~ 
. 
-
I 
. 
.,• ~by~ TheJ}.1~~ ;:_,;.,---~..;,Ip 
.. 
.... 
... .. 
•-... -...... 
88,5Q9.~.90 
17.00 
99.0G 
I 
268.01 
t 
l 
I 
I 
f 
---
50.00 
$98.&74.01 
. 
! 
$98,874.01 1 
. -
f~ ::·:.. -~ :.. ,.~ }1 
114.28 
! 
. 
I 
I 
$0.00 
S114.28 
~--
SSS.759.73 
198.874.01 
J ) 
SOUTHERN UTAH TITLE COMPANY 
CUstodlal Esaow Account 
40 Scnuh 100 ell.SI, SL Ocorgi:, llf 34770 • 
·;, ) 
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. 
ONu soum MAIN ST. OEOROE. UTAH 84710 
3Ml1~0 
156118 
4/7/05 
Memo: THE BACT LIMITED PARTNERSHIP,/ LMM DEVELOPMENT. INC 125083 
Payoff 3538 s Solano Way AMOUNT 
$ 41,548.26 
PAY: Forty One Thousand Five Hundred Forty Eight and 26/100 D01lars***-uuoi1o•oo.-oH•*.,,.*" .... u .. ,....,.,.,,.. • .,,. 
Pay to the Needham Ho~ Inc. 
Orduo{: 
Southern Utah Title Company 
File Copy 
·J ) 
I\ 
~· 
() 
h 
h 
WHITE MESA 
LOT 131 
h 
(~ 
<'.> OMl'l No. '.!.50!-026~ 
A IJ.S. D'EJ>ARTlJE!,'T OP HOUSINO Nl'01.JR!IA.>; DEVEl-OPMEl,":" 9. T!'P! OF 
SETIU:MENT STAllMl!NT 1.L.; l'HA 
a. n VA 
2. 0 PHMA 
5. i7 CONY. INS. 
l. LJ COIN. IJNINS. 
&. lJOR.TG.A!l£ lNS. CASE NO.: 
C. NOT!!: 1bs !i,ra:.u 6..-.wb<:d c:, gj,,t:)OU& su=of.,,.,.J ""'1lan<,nt""'"· Am:>uneplid 10udb)·11>esc-tag,,u=chown. 1!<m< 
r=l:,6 "(p.OL)" .. te;,<id ~!h, c!l>,i"' l'><v ort sno'M> l:ac CorinJam:uiaw tJIII1)Ql,:J u,d m: oo< b>:hMltd in lb< i-1, 
D. NAME & ADDRESS BACT l.imite'1 P..--nashlp. a Utah limi1oo partn=hip 
OF BORROWER: 46115 S. 900 B.. 51~208, SalI LakDCirv. UT 84117 
!! NAME It: ADDRESS 
OP SELLER: 
D T Dcn,lo;,=m l!w., ~ Utah "'1J)Omltr.1 
231!7 s. Coll:rao Dr, Wz.shinp, trr 84780 
P. NAME & ADDRESS 
Of I..l:'.Nbl!lt: 
G. PROPER1Y LOCATION: 167 Woodb:>ryl=, M.£gui?e_ NV 89024 
H. SETit.EMENT AGENT: Mtsquitc Tille C=psny 
Pt.ACE OF SETILEM~ &40 Pi=ocle Coun Bldg 3, Mcoquitt, NV 89027 Q02\ 346-040l 
J ..,_-•~ ct =-·or'• T.....,,_w:tltm IK Sumnan· of Setler•, Tr.uu:u:l1DJ1 
100, GronAlm>m>1 l>ueProm Bom,orcr. 400..Cr ... AmoamtD=To Sella: 
101. c ... 1111,:uaJa, ,mu 401. °"'"'"'saldnrioe 
102. Pcrsaul mon...., 4c:!. Pcn=al =-~ 
IOJ. Sealcmont cl,,,,,,. 10 bom>w<r: n .... 1400\ 40J. 
104. 4¢4. 
IOS. •OS. 
I 
I I 
I 
iS900.00 
i 
A.d>wtmo,,aForl= .,._l.d "ltv •-"-- r. •Jn.n= Ad'·•-N J;'nr lti,mJ Pnid B" Seller lo Atfvm= 
I l 06. Cir.llov.u bXtS 10 
107. C<Km,vuxa b 
I OS. Ntt'61""1IO b 
109. 
no. 
111. 
112. 
Ill. 
114. 
115. 
116. 
l:W. Gren Amollllt Diu Fn,111 Borrower. 
Sftft • --•·"'· U..!A Qv ~ l• ",. 
201. l)cpocit « caro:at-
202. Pnnonahmount of new 1,-/s) 
203. Exi<:mg tun{•) tw:uulnb<t co 
204 
205 
206. 
207. 
208. 
209. 
i 
I Adjnsun,nlll Fer Jwm Unpaid BJ Scller. 110. Cirvr.awn a.xa IC 
211.Coomvt&X<O to 
2!2.A.\- ., 
:??3. 
2l4. 
215 
216. 
217 
Jl!I. 
' 
219. 
f 
I 
220. Total Pald BJ/For-
Borro,..e,-: 
I ' "" f' .. h At~,-, !>n.mfl"ft "--·~ 
1 ;!01. Gr= """""I d•<from batowtr (line 120) 
' 
302. Leu un=• p>jd W'!o,-bo:ro-,;c- (lice no} 
303. CA<h cDrnoM) Oroi Bornnru: 
PTc-,ou~ Edi~ lr Ohs.ok.t: 
Fo:m Ne. I 581 
.l,t6 
I 
I 
I 
i 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 0.0( 
-404.Ci,y""-.._,.,, 
"' 
407. eeu.w,._.,, 10 
408.AU"""""1 (,i 
409. 
410. 
411. 
412. 
413 
.&.16, 
4lS 
416. 
420. Gress A.mout Da, To S<l4r. 
SGO. Jt...iacllon, t,, • -•-bn• To !:#11....-, 
SOI. Extesl -• fw, inm-oc~cm\ 
502. Scdomcnt ,..,,_ ID sclJ:r ll!M 1400\ 
503. l!Jc!sti:>• loo:i.ts\ n.la:n ,ubtcc, IO 
50<. p,vo![ ht Ml!;. t.n. Whi<o Mcu.. UC. I NC\">dt ~ .... ,,. 
50:S. hyofrl:>d Mt.-. ln. 
506. Di•~ To Sell,r 
Sfn. l'n:=t? Tn-llt t.nd 2:>d 0tr ~ 
lOS. ~ Tu-3n! ,-,.,.rl-WG4/0S 
509. 
I ! 
I Mj11ro,,.,m 'For litlll! Uap,id By StDer: I 
r sto. are-tOlWI WU$ to ! 
51).rn,=wc« to : 
1512.~ts ,. I 
Im. 
si,. ! 
SI S. i 
516 
$17. 
5U. 
519. 
510. Toal n.cdactu>m 
ln Amount Due Sclltr. 
=-•.r..i. • - ti',-·-"'·"·"··· 
601. Orcu a,w•.mc due"' .db- (liz,e ~20\ 
602. Less rc<!uob""-C in L'rOIJM due ,ell:, (w,c 520) I 
603. CILSI, Oro) Qnor.<J Scllcr. 
I 
7S,900.00 
1 ~6J.,!fl 
57.0N\M 
16 ML.09 
134.79 
109.nl 
I 
I 
75,900.0Qj 
I 
7HOO.OO 
7~QOOOOI 
0.00/ 
SB-4-JSlUlOO•l 
HUD-I 0...!6) 
J;.!!.Sf_.._ HB •JCl.2 
~~/2~i2066 13:08 
1-•-,p"rk County Real Prop~y 
<.) 
17023dfi7901 REMA>< RIDGE ~AL~ PAGE 02 
httpj/n:drock.co.c: lark.nv .u~li1ssrre;2lprop1pc1aetau.aspx r nannun~m.:c-... 
-~ 
I of 1 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
PARCEL NO. 
OWNER. AND HAlUHG ADDRESS 
,LOCATlON ADDRESSCn:y/TOWNSHIP 
ASSESSOR Dl:SCRIPTJON 
! RECORDED DOCUMENT NO. 
Rl:CORDED DATE 
VESTING 
0OL·11~1l.-02S 
PROPER REUGEN R Bt CHARLEEN A 
167 WOODBURY LN 
MESQUITE NV 89027-81.41 
16 7 WOODSUltV LN 
MESQUITE 
WHITE MESA SUB PHASE l 
PLAT BOOK 109 PAGE 15 
:LOT 125 
, .. 2OO60627:O6~l 
06/27/2006 
lOlNT TENANCY 
•Note: Only documents from September 15, 1999 through present are available for viewing. 
ASSESSMENT INFORMATION AND SUPPLEMENTAL VALUE 
ITAX DISTRICT 
APPIU.ISAL YEAR 
! FISCAL YEAR 
SUPPLEMENTAL XMPROVEeJENT VALUE 
su~~LeMgNTaLtHPRovEMENI 
901 
2005 
,06-0'7 
0 
N/A 
; ACCOUNT NUMB£R 
; REAL PROPERTY ASSESSED VALUE 
FISCAL YEAA 2,005-06 
I.AND 16100 
IMPROVEMENTS 
: PERSONAL PROPeRTY 
EXEMPT 
SROSS ASSESSED 
"TAXABLE VAWI: LAND+IMP 
0 
0 
0 
16100 
-46000 
ESTIMATED LOT SIZE AND APPRAISAL INFORM A TlON 
esnMATED SIZE 
:QIUGINAL CONST. YEAR. 
. LAST SAL£ PltteE 
. MONTH/VEAR 
0.29 Acres 
ioos ~ 06/06 
2006-07 
; 17500 
·49530 
0 
.o 
:67030 
191514 
LAND USE 
OWB.UN6 UlfITS 
P.ESIOENTlAI. StNGi..E FAMILY 
l 
PRIMARY RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURE 
1'0TAl UYING SQ. FT. 1880 CAftP01n'SQ.FT. ,o ADDN/CONV 
1ST FLOOR SQ. FT. 1640 STORIES TWO STORY POOL 
:iHO FLOOR SQ. ~- 240 BEOROOMS 4 SPA 
I 
BASEMENT SQ. FT. 0 BATHROOMS .i! FULL ! TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION 
GARAGE SQ. FT. 46.2 FIREPLACE 0 !ROOF TYPE 
NONI: 
.NO. 
1NO I 
I FRAME STUCCO 
CONCRETE •11.E 
lV25/2006 I 2:41 Pl\ 
h 
(f""'\ 
L S£'ITLEM£1\'T Ml.illGi:S Es::rn,., \3776 
700. Toal saJ...,'Broul', Commusian: Pa.Id From I Paid Fro111 &.edOnl':'iuS (@ ~~. 6(,rrol\,'U'11 I 6tller'a 
Flin.di I Flll:Mb 
"'"'"- or "'• ?nnl 4• ..-.n,_,, At I Al 
, 111 < 
- I Sdtlc:au Scttkmc:at 
""' ( to 
7()1 r-,-;•~on -'A., ,-.,.....,.._, 
70,4. 
RM fy,._. 'Yt ........ ,,. TPII 
...,..,_, ··-· 
Rnl I •·• "-'-•-'- r- •I. I 
on, t Ao•~· •·-- V 
•o• ·-'-' '-••· 
oru "'••"•-•"to• 
en< I _,...,, :..-....:- ,_ 
t:-1'\.i .1---- :__. ___ __ ,;_.:an fee lo 
Rn? . • ...: . ......<nn n:e 
... 
ono 
RIO 
RI 1 
.,, 
RI 1 
Rid 
&15. 
··~ Qflft "'• -- • 'n ..--L-,1 ~ 'T _,...,. Th llJt,; ..,,..,,..t Tl'! . ·-
9ot 
'" 
r.,, Id,.. 
"°' u-•••, --'·-w - to 
<>n> u--• iT.rui=<, ___,;,_ far ,-:-s. lo 
on., .,,,_, ~-----'--<ne 
"'' ~ 
Oil< 
906 
,..w.n v---·h--~ ..... ,, . .._" 
1nn, u-...1 ins•~~ 0 mon•~•r,;, < nn~- .... nm;., 
rnn, Mo.,-••'---•· n mt1nt!..cl,i\ s OM--•••• 
IM"> . ..,, ... n-•••f,i\~ nnn---··•• 
t""" r---~-~~-- n-•- .Lofr.l < nnn .... 
JQnc; J...-nn11lll"' .... -,._ .. w1,. n -L ,,, ~ OODpalllQQrb I I I 
1006 Flood i,,mn=,e n-"-•rai.•; l\llt.-----14. I 
,nm n--..... ,;,,, OM -~ I 
\N\O ,l_c,---.- ,Aa'umnc:u I 
1009. I I 
p nn .,..H.r.•--
1101 .c.--t-r orrln~• fe:. '" \..S ... -..: • .,. _,, - I 4<0 IV 
l''"'., A.__,....nr,;.1,. . L 4n 
I "()l. Title -·-'••.;on to 
I ,,,,. T,n, · -- ~ .. '-:-..1 .... fn 
\10( ...._,,,_,_,~"""In 'l 1-- •1 ... T1rlt r~m• sn n, 
1 In,: lJo--• ,_ '" 
1107. Atlerney's ~ to 
(inclucl.:s obavc item Nwnbcrs: ) : 
I 10&. Title insuroncc to Mcsquilc Title Comp""} 
(iilcludcs above itmi Nnmbc."'S: ) 229.0c 
11114 -.l--'- ----·--e ~ 
111n ,-,,..._. ___ _( "" OI\I\ nn ~-• ,oioM 
It It r-• . ..<er Fee 10 MesouJ:e Title r-.~~v : Mr,( 
1111 · u.a In"--'- ,~le ,-. ___ I en nr 
111 1 .. "'-~ Rl'TT 10 "'•-ulte Title C-mv on< or 
1114. I 
?M - -~ ~- J. ..,. ___ r-""'---
t'"lnl D J, r...- Dotd f JOM ·" -'---c.t n"" .n_, __ < t,M I ,n., 
f"lf\'\ .... 
-·'-·"•-'~ J~~ 60 :~::: ~: : ! ] RJ~ ,.,n., c.---·~ .If!<--- "--'~ I •~ i i,n, I 
r,ns. ! I 
1'00 ~J .. ·-· ·----
nn1 .,, __ "' I I I 
1302 Pest i•mection 10 
1 0 I 
r.n, I 
"OI. 
,,no ! 
1310 i 
11 1 I 1, I 't 
". -
,, .. 
.,.. ~•.' t" . .... \ .. ·- ,.., tr-•-,.,,. In,~ tl'H ~ ............. r. -.1 . , , .,.. <n, r-._ r; I« 
Fe m-. !-lo. 1582 
~ 
Pogc 2 of) SB-'·JSJB.000.1 
:1 ! , ~ : :Mi C·~t.11 l;J t.","l,"1 •(II n n.11 ~ • II "f ,. 'I.•• 
I 
I 
I 
-~ 
h 
h . 
SELLER'S AN'DIOR BORROWER'S STATEME?\T Es;;-ow. l3776 
[hcvc =cfu!lymi""'al th: HUD-I Scttl=ru Su:.,,..,., ""4 10 the •=ofmy knowledge en:! bdii,!: 11 ,.,:rue znd au::w:-atc s-.otan= ofe.ll rc:=;r.s mc! 
diibu.-,=~t< ll!Ule Ol my &cu>ll:lt or by mo ir. thi, ~""- l lunl,c certify thet ! ti.Ve =vtd • copy oi lhe HUD-I Senl=t SU=:. 
Tot Hv'D-1 Scnlczncnz S1A1emcru wn.icli I l:ovo ~ u • crue ..a -==ic =au::! of tbs n=cm. I W<Tc cwscd a,- wiU au.-:: Ille funds to be 
di.,burnx! in =rdanu wtth ru.t=i. J (z_? /4 
Sc:tlcccntrst --f--=><...L.;=-==---,-:ff---=c""f/-'-'-f-L-:lc-------- Dille: (. 
6?-Robc:T . Sb=, Mcsqui tlc r: 
WAR..'\1.'i : ll u • en..-.: to l:.nowiJ>glyuukc r..t« == ~ Sa:c. on thi, orm,y o:l:..=- runilll1 !o."Til. !'Cll.lld.c,r; llpOl> cc:,vi:non <= inc!ud.e • 
fine o, imprisao.":><11L Fot&w4 =. Title lS U.S. C,:;c Scaian 1001 end S=ion l0I0. 
EXHIBIT 6 
LIS PENDENS FILED BY CLEM 
TEBBS/BA CT 
ON PROPERTIES OWNED BY 
NEEDHAM, OCTOBER 31, 2006 
. " .. ·-··· 
.. 
.. 
:Michael J>. Roberts (7d07) . 
MICHA'3 D, 'R.oJilRT~:P.C. · .. 
31 o 4SOO South. Sultuoo 
Salt City, Utah 84107 
Tolopho o; (801)355-4800 
. Fax: (8 1)747•Ui67 
Attom forPlahnlff 
Pile No, 606009,03 
l?'ln'B: l>l'.STRlcr COURT, ST. GEORGE DEPARTMENT 
W ASHJNGTON COUNTY, STATE OF UTAll 
BAct aLimitedP~p~ 
Plalntift 
Y, 
LISPENDENS 
caseNo,06050187? 
Judge James D. Shumate 
loasc tat~ nou~ that th~ above-captioned oase has been .filed in th& .Fifth Distrlot Court 
n County, State of Utah, agamSt the abovo-mm1cd-defendant1, Tb~ objoot and 
pwpow £ tb,a "1"it {s to -iutct titlo lo teal ptopfitt,Y, ln0Judl11,t tho.t do::cn"bed below. Olher CA\IBOS 
•~•• , J • rr• """ , • ,.,. "'" •••~, .. I 
~ 
oovcnan of good faith and fair dealing, conversion, brench of ildudery duty, conatruetive trust, 
cqultabl lien. aocounting, deceit BIid c:lYU compinoy, fii\ud. orsd punitive damages. 
y mid all pintica aQQldng to G04Ull"G or o:ilfflAto my lntcrGst in th~ AbOVG-d<.1c.n"b~ 
ptQp61'tY bould taJco notlco of tho pmdenoy of this amon. 
ho parcels of real property affected by this aotion looated in Iron County arc dc6cribed 
reel Ono: Lon, BioekJ), Wetl Vl4W Estate, S'QbdlVislon, PbasQ m. 
D .. 120.9 .. D-3~ 
in-col T\VO; tot 16, Dlook "C11, Wa" View EstatcS Subdlvt,ton, PhRaa m 
Ta:x Par '1)..120,.oo0C-00ld, 
C, D ired Three: Lot B, Blnclt "J)"' Wat View Esta tel SqbdlvlllOII, PIiate m 
Tu Pjl D-120,-000D-0008. · 
,(Q ph l b jrcel Four: Lot 6, Eqqestmu Polllte Sali'5VIBlon, P~o 10, 
Tnx Par el B-l813-0006f 
<ZC ;:> ~ reel Plve: Lot 3, Block E, Wer.t VJew Esblta Subdivfs[on. 
, ~ el Six: Lot ta, Block 11'1 West VJew EstBtes Subdivision, Ph:ue !. 
7 l_ 1 tcel Seven: Lot 2, Block E, West View Estatcll Subdivi.rion, J.lh21so IIL 
Tax Par el » .. l,209-000E-0002. 
1 ~~ 
Tax l''1r el R-l858-0009-0000. 
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7.-F el Nbie: Lot 2, block "Fn, West 'View ltttatea Subdivision, Phase m. 
Tax Pare! l D,,UO~UUY .. 0002. 
a 0 lO p n!elTcn~ T.nUl,.Equennan)ointe,l'hasdO. TaxJ,l'arccllM81.9-908. 
P reel Elevens Lot 21, Block B, WesMew Estates Subdivision, Pbase m. 
TaXPart: 
}f 'l. ~ P d Twelvet Lot 2, Block D, West View Estnte.J SnbdMsion, ~base. m. 
Tax Ppr,; 1 'P-1209-D-J, 
c~ 1 ch C·v P reel Thbuen: Lot 9, Eqnestrla11 Pointe Subdivision, !base IO, 
·t 
Tl#PArc I .B-181:MJ00.9, 
t_, Ji) Prc:al Fourteen, Loe 6, :Block D, Westvlaw J!atatu SnbdlYl~oll, l'h111e m. 
Tax p,-ylel Dw120P-Dw6. 
\ b s (._ l1 J'QCI Fifte161l: J ,nt 1 o. Sunset CaD)'OU Estatt!1, l'hA8e 4, 
'J'ax Part B-1858-0010-0000, IV(_ ).>rcol Slxtee11: Lot 16, )llock "C", West View B,lt~tcs SubdMdon, l'h111c IP. 
Toi: Pnrlel D-1209-000C-00US, 
~ ., ~I SH'V'CJ:\UOQ: Lut 8, Dlock "»». Wcat V)ew EstSLittS S.xbdividon, Phee m. 
Tax l"arlel D-1~09-0D0D-0008. , 
<-f·.n. n l' real 1'1gbtee1u l,ot 4, Jlloull A, W euc V'loW Estatell Suhdl~4ll, Phase Jl. 
Ta)C Pnr el D--1207,.A-4. · 
l' reel ~J».etee•u l.oc 171 lbc TnliJS Ii, Navajo Subdl\'hlon, 'rlua.so 2-A.. 
Ta'lt Pa~ el A•1184-21, 
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reel Twenty: Lot 361 The Tmll1 Dt Navajo Subdlvl51on1 fhese 2--A. 
eJ A•llB4•0D56-0000, 
nrcal Twenty.an es The Wie.¥t 6 r-,ds of Lot A. Block 3, Plat~ and the Wed 6 roda 
or Lot 1 Blocl( t So11tb, PIiat B, Patowau CUy SurVey. Tnx l'orcol Aw0OSJ .. 0000-.0000 .. 
ated thte '?II d~ otOctober, 2006. 
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PARTIBO 
FIFTH DISTRICT COURT-ST GEORGE 
WASH~NGTON COUNTY, RTATF. n~ O~AH 
BACT L~ v$. AARON NEEDHJU-1 
01877 contracts 
JUDGE 
SHUMATE 
Plaint ff n BACT LP 
Repres nted by; MlCHIU!lL u KOBERTS 
or DEVELOPMENT INC 
NEEDHAM HOMES INC 
KJ:IJ\OJ!a\ ~ROPERTIES lNC 
LMt-! DEVELOPMENT INC 
Defend nt - CHERYL~ MOT,JNT 
Defend nt - B~L~Y MOUNT 
JOHN DOES 1-100 
ACCOUNT SUMMARY 
CASE NOTE 
TOTAL EWNOE Amount Due~ 
Amount Paid: 
Credit; 
Bal.anoei 
155.00 
155.00 
0.00 
0.00 
REVENO OE~AIL - TYPE: COMPXAINT lOK-MORE 
Amount O~e; 155.00 
1\Jnount Paid: 155.00 
Amount Credit: o.oo 
Balance: o.oo 
httn:/ hrnhan11e. ntc nrb;, p-ov/ca.'te.~earch/Caqeffoarch?action~aseHist 
Pago 1 of2 
11/14/2006 
;_(~ 
Printed: 11/14/ 6 12:44:21 
CASE NUMBER 060 01877 Cont~acts 
PROCEEDINGS 
10-10-06 case fled 
Page 1 
10-10-06 Judge HOMATE assJgiie~-
10-10-06 Filed: Compl~lnt lOK-MORE 
10-10-06 Fee Ac ount created ~otal Due1 155.00 
10~10-06 COMPIJlf~T lOK-MORE Payment Received: 155.00 
Nfte! Code Description: COMPLAINT lOK-MORE, Hail Payment; 
10~11~06 Traoki g sta~ted for Other. Review date Apr 06, 2007, 
Printedi 11/14/ G l2:4~i2l Page 2 (last) 
Page2of2 
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EXHIBIT 7 
FILING FOR RELEASE OF 
LIS PENDENS BY NEEDHAM'S 
COUNSEL BRAD PARSONS OF KURT 
~ FAUX AND ASSOCIATES 
Kurt C. Faux, Esq. 
Utah Bar No. 4977 
FAUX & ASSOCIATES, P.C. 
2785 East Desert Inn Road, Suite 270 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89121 
(702) 458-5790" ., 
Attorneys for Defendants 
' AARON NEEDHAM, NEEDHAM HOMES, INC., 
KILAUEA PROPERTIES, LLC AND DT DEVELOP:MENT, INC. 
IN THE Fllrl'H DISTRICT COURT, ST. GEORGE DEPART.MENT, 
WASHINGTON COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
AssOCIATES, P .C. 
iAST~RTINNRoAD BACT A Limited Partnership r·~10 , , 
. ~CIVIL NO. 
~ruDGB 
VEO,. .,VADA 8!1121 
~Ol) 4511,.ST!IO 
.. "h\458-S794 Plaintiff, 
vs. 
) 
AARON NEEDHAM, ) 
JOHNP. GREALISH, ) 
DT DEVELOPMENT, lNC., ) 
NEEDHAM HOMES, INC,, ) 
K.Il.,AUEA PROPERTIES LLC, ) 
LLM DEVELOPMENT, INC. . ) 
CHERYL A. MOUNT ) 
NEEDHAM HOMES & DEVELOPMENT ) 
BILLY MOUNT AND JOHN"DOES 1-100 ) 
) 
Defendants. ~ 
:060501877 
:James D. Shumate 
AFFIDAVIT OF AARON NEEDHAM IN SUPPORT 
OF RELEASE OF LIS PENDENS 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
. : ss 
COUNTY OF WASHINGTON ) 
AARON NEEDHAM, being first duly swam upon oath, deposes and says that: 
1. On behalf of DT Development I entered in to business relationship wherein 
Clement Tebbs representing Plaintiff BACT, LLP. 
2. While a business relationship existed in the past between Affiant representing DT 
Development and BACT, LLP, the properties that are listed on Plaintiff's Lis Pendens have 
absolutely no relationship to BACT, LLP. Development of all of these properties began well 
after the relationship with BACT, LLP ended on or aoout November 8, 2006. 
2. As President of DT Development Inc. and Needham Homes, Inc., Affiant is 
familiar with the construction projects and lende1'S for the various projects and the funding 
sources. 
3. PlaintiffBACT LLP attached a Lis Pendens to numerous properties_in which it 
never contributed any amount of funding towards and has no claim to title or proceeds from the 
t AssOCIATES, P ,C . 
.l!As~~ioINN ROAD sale of said properties. True and correct copies of the lending documents are attached hereto as 
iVECa. ,6Vi\DA89121 
h2)4S8-Sffll ~ l)458-S794 
~h. 
Exhibit "1 °. The properties/projects subject to the Lis Pendens did not even orginate until well 
afterth BACT LLP ended. 
4. Af:fiant has already been irreparably damaged by Plaintiff's Lis Pendens which 
clouded title and forced a buyer to rescinded a sales transaction. Numerous other impending sales 
transactions also will not go through because of the Lis Pendens. 
5. It has been necessary for Affaint to obtain the services of an attorney to defend my 
claim and to expend costs necessary to release the Lis Pendens, 
8. Affiant specifically· requests that Judgment be entered as set forth in the Affidavit 
of Kurt-C. Faux In Support of Release of Lis Pendens together with interest at the legal rate. 
Further Affiant sayeth naught. 
DATED this :3o day of l--hvt0ibl?.r 
SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to before me 
on this ~day of rJ/JtJurl.,bu. , 2006. 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
; AsSOCIATES, P .C. 
EAST~llT INN ROAD 
r ""1210 
Vl!Cl. lVADA 89121 
~~) 4SS.S790 
'h', .cs1-,™ 
NOTARY PUIUC 
SHEILA M SCHMID 
.CO 80U11f 100 &AST 
ST. GEORGE. UT 14770 
MY COMM EXP 07•28-08 
8TAT.!Of'UfAH 
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EXHIBIT 8 
RELEASE OF LIS PENDENS FROM IRON 
COUNTY 
RECORDER'S OFFICE, 
DECEMBER 2006 
I<BNNETH B. GRIME.S (6555) 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
4885 South 900 East, Suite 211 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84117 
Telephone: (801) 266-6816 
File No. 606009.W 
00544219 
Rol of Lis P~ B: f869 P: 0&52Feo $~;00 
Pat$y euuer4 Iron Co~ty. Rcc:order Page 1 of 4 12/29/1&· 18: 2 M Bv KENNETH- B QRUl£S 
1111 Mtr Mr:• ft ~hV/iti.l hh\rlr:l.111lll II I 
------ ---· -··--
FIFfH DISl'RICT COURT, sr. GEORGE DEPARTMENT 
WASHINGI'ON COUNIY, SfATE OF UTAH 
*************** 
BACT, a Limited Partner.ship, 
RELEASE OF LIS PENDENS 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
AARON NEEDHAM; JOHN P. 
GREAUSH; DT DEVELOPMENT, 
INC.; NEEDHAM HO.Mm; INC. 
NEEDHAM HOMES & 
DEVELOffdENT, INC.; KILAUEA 
PROPERTIFS, LLC; LMM: 
DEVELOPMENT, INC.; CHERYL 
MOUNT; BILLY MOUNT; and 
JOHN DOES 1-100, 
Defendants. 
*************** 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
Case No. oro501877 
Judge James D. Shumate 
The above-named Plaintift by and through its undersigned attorney of 
record., hereby releases and cli.sclwges the Lis Pendens, dated October 31, 2006 
~-
and filed in the office of the Iron County Recorder on November 2, 2006, as entry 
No. 00541105. 
The parcels of real property affected by this action located in Iron County 
are descn'bed. as follows: 
Parcel One: Lot 3, Block D, West View Estates Subdivision_ Phase DI. 
Tax Parcel D-1209--D3. 
Parcel Two: Lot 16, Bloclc "Cn, West View Estates Subdivisio~ l'hase m. 
Tax Parcel D-1209-000C.oot.6. 
Parcel Three: Lot 8, Block "D", West View Estates Subdivision, Phase 
Ill. Tax Parcel D-1209-0000-0008. 
Parcel Four: Lot 6, Equestrian Pointe Subdivision, Phase 10. Tax Parcel 
B-1813-0006. 
Parcel Five: Lot 3, Block E, West View F.states Subdivision. Tax Parcel 
D-1209-000E-0003.. 
Parcel Six: Lot 18, Block F, West View F.states Subdmsi~ Phase 3. Tax 
Parcel D-1209-000F-0018. 
Parcel Seven: Lot 2, Block E, West View Estates Subdivisi~ Phase IIL 
Tax Parcel D-1209-000E-0002. 
Parcel Eight Lot 9, Sunset Canyon F.states, Phase 4. Tax Parcel B-1858-
0009-0000.. 
Parcel Nine: Lot~ Block 11F", West View Estates Subclivisio~ Phase Ill. 
Tax Parcel D-1209-000F--0002. 00544219 
Roi of Lia Pendens B: 1069 P: 0653Foc S36.00 
Patsy Ct.it.lcr 1 Ir-on County Recorder Page 2 of' 4 12/Z9/116 l0:4i2 AM By KENNETH B GRIMES 
1111 f'9 ~~· M "Wf~~Pf.L~I vr.a.t.111r11111 
~- -··- ---
. ~ 
\ 
--r .... 'A · -w 
Parcel Ten: Lot 8, Equestrian Pointe Subdivision, Phase 10. Tax Parcel 
B-1813-008. 
Parcel meven: Lot 21, Block B, Westview F.states Subdivisi~ Phase m. 
Tax Parcel D-1209-B-21. 
Parcel Twelve: Lot 2, Bloclc D, West View Estates Subdivision, Phase m. 
Tax Parcel D-1209-D-2. 
Parcel Thirteen: Lot 9, Equestrian Pointe Subdivision, Phase 10. Tax 
Parcel B-1813-0009. 
Parcel Fourteen: Lot 6, Block D, West View Estates Subdivision, Phase 
ID. Tax Parcel D-1209-D-6. 
Parcel Fifteen: Lot 10, Sunset Canyon Estates, Phase 4. Tax Parcel B-
1858-0010-0000 • 
Parcel Sixteen: Lot 16, Block 11C', West View Estates Subdivision, Phase 
IIL Tax Parcel D-1209-000C-0016. 
Parcel Seventeen: Lot 8, Block "D", West View F.states Subdivision, 
Phase Ill. Tax Parcel D-1209-000D-0008. 
Parcel Eighteen: Lot 4., Block~ West View Estates Subdivision, Phase 
Il. Tax Parcel D-1207-A-4. 
Parcel Nineteen: Lot 'Z'/, The Trails at Navajo Subdivision, Phase 2-A. 
Tax Parcel A-1184-27. 
Parcel Twenty: Lot 36, The Trails at Navajo Subdivision, Phase 2-.A.. Tax 
Parcel A-1184-0036-0000. 0054421'9 .. 
Rel of Us Penden& B: 1969 P: 8654Fee $36.003 f 4 Patsy Cutler 1 ~ron County --~THor8dc6r-81.,,_e~Pagc 
0 
12/29/96 18:'12 An By KENNE ,.._ 
IIII IYCa l(.:1~M•1fft~lu.~1ru,·111r11111 
3 - --- -··- ---- -- -- --· --
4, ••• 
Pattel Twenty-One: The West 6 rods of Lot 4, Block 3, Plat A, and the 
West 6 rods of Lot 1, Block 1 South, Plat B, Parowan City Survey. Tax Parcel A-
0051-0QOO..OOOO. 
Dated this 2-/, .µ.. day of December, 2006. 
SI'ATEOFUTAH } 
} 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE} 
,~e~ 
Kenneth B. Grim 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
On the t!v day of December., 2006, Kenneth B. Grimes personally 
appeared before me and signed and acknowledged the foregoing Release of Lis 
Pendens. 
~~L----NOTARY PUBUC, residing in: c::::::: 
Salt Lake County, Utah 
4 
EXHIBIT 9 
WADE FARROWAY'S LETTER OFFERED 
AFTER 
REVIEW OF LETTER AND DOCUMENTS 
ADMITTED TO DOPL 
(h 
JOHN I:. SWAU.OW 
Chief Deputy 
Nathan Reeve, ~sq .. 
SANDBRS,.RUESCH & REEVE 
55 South 300 West, #1 
Hurrlca~e, UT 84 737 
STATE OF UTAH 
MARK L. SHURTLEFF 
ATTORNEY OENERAL 
Protecting Utah • Protecting You 
. .August 23, 2011 
Re: State of Utah vs. Aaron Needham 
Dear Nathan: 
Given ow- upcoming status.hearing on October 25, 2011 before.Judge Walton, the time 
required to ptepare this case for a possible two-week ttiaJ, as well as the time required for 
Agent Terry Powell to contin\le with the further investigation of this matter as we had agreed, 
leads me to believe that settlement may be a proper option. 
In looking at a two week trial and the expense involved for both your client as well as the 
State, little will be gained given your client's current disability and ability to pay. As a result, I 
would be wiJling to consider any proposed settlement you believe to be fair, short of dismissal. 
If you could respond to this letter on or before September 1, 2011, it would be much 
appreciated. You can contact me or Scheree at the foJJowing email addresses: 
sewi1cox@utah.gov or wfarraway@utah.gov. 
WF/sw 
Sincerely, 
v-1~ 
WADE FARRA WAY 
Assistant Attorney General 
Criminal Justice Division 
FINANCIAL CRIMES• 5272 SO\ITH COLLEOI: DR. /1200 • MURRAY, UTAtt 84123 • TEL: (801) 281·1221 • FAX: (801) 281 ·1224 
EXHIBIT 10 
CD COPY OF PHONE CONVERSATION 
BETWEEN 
RULLON MUSSER AND JOHN TEBBS 
(To be presented at trial) 
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Deposition of Clement Tebbs * 06/14/12 38 
after that? 
A. After. You had to have two years 1 
experience. I got that after I graduated. I went to 
school for five years, went in the Air Force for two 
years, came back for two more years, went to work for 
a regional CPA firm, then a national CPA firm. When 
I went to work for the regional CPA firm, that's when 
I became a CPA. 
Q. Oh, all right, 
A. As a national firm, I was the regional 
manager and the coordinator of legal problems. 
Q~ 
A.~n those days you had to have a legal 
background or they wouldn't hire you. 
Q. I see. So that's why you got your law 
degree? 
A. I didn't get a degree. I wanted the 
background. I never had a skill in litigation, but 
what I wanted to be sure of is that the contract law 
I was competent. And if you were dealing with an 
attorney, they were not anything but supporting you. 
Q. Okay. I understand. So you've had a _ .. 
A. And I have an actuarial background too. 
Q. Oh. Tell me a little bit about that. 
CitiCourt, LLC 
801.532,3441 
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Deposition of Clement Tebbs * 06/14/12 39 
the State of Utah when I was working for Peat 
Marwick. That was a national firm and they had 
actuaries that came in and did part of the work, and 
it became simple to me to just gain that skill. I 
only took three of the seven tests, but it was enough 
to gain the understanding. And that's how I think. 
I think actuarially. 
Q. Okay. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
I 
Do you know what an actuary is? 
I do. 
What 1 s it 7 
Q. Well, it's my turn to ask the questions. 
I want to go forward and we'll chat about it after 
we're off the record . 
A. 
Q, 
No, that's okay. 
Okay. So you have a great deal of 
background in finance and law and accounting, then? 
A. I think so. 
Q • Ye a h , I t h i n k y o u h a,v·e q u i t e a n i mp r e s s i v e 
resume. I would like to go to the point in time 
where you met Mr. Needham. Do you recall 
approximately when -- what year that was? 
A. Approximately 1 04. I'm not sure. 
Q. 
6 
2004? Okay. All right. And then we 
C1t1Court, LLC 
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Deposition of Clement Tebbs * 06/14/12 40 
talked about this, as you called 1t, phase I set of 
homes that you worked with for Mr. Needham, Do you 
recall how much money you invested in that project? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. Doe~ ;100,000 sound about right? 
A. Oh, no, way more than that. 
Q. More than that. Okay. How many homes 
were involved in that? 
A. I think in the first phase there was about 
five. 
Q. Five homes. And, as I rec al 1, those were 
St. George homes, to your recollection? 
A. I can't represent that, but that sounds 
right. I'm not sure. I don't go down and 
investigate them. I have people that do this for me. 
Q. Right. Do you recall at what point you 
came into that ph~se I? Were you the initial money 
person or was the construction already underway? 
A. I was the initial. 
Q. You were the initial? 
A. Uh-huh (affirmative). 
Q. Okay. Now, you indicated that at some 
point Mr. Needham had had some problems as a general 
contractor and his licensing here 1n Utah. Do you 
- rec·a1r lf tlHi"t··was· aUffn·rr p-tTa-se· I'? 
C1t1Court, LLC 
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Deposition of Clement Tebbs * 06/14/12 41 
A. I don't think so. 
Q, Okay, 
A. You're talking about my knowledge, not 
when he had the problem? 
Q. Correct, to your knowledge. 
A. I had no knowledge of it in phase I. I 
didn't, in fact. 
Q. Okay. And that's fine. We're interested 
in what you recall and your understanding for today. 
Do you recall Mr. McKneeley assisting on phase I, a 
Leonard McKneeley? 
A. I don't think it was in phase I, no. 
. 
Q. Okay. So your recollection is he was not 
in phase I? 
A. That's right. 
Q. Okay. Do you recall ever meeting 
Mr. McKneeley? 
A. Yes . 
Q. Okay. Do you recall when that was? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. 
A. I told 
Q. Okay. 
A. That I 
.. Q. n1<ay. 
What was his role in phase 
you, he wasn't. 
He was not in phase I? 
know of. 
'Sb your percep"ftoh 
C1ticourt, LLC 
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meet him until later? 
A. The first time I met him was when we found 
out that he had been receiving money that-~ for his 
project that was designated for something that 
supposedly was being done by somebody else, and then 
we -- I had my people get in touch with him and he 
admitted that 1t was improper. He knew from the 
beginning it was improper. 
Q. So this 1s a phase II issue where you met 
him? 
A. Well, I didn't meet him initially. 
later on he talked to my son John and my other 
people. 
Q. Okay. 
I saw him right at the end. 
It was 
A. 
Q. 
was that 
A. 
Q. 
I see. So your only interaction with him 
Was through other people. 
Okay. So you never met with him 
one-on-one? 
A. Wel 1, I d1 d at the end. 
Q. At the end. Okay. And that's that 
meeting you discussed? 
A. There may have been more than that, but, 
yes· , l: h a t o ri e . 
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Q. Okay. Now. on phase I 
A. Prior to that meeting, the key thing to 
all of it was a conversation that he had with John or 
some other people of mine where he fully admitted to 
everything. 
Q, Okay. 
A. My understanding is he was later 
convicted. 
Q. Okay. Now, going back to phase I, you 
said that you had invested more than $100,000. 
A. Oh, yeah. 
Q. You did get repaid on all of that? 
A. Reasonably, 
Q. Okay. When you say reasonably, what do 
you mean by reasonably? 
A. The profit that you would have normally 
had or thought you had wasn't necessarily achieved, 
but it was not -- I don't recall any fraudulent 
conduct of any material nature in phase I. 
Q. Right. What was the profit margin you 
were hoping for to achieve in that? 
A. I don't recall. 
Q. Okay. But whatever it was .. -
A. Well, it was an interest rate on the money 
· · an-d th·en a percentage· ·o·f th·e·· ·prof-i't at the end. I· 
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don't remember. It was something like that. 
Q. All right. You don't recall the specific 
interest rate --
A, 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
time. 
Q. 
A. 
No. 
-- or the specific --
No. 
But you 
It would be what would be normal at that 
Okay. 
This 1s just one of many things that I was 
involved with. 
Q. Oh, I understand that you had a great 
number of business dealings at the time and you were 
supervising a lot of different areas. 
A. Yes. 
Q. I just need to know what you recall and 
what you don't, and that's all. 
Now, do you recall if Mr. Needham paid you 
back on that phase I investment? 
A. I don't remember a problem of any 
substance. 
Q. Okay. 
A. I can't I don't have a technical memory 
· ·o·f th·a·t. l d·on··•· t h·ave ·a memo·ry· o·f a·ny p-robl em 
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material. 
Q. My question was 1nartful, Let me rephrase 
it. Do you recall the entity that repaid you on 
phase I? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. And you didn't know during phase I 
that Mr. Needham was in trouble with the Department 
of Public Licensing or DOPL? 
A. That's right. 
Q. Okay. 
A. I was relying on John Grealish's 
representations of what he was, and my dealings with 
him were kind of indirect. 
Q. 
A. 
Okay. 
It came up a few times, but they were not 
of technical substance. 
Q. Okay. So Mr. Grealish, did he work with 
you as well 1n phase II in those homes? 
A, The understanding that I had is that he 
had an agreement with Aaron. I did not know what the 
agreement was, but the understanding I had with him 
is that he was going to be do1ng some monitoring and 
giving me some reliable judgments on what had been 
done and the correctness of thatt and I had reason to 
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his arrangement was. 
Q. All right. You were aware that phase II 
was primarily buildings 1n Nevada and Mesquite? 
A. Uhphuh (affirmative), 
Q. Okay. And you were in a first position on 
the properties in phase II as well? 
A. First position in the sense that I owned 
them. 
Q. Yes. If something went wrong, the 
properties were yours? 
that, 
cost. 
scam 
~ 
cost. 
A. They already were. 
Q. Oh, they already were? 
A. Yeah. We had title. 
Q. You had already purchased them? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now, we talked a little bit about-~ 
A. Now, let me add to that. When you say 
I thought that I had purchased them at hard 
I found out later that he had done an internal 
on how he bought them. 
Q. Okay. Now, what do you mean by hard cost? 
A. Well, hard cost was third-party outside 
Q. I see. 
·-A. ·we- -di•d· ··a · d oubt·e ct o s·1 .. n g , wh-t ch l ·tht n·k· ts· .. · 
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unethical, where he purchased some of the properties 
and then represented to me that they were this. That 
1s a fraudulent conduct because I thought this was 
the external price. 
Q. Okay. 
A. I found that out later. 
Q. So your perception was that he purchased 
them at a lower price and then resold th~m to you --
A. He did, in fact. 
Q. at a higher price? 
A. That was proven that he did do that~ What 
was represented to me _was that this was the external 
price. The whole theory of all of this was we tried 
to minimize all the costs through, lowest price of 
property, lowest price for everything, and then at 
the end he could take it. 
Q. Right. 
A. And if he had done this, he's going to pay 
interest on more and then run a risk at the end. And 
because he never did anything, it doubled what he 
did. 
Q. I see. 
A. Very fraudulent. 
Q. Okay. Now, we talked a little bit about 
· th·e cn·-aws· ana now those ·w·ere pro·ce-ssea tnr·ou·gn a,nr 
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what your perception of those draws' purposes were. 
The draws you indicated would come not to you, of 
course, because you had someone to do that. Do you 
recall anyone saying that the draws included money 
for overhead? 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
No. 
Okay. 
That was not intended. 
Okay. Now, you talked about, early on, 
Byrdie -- is that 
A. 
Q, 
A. 
Q. 
initial set? 
A. 
Brydie. 
Brydie. I'm sorry. 
She's a rea1tor. 
Okay. Was she the one that processed the 
She was essentially responsible for 
stage I because I thought it was not requiring of the 
technical skill of my other girl. 
Q. 
A. 
I see. 
When I started getting concerned, I didn't 
even tell her there was a problem. I gave it to her 
10 do the accounting. Within a week, she saw what 
was happening. 
Q. Okay. So Brydie did the draws in phase I. 
2·5· · · Th e·n -y o'l:r f e 1 t ·t·h·a·t the-re was some t ht ng not r i"g ht ?· 
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A. I was of concern because I hadn't seen --
it was reported to me that the work was not in place 
that had been requested to pay for. 
Q. Who reported that to you? 
A. Two different people, one of the employees 
that I had plus my son. 
Q, Okay, What was that employee's name? Do 
you reca11? 
A. I did know it a while back. I don't 
remember right now. He used to work for us. 
Q, Okay. ~o your son reported to you as well 
as this other employee that --
A. Actual 1y, John Grea1 i sh was the first 
person to tell me that there was a problem. 
Q. Okay. 
A. And then this employee of mine and then 
John, and 1t was very obvious that he was playing a 
game, 
Q. All right. When did Mr. Grealish report 
this to you? 
A, I don't recall. 
22 Q. Okay. Somewhere between phase I and phase 
23 I I? 
24 A. 
25· •· Q. 
Yeah. It was after phase I. 
. r 
After phase I. ORay. If there· were a 
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draw that had on it a notation for overhead, what 
would be your expectation of what that would be for? 
A. It would have been inappropriate. 
Q. Okay. ·so you would not approve of 
A. No. 
Q. .... anything that said overhead? 
A. That's right. 
Q. O~ay. Now, who was the person who took 
over for Brydie again? 
A. Jolie Bown. 
Q. Jolie, I'm sorry. You know all these 
names and I don't. It takes me a while to catch up 
on names. 
A. Everyone has worked for me forever. 
Q. Would Jolie have processed anything that 
said overhead on it? 
A. I don't rec al 1, She wouldn I t have had the 
right to pay 1t. 
Q. Okay. Because in your perception that I s 
not 
A. Well, overhead is a very different matter. 
What we're talking about here is minimizing the cost, 
only receiving the interest on that, and then selling 
it. He could buy it or it could go external. And 
·· th·a·t 1··s ·wh·en you- r·e·co·gn-i-z·e· y-o·t1-r o-ve·r-h·ead .· · I ·d·i-dn-1 t 
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have any cost in that. My time, I didn't get paid 
for that. 
Q. 
A. 
Q, 
Right. 
My employees didn 1 t get paid anything. 
Yours was on the interest and the 
percentage of profit at the end? 
A. It was the profitability of the job, So 
all of my costs, and theoretically if he had any 
administrative costs. were not part of the 
understanding. It was external, and that is typical. 
Q. Okay. What was the breakdown of profit at 
the end, assuming the project as you laid it out was 
minimized costs all the way up until sale and it was 
sold to a third party outside? Was there a rule of 
thumb as to how much percentage your co~pany would 
receive and Mr. Needham would receive? 
out? 
A. 
Q, 
A. 
Q, 
A. 
Q, 
A. 
Q. 
Yes. It's in the contract. 
okay. So those were the contracts 
Yeah. 
.. ... ·and those were the percentages laid 
Whatever it said, that's what was done. 
And you've always had those in writing? 
Yes. 
S~~~U~~ tti~r~'~ so fuahy ~u~i~esses .. _ 
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A. That's right. 
Q. -- and deals that you 1 re doing? 
A. This is just one of several. I wrote the 
agreements and they were reviewed by an attorney, 
probably. Not necessarily these, but the format. So 
I felt that they were appropriate. 
Q. Okay. 
A. And I had one person type everything. 
That was Jamie Spangle. 
Q. Okay. And that was the only person who 
was authorized to type documents for you? 
A. Yes. I don't want to s_ay that in an 
absolute sense of everything everywhere, but jt would 
be very unlikely to have anybody else unless it was 
an emergency. 
Q. All right. I understand. Who would sign 
checks coming out of BACT? 
then 
and 
A. It's only me. 
Q, Only you? 
A. I'm the only one that had authority. 
Q. Okay. So when these draws were approved, 
one of those persons would fill OU t the check 
give it to you for your signature? 
A. That I s correct. 
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supporting documentation? 
A. 
Q. 
OhJ they might and probably would. 
Okay, So you would see perhaps on some 
occasions, at least, the underlying draw request? 
A. Yes. 
Q, Okay. 
A. It depended on who I was using and what 
the nature of the things were. Typically I do. 
Q. Okay. So as a general rule, you would 
review the draw request as well just as a back stop 
just so you knew what the money was for? 
A. When you say draw request, this was simply 
a summary of the incurred costs. 
Q. I see. 
A. The draw request has a bigger implication 
than what I was intending to pay. 
Q. 
A. 
Okay. 
I would pay property taxes. I would pay a 
lot of things that related to it, any utilities, any 
common area costs and all of these things relating to 
the property. They would present to me -- like Jolie 
would understand that she has to get all these 
documents, get the lien waiver release and all of 
that, and when she brings it to me I would look at it 
2s ·- 1ff a dJr·sory manner". 
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Okay, 
It's just one of a hundred things I would 
be doing. 
Q, Okay. But you did that as a check to make 
sure that the money was appropriately spent? 
A. I made a general review of what came to 
me, not a specific review, necessarily. 
Q. No, I understand. 
A. If I had a reason I would, but not 
necessarily. Towards the end, a very careful review 
when I determined that it was fraudulent. 
Q, Okay. Do you recall, and I know you have 
a lot of investments and did at that time, how many 
projects after phase I that you did with Mr. Needham 
that BACT did? When I say you, I meant BACT, 
A . 
Q. 
A. 
It was just those four or five properties. 
Okay. 
And I'm not interested in discussing what 
BACT did. 
Q, Okay, 
A. In general. 
Q. All right. Do you recall what the 
approximate value of those phase II projects would 
have been at market value? 
A. N·o. T n·a t was do ,re oy o t tie t pe·ojfl e. 
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Q. Was there a section 1n those contracts 
that 1f Mr. Needham was removed, what would happen to 
his share of any profits that would have been his had 
he not been removed? 
A. You would have to read the contracts. 
Q. Okay. 
A. It's specified there. 
Q. All right. In your recollection 
Oh. (Witness almost spilled drink.) 
A. Nice. 
Q. Artfully done. 
Do you recall ever paying Mr. Needham 1n 
advance on any projects or increasing the lot value 
on the lots or the homes? 
A. No . That wo u 1 d be contrary to the 
understanding. 
Q, Correct. 
A. I I m sorry, I'm going to have to interrupt. 
Q. Oh, do you need --
A. I've got to go to the bathroom, 
Q. Okay. Let's take a recess now. 
A. I'm sorry . 
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Going off the record. 
The time is 10:32. 
fR'etes s.) 
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THE VIDEOGRAPHER: We are back on record. 
The time is 10:36. 
Q. (By Mr. Cramer) Did you and I know we 
I just want to talked about it a little bit before. 
make sure that I 1 m clear. Did you have any 
conversations with Mr. Leonard prior to your 
in-person meeting with him that you detailed here 
today? 
A. 
Q. 
McKneeley? 
A. 
Q, 
He came up a few times. 
Okay, 
MR. TAYLOR: Did you mean Leonard 
MR. CRAMER: Yes. 
MR, TAYLOR: Okay. 
That's ·what I assumed you meant". 
(By Mr. Cramer) I'm sorry. I should have 
been more specific. 
Did you terminate John Grealish? 
A. No. 
Q. What was your perception of the 
relationship between Mr. Grealish and Mr. Needham? 
A. Both personal and business friends. 
Q, Okay. And how were they to work together 
on this project? 
A • 
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Q. Okay. In the preliminary hearing, the 
State laid out a series of seven. financial 
transactions that were in the State's, and I take it 
your, perception fraudulent on draws that were sent, 
checks that were written and money paid to 
Mr. Needham for work that was to be done on specific 
projects. Are you aware of those seven specific 
A. Not specifically, but I know of the 
circum~tances you're referring to. 
Q. Okay. The allegation is that that money 
was diverted that was supposed to have been used to 
pay for a certain item or set of work done on those 
properties. It was used for something else. 
A. That's correct. 
Q, Was the work ever completed for those 
issues that the money was diverted from? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. So those amounts, whatever they 
were to be paid for, did not get paid? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Okay. 
A. That's my understanding. 
Q. Okay. And you and Mr. Needham have both 
sued each other civilly in noncriminal 
A; T-·rnfnK my .. jfeopTe ·d·Hr ·t·iTe c'fv11 ··charge·s. 
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Q. All right. Do you recall if those 
lawsuits were settled? 
A. They were never settled, 
Q. Are they still pending, to your knowledge? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. Do you recall if any lis pendens were ever 
filed on those properties? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. Okay. Now, the properties in Mesquite 
eventually did get completed; is that correct? 
A. We still have some lots there that were 
never finished. I can't answer that, 
Q, Okay. So you don't know if they were ever 
f1n1shed and there was any --
A. I think there were three or four lots that 
are still just sitting there. 
Q. Okay. 
A. And I don't think they were finished. 
Q. All right. So there was no profit made on 
any of those properties 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
No, no. 
-- that we are discussing? 
Oh, no. 
Okay. If I could have just a second. 
('O'f ·t - t Ii e - r·e co r a di" SC Us s f o·n . ) 
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Q. (By Mr. Cramer) Now, I know that in your 
perception today that thos~ projects were never 
finished. Is there someone within your organization 
that would have the details on those? I know you 
don't do the day-to-day --
A. They were not finished, period. 
MR. CRAMER: Okay. All right. I think 
that's all the questions I have. If you have some 
follow-up. 
MR. TAYLOR: I have just one or two 
follow"up questions. 
MR. CRAMER: So let's trade spots. 
MR. TAYLOR: I think I can ask it from 
here. Is that okay? 
FURTHER EXAMINATION 
BY MR. TAYLOR: 
Q. Mr. Tebbs, earlier in response to 
Mr. Cramer's questions you were saying that you 
graduated law school, but 
A. No, I did not say I graduated, I d1d not. 
Q. Okay. But you attended law school? 
A. I went three years, but I never took a 
degree. 
·Q. O-Kay. Ana you never beta·nre 1 i"ce11~-ed by 
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the bar? 
A. I couldn't be. 
Q. Right. And then you were asked about 
Mr. Leonard McKneeley just a moment ago. Prior to 
learning about Mr. McKneeley -~ excuse me, prior to 
learning about what had happened regarding 
Mr. McKneeley, had you ever done any work with him? 
A. No. 
Q. Had you ever agreed to finance,any 
project 
A. I didn't know him. 
MR. TAYLOR: Okay. That's all I have. 
Thank you. 
MR. CRAMER: No recross. 
MR. TAYLOR: Okay. We' re done. 
MR. CRAMER: Thank you for your t1me. 
THE WITNESS: Thank you for 
MR. CRAMER: It's been good to meet you. 
THE WITNESS: You were courteous. Thank 
you. 
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: This concludes the 
deposition. The time is 10:42. 
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REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
: s s 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
I , 5 ha r On MO r g an , ' Reg 'i 5 t e red pr Of e S Si On a l 
Reporter and Notary Public in and for the State of 
Utah, do hereby certify: 
That pr'; o·r to being examined, CLEMENT 
TEBBS, was by me duly sworn to tel1 the truth, the 
whole truth, and nothing but the truth; 
That saio deposition was taken down by me 
in stenotype on June 14, 2012, at the place therein 
named, and was thereafter transcribed and that a true 
and correct transcription of said testimony is set 
forth in the preceding pages; 
. I further certify that, in accordance w1 th . 
Rule 30(e), a request having been made to r~view the 
transcripti a reading copy was sent to the witness to 
read and sign and then returned to me 'for fi l 1ng w1 th 
Mr. Taylor. 
. I further certify that I am not kin or 
otherwise associated with any of the part1es·t0 said 
cause of action and that I am not fnterested in the 
outcome thereof, 
2012. 
WITNESS MY HAND this 22th day of June, 
>. ~ 
s h a -r o n M-o r g a ·n , R P R I 
' . Sal· L 
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Case: State of Utah vs. Needham 
Case No,: 101500067FS 
Reporter: Sharon Morgan 
Date Taken: June 14, 2012 
WITNESS CERTIFICATE 
I, CLEMENT TEBBS, HEREBY DECLARE: 
That I am the witness in the foregoing transcript: 
that I have read the transcript and know the contents 
thereof; that with these corrections I have noted 
this transcript truly and accurately reflects my 
testimony. 
PAGE-LINE CHANGE/CORRECTION REASON 
No corrections were made. 
I, CLEMENT TEBBS, HEREBY DECLARE UNDER THE 
PENALTIES OF PERJURY OF THE LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA AND THE LAWS OF THE State OF UTAH THAT THE 
FOREGOING IS TRUE AND CORRECT.· 
C1t1Courtt LLC 
801. 532. 3441 
CLEMENT TEBBS 
EXHIBIT 17 
COPY OF DEPOSITION APPROVED BY 
COURT, 
APRIL 24, 2012 
JACOBS. TAYLOR (#10840) 
Assistant Attorney General 
MARK L. SHURTLEFF (4666) 
Utah Attorney General 
5272 South College Drive, Suite 200 
Murray, Utah 84123 
Telephone: (801) 281-1221 
Facsimile: (801) 281-1224 
Attorneys for State of Utah 
I l•f ~ ••• 
.,:--. : 
.. 
' ......... . 
U'( ... --···---------·-····. -·· .. 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
THE STATE OF UTAH, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
AARON DAVID TRENT NEEDHAM 
Defendant. 
NOTICE RE: DEPOSITION 
TESTIMONY FOR 
CLEMENT TEBBS 
Case No. 101500067FS 
Judge John J. Walton 
PURSUANT to Plaintiff State of Utah's motion and the Court's 
subsequent Order of May 1, 2012, the State of Utah, by and 
through its counsel of record, Mark L. Shurtleff, Utah Attorney 
General and Jacob S. Taylor, Assistant Attorney General, will 
take the deposition -testimony of Clement Tebbs, a material 
witness in this case, to be taken and preserved for trial by way 
of video and oral recording, as follows: 
Date: 
Time: 
Thursday, June 14, 2012 
9:00 A.M. 
Place: Utah Attorney General's Office 
Financial Crimes Prosecution Unit 
5272 South College Drive, Suite 200 
Murray, Utah 84123 
The parties have agreed to the date and time and have 
further agreed to the following: 
1. the defendant will be present in person or by video 
conference should his health prevent his travelling to Salt Lake; 
2. the recording will be both visual and oral and will 
be electronically recorded; 
3. the recording equipment will be capable of making an 
accurate recording, the operator will be a certified court 
reporter, the recording will be accurate and will not be altered; 
4. each voice and/or person on the recording will be 
properly identified; 
5. the defendant and his attorney will be provided an 
opportunity to cross-examine Mr. Tebbs; and, 
6. each party will be provided with a copy of the video 
recording and a certified transcript of Mr. Tebbs' testimony. 
DATED this tl day of 
By: 
-~A---lA'---'9-+1----' 2012. 
~OBS. TAYLOR 
/Assistant Attorney General 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this ~ day of _(v{_/i<t(i.,...&-"-f-----
2012, I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing "Notice 
Re: Deposition Testimony of Clement Tebbs" to be served by 
sending a copy of same via facsimile and by placing the same in 
the United States mail, postage prepaid, and addressed as 
follows: 
Arie M. Cramer, Esq 
150 North 200 East 
Suite 101 
St. George, UT 84770 
,I""'-. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT 
BY 
ATTORNEY 
HERSCHEL BULLEN, APRIL 25, 2013 
HERSCHEL BULLEN 
Utah State Bar No. 0842 
Attorney at Law 
369 E. 900 So., No. 302 
Salt Lake City,. UT 84111 
Phone: 801-583-1880 
Fax: 801-583-1882 
DAVID V. FINLAYSON 
Utah State Bar No. 6540 
43 East 400 South 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 220-700 
Facsimile: (801)364-3232 
Attorney for Defendant/ Appellant 
IN THE FIFTH DISTRICT COURT - ST. GEORGE 
WASHINGTON COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
STATE OF UTAH 
Plaintiff 
vs. 
AARON D.T. NEEDHAM, 
Defendant/ Appellant 
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SUPPLEMENTAL 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
AARON D. T. NEEDHAM 
Case No: l 0 1500067 
Judge: A. Lynn Payne 
--·-----····--- -----------------------------
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF AARON D. T. NEEDHAM 
STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF WASIIlNGTON 
) 
) 
:ss. 
AFFIANT herein, Aaron D. T. Needham, upon being duly sworn and under oath, 
make the following statements: 
I. I am the defendant above named. I am an adult, competent to testify as to 
the matters stated herein, all such matters are within my personal knowledge, or as 
otherwise stated, if not, and all statements made herein are true and correct to the best of 
my recollection and belief. 
2. In ·addition to those matters previously set forth in my Affidavit in Support of 
the motions in arrest of judgment and for new trial the following matters are relevant to the. 
issue with respect to the deposition of Clement Tebbs and its use during the trial in the 
above matter. 
3. The deposition of Clement Tebbs was taken by Mr. Cramer in my absence on 
June 14, 2012. Mr. Cramer was well aware as a result of my communications with 
Brooke Carrington, his investigator, that I was very unhappy and dissatisfied that he had 
conducted the deposition in my absence and without the benefit of any preparation or the 
documentation which I wished him to utilize in cross examining Mr.Tebbs. 
4. Mr. Cramer withdrew as my counsel shortly thereafter and a substitution of 
counsel was filed on June 26, 2012. It is my belief that Mr. Cramer withdrew as a result of 
2 
-~ my criticism and his knowledge that he had failed to provide for my presence and had 
-failed to properly prepare for the tal<lng of a deposition which he knew would in all 
likelihood be used at trial. 
5. Prior to and at the time of trial I discussed very briefly the issue of 
cross-examining Clement Tebbs and the use of documentation which I had assembled with 
my trial attorney, Doug Terry. Mr. Terry simply stated whenever I raised the issue of 
cross-examining Mr. Tebbs, that the deposition which had ·been taken in Salt Lake on.June 
14, 2011 was going to be used at trial. Although I questioned the use of the deposition, 
which I had neither read nor seen at the time of the trial, I assumed that Mr. Terry, as an 
attorney and a professional, knew how best to handle the matter. The first time I saw and 
heard the deposition of Clement Tebbs was when the video recording was played for the 
benefit of the court and jury on January 9, 2013. See Partial Transcript of Jury Trial, 
January 9, 2013, p. 73. 
6. Based upon my brief discussions with Doug Terry and his office about the 
deposition of Clement Tebbs, I do not believe Mr. Terry was aware that the deposition had 
been scheduled at a time when I could not be present and that it had very much my desire to 
be present at'the deposition and be afforded the opportunity to have Mr. Cramer be 
prepared to cross-examine Mr. Tebbs while I was present and with the documentation I had 
prepared. I distinctly recall having a discussion with Mr. Terry about how it 
cross-examining Mr. Tebbs was going to take place. His only'response was that it had 
been agreed. that the deposition of Clement Tebbs would be used at the trial. We were 
3 
both aware at that time that there had been an order entered by this Court granting the 
taking ofMr. Tebbs deposition. But I do not1believe Mr. Terry was aware of the 
circumstances under which the deposition was taken, of Mr. Cramer's lack of preparation, 
of the documents which were of importance but which Mr. Cramer had not seen, and that it 
. . 
was n9t possible for me to be present as I have indicated in my previous affidavit. 
.. 
7. There were numerous areas about which Mr. Tebbs should have been 
cross-examined in my opinion during the course of his deposition. But because Mr. 
Cramer was not prepared in any way, either through conferring with me or because he had 
none of the documentation which I had prepared, and because I was not present to assist 
him, none of the areas were explored. There are too many subjects which could have been 
discussed in cross-examination of Mr. Tebbs to enumerate al) of them. However some of 
the documentation and some of the question areas which should have been explored are as 
follows: 
A. Because I gave all of my job files and documents to BACT, I have 
only limited copies of documentation remaining in my files. However contrary to Mr. 
~ebbs ass.ertions in his deposition, p.55, I. 12-16, he was involved in all of the closings of 
the following properties: 
I. Bloomington Ranches 78B, attached hereto as exhibit A. 
II. River Hollow 29, attached hereto as exhibit B. 
III. River Hollow 28, attached hereto as exhibit C. 
IV. White Mesa 125 and 131, attached hereto as exhibit D. 
4 
-~ 
V. River Hollow 28 and 29, attached hereto as exhibit E. 
VI. La Scala 26 and 21, attached hereto as exhibit F. 
Mr. Tebbs signature is present on the closing documents of all of these closings. To the 
extent that he denied that he was involved in the closings, these documents demonstrate 
otherwise. 
B. Mr. Tebbs claimed that he never paid an advance on any project and 
that w.ould be "contrary to his understanding." Deposition of Clement Tebbs, p. 55, 1. 12-
16. The closing documents on each one of the foregoing exhibits a through G clearly • 
contradict this statement as it indicates that there was money returned to BACT, as a return 
of earnest money or otherwise an advance. 
C. Mr. Tebbs testified that I had done and "internal scam" by setting up 
double closings of which he was completely unaware. Deposition of Clem Tebbs, p, 46 -
47. This is not possible. There were several title companies involved: First American 
Title {this office in Mesquite closed, and all documents were transferred to their Las Vegas 
office); Fidelity Nat'l Title, in Mesquite, Nevada; Mesquite Title, in Mesquite, Nevada; 
And Southern Utafi Title in St. George, Utah. Double closings were done on all of the 
transactions indicated in exhibits A through F. They were simultaneous closings, and it is · 
my understanding and belief that Mr. Tebbs was required to sign an assignment letter or 
other such document reflecting the original contract and the new sales price, and in each 
case such a document or similar document would have had the effect of Mr. Tebbs 
acknowledging that he was aware that there were simultaneous and double closings. 
~ 5 
D. Mr. Tebbs claimed that the first time he met Leonard McK.neely "until 
later." He testified that "The first time I met him was when we found out that he had been 
receiving money that - .. for his project that was designated for something that supposedly 
was being done·by somebody else, and then we - - I had my people get in touch with him 
and he admitted it was improper." "I saw him right at the end." Deposition of Clement 
Tebbs, p. 41-42. This is untrue. Mr. Tebbs and Mr. McKneely met in April 2005 to 
purchase McKn~ely's lot of Bloomington Ranches 78B of which Clem did a lot advance. 
The closing document, Exhibit A, reflects Leonard McKneely' s company, LMM 
Development, Inc. as the seller and BACT (with Clement Tebbs signature) as the buyer. I 
am also personally aware that Mr. Tebbs purchased a second lot from Leonard Mckneelly 
Bloomington Ranches 66 and McKneely assigned a second deed of trust to Tebbs on the 
Green Springs 83. This ~ormation is all a matter of public record with the Washington 
County Recorder's office. Furthermore, I am aware that their first introduction was by 
phone, as BACT provided the $100,000 to finish up 8 homes of which LMM Construction 
was the General Contractor on Sage Hollow 18. Sage Hallow 18 is listed as one of the 
eight properties that Tebbs took a second position on to help me finish them. This can be 
documented at St.George Building Department as McKneely is the registered contractor 
for the home. Mr. Tebbs' motivation to testify falsely on the subject of when he met 
Leonard McKneely and under what circumstances is high suspect and should have been 
explored. 
E. I would have had Mr. Cramer question Mr. Tebbs with respect to 
6 
~ these matters as set forth in subparagraphs B and C. However he did not confer with me 
and was thoroughly unprepared through no fault of my own to explore these areas. 
Needless to say, Doug Terry was unable to cross-examine Mr. Tebbs, as his testimony at 
already been set in stone by the time we got the trial. 
F. Is my belief and understanding that the following individuals from the 
various title companies would have testified to discussing with Mr. Tebbs the fact of the 
double closings: Southern Utah Title, Joe Mcphee, River Hollow 28 and 29 and 
Bloomington Ranches 78; Mesquite Title, Robert Sherrett, White Mesa 125 and 131; 
Fidelity Title, Jennifer Mcphee, La Scala 27; First American Title, unknown, La Scala 26. 
With respect to each of these closings, the title company would not have risked 
withholding any information from any party involved, and it is my belief that each of the 
title companies through these or other representatives wo:uld have discussed the fact of the 
double closings with Mr. Tebbs. 
8. I requested in writing that Doug Terry subpoena the files from each of these 
title companies, and subpoena the various individuals in paragraph E. He indicated that it 
was not necessary. It is my belief that with respect to the deposition of Clement Tebbs, 
that his credibility could have been brought into question by the use of these documents 
and the surrounding circumstances to contradict the testimony he gave, and thus cast doubt 
on the whole of his testimony with regard to his arrangements with me and in regard to the 
allegations set forth in the Amended Information. 
7 
FURTIIBRAFFIANT SAYETII~(J:11f__ 
aron D. T.~eclham 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE is __ day of April 2013. 
\ 
• 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the t.5 day of April, 2013, l caused to be served a true and 
accurate copy of the foregoing Supplemental Affidavit of Aaron Needham in Support 
of Motion to Arrest Judgment and for New Trial by placing said copy in the United 
States mail, postage prepaid, addressed as follows: 
8 
JACOB S. TAYLOR, Esq. 
Utah Attorney General's Office 
5272 South College Drive, Suite 200 
Murray, Utah 84123. 
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First American Title Company of Nevada 
~ ··-File tlumber 103,2191675 -- --
Settlement Statement 
· 7 Lo~n tlum~r --,-- - ---
\ I 
'I. ~!utga-&e lnsuranc_e Ca,e N~mber" ____ -
C. Note: ";:-.;: J.:.H: •. ;,.,,•.-,.ii1J '•:· ;;,-.? ;(J;, o ~?.:e:-.~! lit !A.·til!f £6i~11enta'ISt,r; Am~••:;. ~-..._1 IC ·;:,r; •,•r 1: ~ tc:".1 ~=n<"nl nJt:,.1 IJ•: ~r.n:t'rt. !(•"l:r~ ;11&~., ·{P<,C)"v.T11a r:•:..:; !.•t,m·!\I It-~ ::.t!::r-1- !btf Plu th :-::-
i)i1 •1 'o:-~~n~.ic-ni: ,.-.:·;-~'- e:. :;~ ,.,I :v:1 Jlclt.Jd~ i1 lh-,. \~Jr.S. .. 
----------D. Name cf 8orrov.er: The BACT Llmitel Parlncu;hlp -·--·-- ·-------
4885 South 900 E~&t, Suilo 208, Snit Lake City, UT 84117 
. 
E. IJamo of Seller: ·Jerome F . .X. Naraduy, Mfchala-L. Noradzay 
501 Cindy S11c Mesquite, NV ~9027 
r. Name· of Lender. Wc.~s Fargo Bank -·- - ----
2324 Ovorland AvenuoP.O. Box 31557MAC 86955-018 
Bl!llngs, 1,1T 59102-6401 
G. Property Loca:ion: 680 La Scala, Mesquite, NV 69027 
.. 
---- -----
It SelUem~nt AgEnl: Flr@t f11nerican Title Comp;my of tlo11ada L --
Address: :s 1S Calais Drlvo, Suite A, Mesquite, tlV 89027 Settlerr.ent Dato: 92/17:7005 
--Place of Selflemenl AddreGs: j 15 Calais Drive, Suite A, Mesquite, NV 8~027 Print Date; 0811~/2005. 3:44 PM 
Dlsburumont o,~: 02117/2005 
J. Surr.mary of Bcirowi:r's Tr3n~•clion K. Summary cl Seller's 1 raneacfon 
100. Gron Alllount Due From eon-c-,wor 400. G1oss .Amount Due 'fo !:!ollor -
CrA1!1.u;t Sc.l~'S Pn:x, r,01 ("11n;ji.c1 SHk.'S Prlctl 
.. 
-_ f 200~~~·: Ii.it .. • o•;_ Pess~MI PrL-peny 402 PEJSOMI Piopmty 
' Senlemer.l (t..;,;r,; " ' t>w~-e, (Uno 1~(/(J) -· - · "7,i:ij TG\Jt t'C:preH::, 
··- 404 . -
.. .. 
W!, ~~-
Aajllsttnents for ~arr.s p3id by ~cUcr in advan,e Al!J1aimenls lor Items paid by sel~r in advance 
1U'J Clly/l0',\1113XES {()6_ C~IIOYl'!l !iU"OS - ~ -- -- - - --~ ·-101. CO\Jr.ly!a>.e~ ··-----··· 407 Cc..~tr IWlS Oli!,/05 to 07/0l,i;5@lW72.76/yr 393.84 Wli .ASSErssments ------ <OB. A~me11L> 
-· 
·409_ llOA-Mesqulle Vistas Cre,jlt 139. 39.00 
-
·-···-- 410. Associallor, Di.es (12/1,.'(,5 lo 03/01,lr.>@$26.00/mo - -71.14 1i0 ,___ __________ 
ill. 41 l. ?.ssocbbon Duos ·02il7,'05 lo OO/Ofi05 @$100.00/mc> 112.86 
--- ·-ii] 412 -
- - ·· -- · 
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) ) 
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It.I ~13. 
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·. 
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f15. 416. 
.. 
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. ~. ~JdlfOtlnBetiaffcd·8offOW8f_ 500, ~tVOn& 1'J A~,mtDuato:~Jer 
2'it. B~oream1~t~ 5Ul. ~deposlt~888-~) 
202. PrinCQ>a! ~rot Pe¥1 loan{$! 502. ~l cmuyes:(li,81400) . 1'1,565.00 
·203" E~ mn{s}taRM Nbj9ct • 5UJ. 1:XJav11g:Jo,1nltl teken~·tn 
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•.• .... • • •• 4·· . !t". 16~.73' 
'207 . 5Ul . .. - , .. .. .. . , . . . 
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·soa . . . 
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.. :,w. 
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~~Justmenta_ for items unpaid by au~ .. .. Adju._ts fi)tlteffls _,. byteffer ,. 
~to.Cl~-~ 
. 
51D. CJ!yltawn·~lliJ$ · .. 
21f."COWUJ~ 611. County ltlXe9 
. 2~2-~~~ 512. ~
.. 
:m.- 513. 
. . 
2·· . r., . 51l. 
2!5. 515. 
'llfi. 516. l 
217 . 517. 
.. 
118 .. . . 518. I 
219. 519. 
- Total P;iJd By/For Bartowat ~ Tot!I ReducU~II Amount l)Qe Bellar 127,108.92 
" C.shAt. ~ement f:=romll', Borrowar ew. Celh At SettCtRMDt T 4/Fcom·Seflsr 
301. Grost amount dV# &om Borrowur (One 12&) · 601, Grole 11ii0Wltd1J8 to._...., ~,.,,.. 420) 200,488,.84 
"loi leas amolfflts ptslil by/forei>tr0\1VI' fine~ 602. Len t1d~ttlon1 ln U10URIS:4ue to '111.lif (tine 520) 117,106.92 
C 
31)3. 603. Ctth (X To) ( from) Setler n,.&79..92 
Toe fiUD-1 Sett.remeot Statement WhJch I have· prepared Is a true .anj acw_rale acoount of this transaction. I have caused ~rwfll cause tfte funds to be 
disbarsod in accordance with I.his statement 
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I File No. Suppn,mental Page 103·1191&75 
I HUD-1 SGtttem&nt:S.•nt 
l 
I F·irst American Titl&. Comp~n~ of Nevada loan No. 
Settleme~t Statement 
I 
! 
: Sol'l'Nf'tfara &Mdfess: lheBACT LtmUed Padnel1hJp 
( 4885 Sd HD c4St. Sulla 2G8, Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
.. .. 
: Seffer Namtt&.Mdred: Jeroma F.X. ~. Mthekt"L Namtzay 
501 Cindy au, Mesquite~ NY 89027 
! 
! 
.. 
I 
-I 
; 5Gct1on L Setdemant ~ contin.uect 
I 
.. 
1tOB. 
aJP\a)'J • Fnt~ Ti!le CanoaniitNwclda 
1-l01. 
a)Gtm)tC 61j. &at mmiconTtee~GfNWl48 
1202; • ~·--~--
a}l\1!41f~IJ!rl'tTran$t_T8X~• "Fira1Ariiei1can 11Ua~yoiNMda. 
' The foftowtng ~ 1'·Ti&1ated from the Seatement ~~ f, 
~ 300. tah/d~ftt~ ~ .. 
; 30t Gross~~ fRml BorroWDr (UH 120) 
31)2. \!esa~pmd-byil,r ~(lfne 22D) 
.. 
303. 
--·-··-··-
- ----- .. -·--- -- ....... _._ 
... 
·--
. . 
965.00 
15.GO 
1.020.00 
112 74.19 
600. Cash Al~ TctflOm 8e8er' 
Settlement Dam: 
02/1712005 
PaJd•firata 
eono.n 
Fundut 
Bettfement 
111,57!.66 
126. 
546.41 
1.S.00 
'.10.00· 
601, Omss~-dw to s.ler(ff,fe 420)-
601. ·IJISS ~ns-in M10181fs duato ~ (Une 520) 
.-60l Cash"(Uo} ( Fmn)~Uot 
·------- ·---· -.. ___ . - - ·- -
.. 
PakfFRsm 
Setlui 
klt~d 
settlement 
965.00 
1.020.00 
Seller Cteo:ts 
CraCradlmCC~it 
s 
200,488.84 
127,106.92 
7!,378.92 
' 
' 
-~ 
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•
Fidelity National Title 
AGENCY OF NEVADA. INC. 
""'IU'"' Blvd., butte I 13 • P.lesquno, 'NI/ 89027 
[702i 346-7474 • FAX (7021 346-7469 
ATTN: Aaron 
436·674--4049 
FROM: Trisha 
Final HUD 
FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 
DA TE: October 26, 2005 
NO. OF PAGES: 0 • Including coversheet 
ESCROW NO: 05, 707429--JM 
NOTE: If there are any Questions concerning this transmission please call at (7021 346-7474 
il) 00 I / 004 
PlfASE NOTE: In the event any of th;ise pages require an ORIGINAL SIGNATURE, please copy the fax 
transmittal oage(s) and sign on the PHOTO COPY and return to us with the original signature. 
THANK YOU, 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
The information contained In this facsimile io legelly privileged and confidentiel information intended 
only for the use of the individual or entiry named above. If the rnader of ~his message is not the 
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copy of this facsimile 
is S1rictly prohibited. If you have received this facsimile in error. please immediately notify us by 
telephone and return the original facsimile to us et the address above via the United States Postal 
Service. Thank. you. 
( ··-;.;,, 
. ,.. 
·1..:~ 
.~ . ._ 
I 0/28/2!)06 1.0: 56 FAX 7023467489 FlDHLITY JIESQUITF. 11]002/005 
l · d 
•
Fidelity.___.,National Title 
AGENCY OP NEVADA. INC. 
1 % W MatQv\fo IIMI .• Siato 1 U • ~ 1t11 890U 
170%1 346-7 .. 74 • TAX (7021348•746ll 
~003 
'-' 
ADDJTION AND/OR AMENDMENT TO ESCROW INSTRUCTIONS 
io, 
Date: 
Escrow No: 
?roperty Ad4tess:; 
fidelitv National rit1e Agcnc;y of Nevado,1nc. 
A9ril 1.2, 2006 
OS· 70742U,JM 
674 Lucalo. MMquite, NV 89027 
The U\S1T\lctlon:,;,, 1hll! e111now mo M"l!by mo~. dfflOncled eMJow suppi.-rted •" div following 
particuoo only: 
Bu11etrl'Jon'ower VU\1119 to JV8d ss fdollllS; 
Bact Umited P11rtno,!dlip 
AU Olnel teJms and c-ondltions rem.aln the HIM, 
Bact Umittd Pertne1shlp 
8S M~r 1, LLC, ge,-.1 pa(tMf 
bv: Clement F. Tebbs 
St,Otrtrl.9S£i> 531-lDH l.O dt,.Q!t,Q SO Ul Jdl:J 
Thu,sday • .AllgUSl 11, 200S, 23:05 
~OY'i; 06.07-0S-7074~9-JM 
ATTACHMENT TO RE&PA 
. . 
PAVOPf CHARGES PORPlul DeHartaad Vic& Ootlat 
"'ncfpal ~ce · 
Interest Fr. 03101·,os 1o 04/22/06 
CHARGOff\OMUNIN0.1311 
Demand of DT~ 36,000.00 • ~·,:om '8ea 
O.,sft·u '3ect LLP 
PYYEB 
%Fl-
-!):~ -
M!P 
100.oop.oo 
712.33 
I 1'wq cwafvllv rmNl!dl!llaa~tkiunllftUnd ~ tho ~of !DI' kMwloclllO on.Cf bGl)of. Clb tl\,e anti ~ur•:O HffllftCl'lt of as,-,• Clld 
di~ti, l"nKo 11t1 S1tY ~ Of by mo fn ct!lo UONIWIIOft. t tslAtlf! ,was., tl\01 I I\IIW .roocYad I oopy of dill Sdd---,, Sllltt&ffllltt. 
l h«czby p,urhorito vi- 9111Zloni1M agem to ~o Ol',pCll.c!IS!uh Ind ~u, M DbO\\'I\ ObO'fO c,u a;,sin,YG dlrlll f0t pavmOM 
&OAROW&JU&I: 
D~« __ ......, ___________ _ 
~ -----------------
licdftyHalionzdTiao~ofN~ a,.: ______________ _ 
l!6ionlwolfbr-
Dofo: ________________ _ 
04.' lft.'2005 l~:03 FIil 7DZ:14fll•811 11 l llRU n lll!SQU l Tli li!IOOJ/007 
~ A U.S . 0J:PAIIT1<IM" Of HaU5IHQ jllO 1JR111-H 0cVa.oAmff 9 . TY1'1i OF U)A/,j 0MB IIIO. 2602.()266 SlTnac9lf STA"TTJJOn , IJAiA :. 11 FmHA 3. 11 Conv. Unlnr 
Fidelity NatlOJ1al Title A:ency of 4 1 IVA 5. I l Conv. Ira 
, :"4evada,Inc. 11 B!ODWNu1611llt: 7. LONI......_ OS-'10 7 4-lS-JM 
I 9. l,fo,n-u,aat-.w,a -
NOTE: -n...-.,.-roar.s"""AIT.unelTC,fleACTVM, 
rmia-•&,.o.c..l·wum-ciur-,:,,,Ht-. T>lln'Wat: ~C:-wo.":~~ir:.~~=-=~ 
D.NJIMIOI'.__, .. .-lll'&wa F. N-CP'--: 
111>::r linltad ~ m-~,Ad 074Lllcdo fll 
~.....,i,.. lfl/ HCl27 o.-a.. WA&a; 12 
C."""""""'laco110N: K._,._~ ~,,,_.,.,cl_µ. I. IIIITlUlllDff 0ATI: 874u.ni. ,._,,Nllllonol 
lldnqMl!a. NV 89027 ~ 
---~ ~ ~'7!' ~-11> 
J . .tUIIIM4RY OF~ ~cncr,o.,, ft ,c. __,, OI' ~ ~ t 
10'1.. Total Qza1ilc.Jdw, 410l. Totd~ 100,000.00 
IDJ.AcnGAO!Pr_,., 4oi.Pomond~ 
10,. __ ,__...,. ...... _ Cli,,o 1400! ll(I- ~D 
-10<, 40'. 
l OJ. 409. A~--i,y-ln....._,, A4,s..,..._I\CaP,ld t,v- lo~ 
100. c:.r-,m,_T_ 408.~JVWllT.-. 
TOT. HD O,,,,,cy 7- I> O!Al,uo "' 07/01/f)(S 101 
"" 
407, N'Q COllllty T...., Ir DClll/05 to 0711>1/DS 191.60 
10a.A .. _ ,oa._ 
10,. H04 !> 041:t1/0!I to 07101 /05 z:s:i ~ 401. HOA !r<Wal/0510 07.01/05 233.33 
110, HQ,\ ft 04/2\J041 l0 ~I/CCI 8 DI 410. Ho.A Ir 04/l 1J06 lo Cll.lO I/OS 11.61 
111. •n . 
\tZ. I 412. 
,, .. 413. 
1 " · I 414. ,,,_ I 419, 
~ n a. I 418. 111. I 417. 
"'· 
I 418. 
. ; Z). GJIClQAKOUNTOucl'N>UB9-.mi %40.000IOO 4210. <31tDs1 Al,mtaff Dln!TI> Sau,, 200,433.60 
~ot. ~., _.,,...41 fl!Q,Alllll 
"" 
:,oi. - ........ ts... ...... 
201. l'mclpol - otn- - •l &o:z.~--?D-Bho140QJ 1~ ... 04.711 
201. blsula~ - - "' lia!.blol!no---i.,.. ... 
2~ 8°'-. Pm,11 ~- l>oHa; _. V1oab Qe11-, 100.711.23 
205 1105. 
lOf, eoa. 
207. ~7. 
2.QS, 11011. 
:io,, aos. 
' 
... ~ .~~by- ~,,,.,.,.,..,,,...,,,,,,_ 
l 1 Q. Clty(T own ,_,. ll l O. Clldfott T...,. 
% I 1, CO<lnt'( Taset 611, C.U,,,,T-
:1:t I 812.."-1> 
21i Sil. 
21'. 114. 
2•5. 
~15, 
:11. 818. 
217, 817. 
215. 11111.. 
~u. sre. 
220. ~ BY/FOIi 
240.00C 00 ~-T~~~ 1 111, 117.09 
. ~01,C!ruml--C...lram- _,JQ) I a-<0,<>U<1100U G01 . -~"'°'"'-1l'A11420l 200,'33.GO 
'OZ. ~ °"""'""'...., 1,,;11o, bom,ww o.,. 2?01 I 2'"11.<DllQOU BOl..i.-,_.,;,ihClnlllmld>ooolot0,820) 118,117.011 
r-... 
--
..o:L CASH I ·=• I TOI <=<> I ,.u.,. CASH I .,..., .. , ""'- 1u, SEU.Bl I 84.$18.Sl 
----- -
~ 
08tl8/Z006 13:04 f1AI 7D23'8U8S f"IDBLITT IIBBQIJ[TB 
-· 
.Fidelity National Title 
-A~ OP' NEVADA, INC. 
vi. ~,ji,, llMI,. $ulio llJ • Maoc.-, IN UCU7 
(702) "11-7A7A• PAX (j'lll) :,,sa.7489 
, fi!JC>081007 
DATE; Al>fil-20, 2006 
·e&CROW'NO: OS-71>7429,JM 
ES<:ROW Offica!: Jen(~.Mon~ 
Ttie: 1&,U:44 
ClOSlNl9 DATE1 Ai>rD 22, 2006 
SB.tERtSI: 
BUY01'8h 
l'JIOPERTY; 
$ OEBlT 
. 787.20 
510.00 
15.00 
100.00 
1'5.00 
23·7.60 
2Q,00 
26,¢0 
18.50 
100,000.00 
7 1·2 .33 
4,00!),00 
· 3,000.00 
100.00 
31,00 
52.,()(1 
100.00 
140.00 
Dollt\ll lambert 
Bsct Umlmd Partnership 
B:74 ~. Ma4QUl1e,_ NY. ~0,;7 
0 Cf!EOIT 
FIAANCIAI,:· 
W0;000.00 Total t:'.onalderattan 
OOl)Clalt- Aar011 NllGdum 
Dacoslt • Beet Llinhl!d Pnrtnensn!ii 
PROAAT.IOMS/ADJUS'TM&Pl1'al 
200,000.00 
191 .(10 Prepaid CclO\t'f. T~ 11t ~6~9 AMud>{ 191 .60 
from 04/21 /05 to 07/01/05 
233.33 HQA Qooa:hJ $1GO:OO MOllth ffom .04/21/06 233.33 
tx,.07/01/06 
8,87 · HOA l)(ios n · 02e.oo Mom trom <Wi11os a.a, 
, ' to.05/(>-1106 . . . 
TTT.U;~ 
AL.'rA Aw1iferrtzd:Ownen f'Qllcv ltJ-1·87J 
fof 200'.~.(){) 
Rlllll Pr~ T1'81'1Sf!(f T ox 
Reeon Traclcln9 Fee 
~n(le.yml,c,e ·Fee 
Reco(dlng Duod 
Reconwyance(B) 
IISCROW CHARlml 
Escrowfilll 
DocPrcp"1;es 
Draw Dee<! 
Courier Fves 
P.I\Y0l'l'S • Plltd DaHcrt aid ~ .DoHort 
TC1tel Pavoff-6100.7'1~ . . 
Prlndpal ~ ' 
lr,WJ8$1. Ff. 03/0-1 /06 To 04l22/06 
COMMISSIONS: 
1.18dng-Broke(s Comrid8slon to aeoir, 
J;X~\IOS 2.00'llt 
Selling pl'lillers ,OIR\!111--~ UI .fli:7tMX 
Ridge Realtil-4.00% 
HOA CHARGES: 
Tr-1&<'1,'ei,i 
'Ooos•fot AJ/rll + let11· cha(Q11 
~'"°~°" r.,a.,HOAdtJGG 
HOA~: 
Tramm- F1111 
C4plm,I C,onttlbution 
~~ CHARGl!81 
.20.00 
237.50 
20.00 
18.50 
26.00 
5,000.00 
235,000.00 
r-,., ·-..... 26'3.5il Clw lr. Ccurrty Tr&1ISUtllf•fof 4ltl quartor 1,000.00 Umll<cortiMo&ctlons, SUIVW, soils OI 
~ Thutaday, AugusJ t 1, 2005, 2.3:0S 
Eccrow: 0&-o7-05-70742NM 
,.--
DBP0811'$.U, EJCROYi 
8act Um!ted Penn;ecahlp 
PAYOfF CHARGH FOR.Paul DaHBlt·cmd VJdda DaH1!1t 
PrlDClpal lafancMJ 
!ntettst ·Fr. 03R1JP5 To 04/.2.2105 
IJUYEB 
&r000.00 
235,000.00 
33.~4.40 
1,000.00 · 
§f';U ffl 
100.,000,C)() 
712.3S 
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AFFIDAVIT BY NEEDHAM BY 
HERSCHEL BULLEN, MARCH 7, 2013 
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HERSCHEL BULLEN 
Utah State Bar No. 0842 
Attorney at Law 
369 E. 900 So., No. 302 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
Phone: 801-S83-1880 
Fax: 801-583-1882 . 
DAVID V. FINLAYSON 
Utah State Bar No. 6S40 
43 East 400 South 
Salt Lake City, Uuµi 84111 
Telephone: (801) 220-700 
Facsimile: (801)364-3232 
Attorney for Defendant/ Appellant 
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IN THE FIFTH DISTRICT COURT - ST. GEORGE· 
WASHINGTON COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
STATEOFl)TAH 
Plaintiff 
vs. 
AARON D.T. NEEDHAM, 
Defendant/ Appellant 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
AARON D. T. NEEDHAM 
Case No: 101500067 
Judge: A. Lynn Payne 
., : 
~ AFFIDAVIT OF AARON D. T. NEEDHAM 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
:ss. 
COUNTY OF WASIIlNGTON ) 
Affiant herein, Aaron D. T. Needham, ~pon being duly sworn and under oath, make the · 
following statements: 
I. I am the defendant above named. -I am an adult, competent to testify as to 
the matters stated herein, all such matters are within my personal knowledge, or as 
otherwise stated, if not, and all statements made herein are true and correct to the best of 
my recollection and belief. 
2. On May 24, 2012 This Court issued an Order Granting Application for Order 
Allowing Deposition of Clement F. Tebbs. It was my understanding that this deposition 
was being taken in Salt Lake City Utah due to the failing health of Mr. Tebbs and that the 
deposition would be used in lieu of his personal appearance and live testimony at trial in 
the above matter. 
3. At the time I was being represented by Arie Kramer and it was my 
understanding that he would take the deposition of Mr. Tebbs. Mr. Tebbs was the 
individual who signed all of the checks for draws which were the subject matter of the 
charges of which I was convicted_and his testimony was of extreme importance at trail. 
Therefore I felt it was critical that I be present in person during the questioning and I had 
every intention of being present at the deposition. Additionally I had a great deal of 
2 
documentation and many questions which I wished to be put to Mr. Tebbs, information 
which I believe was not covered by Mr. Kramer. 
4. I made numerous phone calls to Mr. Kramer with regard to this-deposition. 
However Mr. Kramer never personally responded to my calls or spoke to me with regard to 
the subject matter or the scheduled time of the deposition. 
5. I was first contacted by e-mail with regard to the proposed schedule of the 
Tebbs·deposition on May 15, 2012 by Brooke Karrington, Mr. Kramer's investigator. A 
copy of her e-mail is attached hereto as Exhibit A. One ofthe·suggested dates was June 
26, 2012. I notified Mr. Karrington that that would be.acceptable. Accordingly I 
planned on being in Salt Lake City for the purpose of that deposition on June 26, 2012. 
6. Shortly after May 30, 2012, I received a subpoena to testify in the arbitration 
matter of Johnson Powers v. Ram Manufacturing Co. The cover letter from JoAnne M 
Jorgensen, the attorney for Johnson Powers, reflecting that the arbitration would begin on 
June 12, 2012 and the subpoena are attached hereto as Exhibit B. As a result ofmy 
conversations with JoAnne Jorgensen, it was determined that my testimony would be 
needed and I was requested to be present on June 13, 2012 at the office of Robert Jensen, 
63 S. 300 E. Suite 10 l, St. George Utah. I appeared that morning and waited for a 
considerable part of the day and was excused, but was requested to appe~ the next 
morning, June 14, 2012, which I did. Ultimately apparently my testimony was not 
needed, and I was excused from appearing again. 
7. It has been my custom to travel to meet my ex-wife halfway in order to 
3 
Email correspondents between brooke karrington and aaron needham 
Clem Tebbs deposition dates 
lnboxlx 
Brooke Karrington <brooke@karringtoninv.com> 5115112 
tome 
Aaron: 
Arie wanted me to contact you about possible deposition dates for June for Clem's 
deposition. Please look at your calendar to see what dates will work for you. We should 
get this scheduled asap. The possible dates are 06/13, 06/14, 06/15, 06/26, 06/28. The 
deposition will be on one day, probably starting at 9:00 a.m. or so, and will likely be in 
Murray. 
Please get back to me as soon as you can. 
Thanks, Brooke 
Brooke Karrington 
Karrington Investigations 
Recognizing 23 Years of Investigations 
801.750.1122 
www.karringtoninv.com 
Post Office Box 521002 
Salt Lake City, UT 84152 
Utah Pl #100004 
exercise visitation with my children. On or about June 11, 2012 I had traveled to Salt 
Lake City in order to meet my wife, who traveled from Gooding (Twin Falls), Idaho, to 
pick up my children from her. I picked up my children in Salt Lake City on June 12, 2012 
and returned to St. George that day in order to be present for the arbitration proceedings for 
which I was subpoenaed and had agreed to appear. 
8. At the same time on June 12, when I had arrived in St. George, I was 
informed by Brook Karrington that the time had been rescheduled for the deposition of 
Clem Tebbs in Salt Lake City on June 14, 2012. It was not until I had returned to St. 
George that I receive this information. I notified Ms. Karrington that it would be 
impossible for me to be ~ere for two reasons, one that my health and physical condition 
~used me great pain and discomfort, and that a tum-around trip to Salt Lake City would be 
virtually impossible (see the statement in my e-mail of June IS, 2012, Exhibit C), and 
secondly that I was required to be in St. George due to my commitment to testify in the 
arbitration proceedings pursuant to the subpoena. With regard to the state of my physical 
health, as a result of an automobile accident I am a paraplegic. A statement of my primary 
physician regarding the conditions from which I suffer is attached hereto as Exhibit D. 
9. I requested that deposition not be taken until I could be present, but Arie 
apparently determined that he would take the deposition in my absence. I expressed my 
extreme dissatisfaction with that approach, and indicated that I had documentation which 
required my knowledge and that I wanted to be personally present to participate, assist with 
questions, and hear and experience his answers, but Mr. Cramer made no effort to 
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PETERSON REED WJ\ ,tLAUMONT & STOUT 
A TTOR.NEYS AT LAW 
5217 SOUTH S'OO'E smEET, SUITE 450 
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH 841r17 
TELEPHONE: (801) 384-4040 
FACSIMILE: (801) 747-2270 
www.prw-law.can 
Aaron Needham 
700 North Main Street, Apt J2 
Washington, Utah 84780 
May 30, 2012 
Re: Johnson Powers v. Ram Manufacturing Co. 
Dear Mr. Needham, 
JACK w. REED" 
JAMES L WAR1AUMONT 
MICHAELA. STOUT 
JOANNE M. JORGENSEN 
CAROUNEJ. TESCH~ (1969-1997) 
OFCOUHSEL 
KENDAU. S. PETERSON 
•ALSO ADMITTED TO TIE IJNl'TED STATES 
COURT a: FEDERAL a.AIMS 
Enclosed please find a Subpoena to appear in the Johnson Powers v. Ram Manufacturing 
Arbitration proceedings. Please note that your appearance is dependent on the need for rebuttal 
testimony. To that end, you may not need to appear at all depending on how the Arbitration 
progresses. 
The Arbitration begins on June 12, 2012. We should know by Wednesday or Thursday of 
that week whether or not your appearance is needed. If you are not required to appear, we will 
notify you as soon as possible. If you do not hear from us by Thursday, June 14 please plan on 
appearing at the place and time set forth in the enclosed subpoena. 
Please feel free to call me·or Mtlce Stout with_any questions or concerns. 
Regards, 
P~SON ~~~ WARLAUMONT &-STOUT 
l _,-:;) .. · l/ t/ Joanne M. Jorgensen 
TO: AARONNEEDHAM 
700 North Main Street, Apt. J2 
. Washington, Utah 84780 
YOU ARE COMMANDED: 
181 to appear in the Arbitration proceedings at the place, date and time specified below to testify 
in the above case. 
D to appear at the place, date and time specified below to testify at the taking of a deposition in 
the above case. 
0 to produce or permit inspection and copying of the following documents1 or objects at the 
place, date m;id time specified below: 
D to permit inspection of the following premises at the date and time specified below. 
PLACE 
JensenBayles, LLP 
63 South 300 East Ste I 01 
St George, UT 84770 
DATE AND TIME 
June 15, 2012 at 9:00 a.m. 
DEFINITIONS 
The following definitions apply to this subpoena absent clear indi~tion to the contrary:· 
1. "You0 or "Your"' refers to Aaron Needham, your agents and your employees. 
2. "Ram Manufacturing Company" means Ram Manufacturing Company, their officers, 
1 For purposes of this subpoena, "document'' means all materials within the scope ofUtah R. Civ. P. 26 and 
34(aXI)t including without limitation the original, or absent any original a copy, of any printed, typewritten or 
handwritten matter, memoranda. communications, letters, written materials, reports, records, personal calendars and 
diaries, minutes, contracts, or electronic recordings of telephonic or personal communications, tape recordings, 
films, prints, negatives, stenographic notes, other data or information compilations from which infonnation can be 
obtained, or any phonic, aural, optical or digital reproduction of statements, conversations, data or events, including 
photographs and videotape, and any computer stored data or computer printout, including electronic mail, in your 
actual or constructive possession, custody, care or control. 
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Michael A. Stout, Utah Bar No. 8278 
James L. Warlawnont, Utah Bar No. 3386 
Joanne M. Jorge~ Utah Bar No. 10247 
PETERSON REED WARLAUMONT & STOUT 
5217 South State Street, Suite 450 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107 
Telephone: (801)364-4040 
Facsimile: (801) 747-2270 
Email: mfobael.stout@prw-law.com 
jwarlaumont@pnv-law.com 
joanne.jorgensen@prw-law.com 
Attorneys for Johnson Powerst LLC 
IN THE FIF0IB JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR 
WASHINGTON COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
IN THE ARBITRATION PROCEEDINGS 
REGARDING: 
JOHNSON POWERS, L.L.C., a Utah Limited 
Liability Company, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SUBPOENA 
District Court Case No. 110502382 
Arbitrator: Michael J. Wilkins 
RAM MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Inc., 
a Utah corporation, District Court Judge: John J. Walton 
Defendant 
directors, shareholders, members, managers, employees, agents and attomeys. 
3. "Johnson Powers, LLC" means Johnson Powers, LLC, their officers, directors, 
shareholders, members, managerst employees, agents and attorneys. 
Notice to Persons Served with a Subpoena. The attached Notice explains your rights and 
obligations. You may object to this Subpoena for any of the reasons listed in paragraph 6 of the 
Notice by serving a written objection upon the attorney listed at the top of this Subpoena. You 
must comply with any part of the Subpoena to which you do not object 
DATED this~ 2012. 
PETERSON REED WARLAUMONT & STOUT 
-~ ------~-----( icbae!A.stout 
Joanne M. Jorgensen 
Attorneys for Johnson Powers L.L.C. 
3 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 1 day ofMarch, 2013, I caused to be served a true and 
accurate copy of the foregoin~i.dAV'. i.+ by placing said copy in the United 
States mail, postage prepaid, addressed as follows: 
JACOBS. TAYLOR, Esq. 
UT AH ATTORNEY GENERAL 
Heber M. Wells Building 
160 East 300 South, 6th Floor 
~~854 
r::Jt.lecN D.f.-J.J.eed Mtn1 
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from brooke to aaron needham 
brooke@kaningtoninv.com 6121112 
tome 
Thank you for your email. I will be in an out-of-state trial from June 27th - 29th. Please 
know that I will retum your message on Monday July 2nd. 
-~l 
From aaron to Brooke 
Aaron Needham <aaron.btc@grhaU.com> 6127112 
to Brooke 
Have you received a copy of the deposition??? 
.y 
· FROM BROOKE TO AARON NEEDHAM 
brooke@karringtoninv.com 6115112 
tome 
Thank you for your email. I will be out of the office from June 15th - 18th. Please know 
that I will return your message on the 18th or 19th. 
FROM BROOKE TO AARON NEEDHAM 
brooke@karringtoninv.com via srs.bis6.us.blackberry .com 
tome 
6/15/12 
In light of your recent emails to me expressing accusations, once again, about Arie 
being associated with ''the Mafia of Utah", your disrespect about the way the deposition 
went without even knowing what ·questions were or were not asked and answered, your 
statement after the fact that there is a wealth of documentation that Nate has but you 
have done nothing to ensure that your current attorney has the information, and your 
non-appearance or attempt to appear at the deposition once you learned you were not 
to testify in the arbitration of another case yesterday, Arie is sending your file to another 
public defender tomorrow. 
You have repeatedly threatened to file a complaint against him, when we are just 
beginning to work on your defense. So Arie believes that the conflict between you and 
~ him is not conducive to an appropriate attorney-client relationship. 
It appears that you are setting up everyone who works on your defense, and that is not 
acceptable. 
Arie will send your file to another attorney. If you believe that additional documentation 
still resides with your previous attorney, Nate, then it would be your responsibility to 
follow up with that and make sure your new counsel has it for your defense. 
You still have a court appearance in your own case on July 10th. 
Best to you, Brooke 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 
From Aaron to Brooke 
Aaron Needham <aaron.btc@gmail.com> 6114112 
to Brooke 
I would like to meet earlier after reviewing the deposition to see that all of my questions 
were asked and how to pro~ed when we talk to the judge and I can ask the judge why 
the documentation wasn't at the deposition. 
-~ 
From brooke to aaron needham 
Needhalll court date 
lnboxlx 
8 k K . t b k @.k . t . 6/14/12 roo e amng on< roo e amng omnv.com> 
to ariccramer, me 
According to the docket, the next review hearing is scheduled for July 10th at 2:00 p.m. 
That's in 3 1/2 weeks. We could meet that morning before court, or should we meet a 
different day? 
Brooke Karrington 
Karrington Investigations 
KG Financial Forensics LLC 
Recognizing 23 Years of Investigations 
801.750.1122 
www.karringtoninv.com 
Post Office Box 521002 
Salt Lake City, UT 84152 
Utah Pl #100004 
Reply Reply to all Forward 
From Aaron Needham to Brooke 
Aaron Needham <aaron.btc@gmail.com> 6114112 
to Brooke 
I would like to meet earlier after reviewing the deposition to see that all of my questions 
were asked and how to proceed when we talk to the judge and I can ask the judge why 
the documentation wasn't at the deposition. 
FROM AARON NEEDHAM TO BROOKE 
aaron.btc@gmait.com <aaron.btc@gmail.com> 
to brooke 
I will send you the supena tomorrow 
6/14/12 
FROM BROOKE TO AARON NEEDHAM 
brooke@karringtoninv.com via srs.bis6.us.blackberry.com 
tome 
6/14/12 
Did you get the documentation from Nate and get it to Arie's? I know that Nate was 
waiting for. some fax info from you but he didn't have it when I spoke to him. 
Also, please email, fax or send a copy of your subpoena for the arbitration to Arie or to 
me. 
Thanks! As soon as I know about the transcript being ready I'll let you know. 
Clem will review it for corrections before it can be released. 
Thanks Aaron. 
Brooke 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 
~-
FROM AARON TO BROOKE 
MY RESPONSE: 
On Thu, Jun 14, 2012 at 6:40 PM, aaron.btc@gmail.com <aaron.btc@gmail.com> wrote: 
I looked at the docket and the hearing is in the morning tomorrow at 9:00 am at the 
attorney office. I was told today and the front page had today's date but the other docket 
has tomorrow. 
I will email you a copy tomorrow and I want to meet with ARIC has soon as the 
transcript comes out and I want to organize all the documents to answer the questions. 
I want to express my concerns to Arie and ask him if he's associated with the Mafia of 
Utah. 
I know what you said but ever question can be supported by the documentation in the 
box from Nate. 
IF I have to go get the documentation from the recorders office again. 
I will get it. Please set up the meeting as soon as we have the transcript and I will get 
started putting the documentation together · 
FROM BROOKE TO AARON NEEDHAM 
On Thu, Jun 14, 2012 at 5:15 PM, Brooke Karrington <brooke@karringtoninv.com> wrote: 
Aaron: 
It would probably be a good idea if you supplied a copy of your subpoena for your court 
appearance today so that we have that for your file. I can see the court case online, but it doesn't 
show that there was a court appearance scheduled for today. It is entirely possible that since it 
was an arbitration that it wasn't included in the court docket, so if you can send a copy of your 
subpoena requiring your appearance today, that would be great. 
Thanks so much! Brooke 
Brooke Karrington 
Karrington Investigations 
KG Financial Forensics LLC 
Recognizing 23 Years of Investigations 
801.750.1122 
reschedule the date of Mr. Tebbs deposition from June 14, 2012. 
10. It is not entirely clear from the texts of the various e-mails between Ms. 
Karrington and me, which are attached hereto as Exhibits E, however, there was no 
question as between us and Mr. Kramer and me that I had planned on being present during 
the deposition of Clem Tebbs on June 26, 2012, and when it was rescheduled, I fervently 
requested that it not be taken on June 14 as I could not be present and that it be rescheduled 
for another time where I could realistically be present. 
11. The deposition of Clem Tebbs was used at trial and read into the record even 
though I was not present during the course of his testimony. 
FURTIIERAFFIANT SAYE~~ 
Aaron D. T. Needham 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN 
Not blic 
* fYll¼h '2.c>l's 1 day of Jtttre,12tH r. 
Resi ing at ~~ ~..:"~ 
My Commission Expires: ~-s- l }o 
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About Your Visit Today on March 06 2013 
Patient Name: Needham, Aaron 
Your Cunent Medications 
Gandhi, Zahabia T 
640 East 700 South 
Suite 105 
St George, UT 84770 
( 435)688-7770 
Your current Medlcatlon(s) as of 3/6/2013 are as follows. Please let us know If this list Is not what you are taking. 
Medication Instruction , 
Amblen Oral 
Pert0cet 7 .5 mg-500 mg Tab 1 Tablet(s) by Oral four times a day, every 6 hours 
Prescription Written Today 
j Medication · I Instruction 
Prescription Discontinued Today 
~edlcatlon ! Instruction 
Your Next Appointment 
Start Date 
!start Date 
!stop Date 
Visit Date: 03/06/2013 Patient: Needham, Aaron DOB: 05/12/1968 
Dx: 
DIARRHEA 
Assesment & Plan ( This Is for'the Doctor and may have medical terminology that you may not 
understand) 
Aaron comes In for a fu apt . 
1) Diarrhea ; we wm look for malabsorbtion and Inflammation via stool tests 
2) ch med Issues ; decub,coccfdomycossi, UTI ; as per diff subspeclalist 
3) High BP here : likely due to Increase pain from recent fall before pt came in for apt • says lost few 
peroocets In the prooess : explained that i do not do long pain meds Rx especially w established 
pain physician BUT will be happy to corrobate that BP were high here which are conslstant with hx 
of said lnhury 
4) Wt loss:? repeated infections w catabolic state. we will fu in 1 month and see if stablalized, H 
not we wl0 repeat nutritional markers 
Your Vital Signs this vlsitBlood Pressure:16O/92 mmHg ,heartrate:122 bpm ,oxygen level:96 % 
room air ,wt:2O7 lbs 
Diet and Exercise Instructions: 
A retum visit is Indicated in 1 month. As tolerated exercise is recommended. He was advised to be 
on a balanced nutrition diet dial 
lnsbuctlons for YOU: 
1) get the stool tests when you have a diarrhea episode 
Electronically signed by: Zahabla T Gandhi on 03/06/2013 12:14 
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Letter Of Known Medical Conditions 
Sir/Madam, 
As requested by Aaron Needham, born on May 12, 1968 who Is under my care, I am releasing 
Protected Health Information to you. 
Aaron, has the following known medical conditions and/or has had a history of it in the past: 
Lumbar (intervertebral) disk disorders Onset: s/p MVA in 87 adn since then has been 
quadriplegic adn only now in the past 1 yr is getting some senations in his LE back and working 
w PT to get LE Increased. ANEMIA. ANXIElY STATE Onset: 11/15/2012. COCCIDIOIDOMYCOSIS 
Onset: 9/18/2012. DIARRHEA Onset: 3/6/2013. DIVERTICULITIS, COLONIC Onset: 1/28/2013. 
FATIGUE/MALAISE Onset: 3/21/2012. HYPERLIPIDEMIA. HYPERPOTASSEMIA. LUMBAGO 
Onset: 8/14/2012. NEURALGIA/NEURITIS. NUTRITION DEFICIENCY Onset 3/21/2012. OTHER 
QUADRIPLEGIA. 
~ · Please feel free to contact our office for any further details if required. 
Sincerely, 
Zahabia T Gandhi, 
Internal Medicine 
6~ East 700 South, Ste 105 
St George, UT 847707094 
March 06, 2013 
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ask me too???? 
I put all the documents together and I am extremely familiar with the documentation. 
You and Arie said that you would go get it and you didn't need me too. 
I don't know Arie compared to anyone and my concerns with utah Mafia is bigger than 
Arie as the business I put together in the carbon industry in having to move it out of the 
state to be safe. 
If all of my concerns make Arie nervous. I accept his with drawal and I will take these 
emails to our July 10th. Hearing and lets have the. Judge explain it to us. 
Please get me a copy of the deposition this deposition will show all of us if he has 
studied MY CASE and was prepared for the case and number ONE. DID HE ASK ALL 
OF THE QUESTIONS I PRESENTED???? 
THIS IS MY LIFE THAT THE AG OFFICE ISL YING ABOUT AND WERE GOING TO 
PUBLIZE THEIR LIES 
LETS GO PUBLIC 
Sent from my Verizon Wimless 4G L TE DROID 
FROM AARON NEEDHAM TO BROOKE KARRINGTON 6115112 
aaron.btc@gmail.com <aaron.btc@gmail.com> 
to brooke 
I understand. My concerns are real and my emails address my concerns and they are 
asking why was things done this way. 
The AG office has taken my name and trashed it with lies and I've collected all of the 
documentation to go to battle and I don't know if Arie uses it in the interview. 
The last time we all met together with nate at the courts you guys were going to his 
office to get all of the documentation. The deposition was set up so Clem would not be 
at trial because of his medical issues. 
I don't know if Arie retrieved that box of information to support the questions. Now your 
saying that I was suppose to get it for you and you accuse me of doing nothing. I putt all 
of the documentation together from third parties not nate. 
As far as not being there yesterday the subpoena told me to be here on Friday but the 
attorney told me to be available to meet to review questions on Thursday. 
You called me on Tuesday to let me know that the court date had been· changed from 
the 26th to the 14th. 
I just for back from salt lake city from picking up my kids and had I known that the 
meeting was this week. I would have made arrangements to stay. But I didn't know I 
had set up for august 26 is which is the date that I agrees too. 
My body could not handle another long drive with such short notice. The pain level 
would have been so high I would have blacked out. 
My emails that I sent were leading to the point that if Arie was not prepared and if no 
one obtained the information from Nate and your now attempting to say I have done 
nothing. 
I am going to Nate's office to get my file box that I personally put together. 
My fears of Arie and association with Utah Mafia may be totally wrong and Arie may 
have zero association. 
Then why was I given so little notice on the date change so I could prepare with 
everyone knowing my personal physical battles with illness.?????? 
Why did no one contact me and say they couldn't get the documentation from nate and 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I here certify that on this ~May, 2012 I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing Subpoena via email and regular U.S. Mail, postage prepaid on! 
JensenBayles, LLP 
63 South 300 Bast Ste 101 
St. George, UT 84770 
Tel: (43S) 674-9718 
Fax: ( 435) 674-9006 
RJensen@JensenBayles.com 
JSpendlove@JensenBayles.com 
"chael tout :::::: 
Counsel for Johnson Powers, L.L.C. 
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Subpoena form is part of this Notice; you may need to modify it to fit your circumstances. Once 
you have filed the objection, do not comply with the subpoena unless ordered to do so by the 
court. 
(8) Motion to compel After you make a timely written objection, the party or attomey issuing 
the subpoena might serve ).'OU with a motion for an order to compel you to comply and notice of 
a court hearing. That motion will be reviewed by a judge. You have the right to file a response to 
the motion, to attend the hearing, and to be heard. You have the right to be represented by a 
lawyer. If the judge grants the motion. you may ask the judge to impose conditions to protect 
you. 
(9) Organizations. An organization that is not a party to the suit and is subpoenaed to appear at 
a deposition must designate one or more persons to testify on its beha1£ The o,ganjzation may 
set forth the matters on which each person will testify. URCP 30(b)(6). 
6 
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(4) Subpoena to permit inspection of premises. If the subpoena commands you to appear and 
to permit the inspection of premises, you must appear at the date, time, and place designated in 
the subpoena and do what is necessary to pennit the premises to be inspected. 
(S) Subpoena to produce documents or tangible things. Tf'the subpoena commands you to 
produce documents or tangible things, you must produce the documents or tangiole things as you 
keep them in the ordinary course of business or organize and label them to correspond with the 
categories in the subpoena The subpoena may require you to produce the documents at the tri~ 
hearing, or deposition or to mail them to the issuing party or attorney. The party issuing the 
subpoena must pay the reasonable cost of copying and producing the documents or tangible 
things. You must produce with the doeum.ents or tangible things a Declaration of Compliance 
with Subpoena stating in substance: 
(A) that you have knowledge of the facts contained in the declaration; 
(B) that the docwnents produced are a full and complete response to the subpoena; 
(C) that originals or tru~ copies of the original documents have been produced; and 
(D) the reasonable cost' of copying the dowments. 
A Declaration of Compliance with Subpoena form is part of this Notice; you may need to modify 
it to fit your circumstances. 
(6) Objection to a subpoena. You must comply with those parts of the subpoena to which you 
do not object. You may object to all or part of the subpoena if it: 
(A) fails to allow you a reasonable time for compliance {If you are commanded to 
produce documents or tangible things, the subpoena must be served on you at least 14 
days before the date designated for compliance.); 
(B) requires you, as a resident of Utah, to appear at a deposition or to produce documents, 
electronic records or tangible things or to permit inspection of premises in a county in · 
which you do not reside, are not employed. or do not transact business in perso11t unless 
the judge orders otherwise; · 
(C) requires you, as a non-resident of Utah, to appear at a deposition or to produce 
documents, electronic records or tangible things or to permit inspection of premises in a 
county other than the county in which you were served, unless the judge orders 
otherwise; 
(D) requires you to disclose privileged or other protected matter and no exception or 
waiver applies; 
(E) requires you to disclose a trade secret or other confidential research, development, or 
commercial information; 
(F) subjects you to an undue burden; or 
(G) requires you to disclose an unretained expert's opinion or information not describing 
specific events or occurrences in dispute and resulting from the expert's study that was 
not made at the request of a party. · · 
(7) How to object. To object ~o the subpoellflt serve the Objection to Subpoena on the party or 
attorney issuing the subpoena. The name and address of that person should appear in the upper 
le.ft comer of the subpoena. You must do this before the date for compliance. An Objection to 
5 
Notice to Persons S~rved with a Subpoena 
(l) Rights and responsibilities in general. A subpoena is a court order whether it is issued by 
the court clerk or by an attorney as an officer of the court. You must comply or file an objection, 
or you m,ay face penalties for contempt of court. If you are commanded to produce documents or 
tangible things, the subpoena must be served on you at least 14 days before the date designated 
for compliance. If you are co~ded to appear at a trial, hearing, depositio~ or other place, a 
one-day witness fee must be served with this subpoena. A one-day witness fee is $18.SO plus 
$1.00 for each 4 miles you have to travel over SO miles ( one direction). When the subpoena is 
issued on behalf of the United States or Utah, fees and mileage need not be tendered. The 
witness fee for each subsequent day is $49.00 plus $1.00 for each 4 miles you have to travel over 
50 miles ( one direction). . 
(2) Subpoena to copy and mail documents. If the subpoena commands you to copy documents 
and mail the copies to the attomey or party issuing the subpoena, you must organize the copies as 
you keep them in the ordinary course of business or organiz.e and label them to correspond with 
the categories in the subpoena. The party issuing the subpoena must pay the reasonable cost of 
copying the documents. You must mail with the copies a Declaration of Compliance with 
Subpoena stating in substance: 
(A) that you have knowledge of the facts contained in the declaration; 
(B) that the documents produced are a full and.complete response to the subpoena; 
{C) that originals or true copies of the original documents have been produced; and 
(D) the reasonable cost of copying the documents. 
A Declaration of Compliance with Subpoena form is part of this Notice; you may need to modify 
it to fit your circumstances. 
(3) Subpoena to appear. If the subpoena commands you to appear at a trial, hearing, deposition, 
or for inspection ofpreiriises, you must appear at the date, time, and place designated in the 
subpoena. The trial or hearing will be at the courthouse in which the case is pending. For a 
deposition or inspection of premises, you can be commanded to appear in only the following 
counties: 
(A) If you are a resident of U~ the subpoena may command you to appear or to 
produce documents, electronic records or tangible things or to permit inspection of 
premises in the county: · 
in which you reside; 
in which you are employed; 
in which you transact business in person; or 
in which the court orders. 
(B) If you are not a resident of Utah, the subpoena may command you to appear or to 
produce documents, electronic records or tangible things or to permit inspection of 
premises in the county: 
in which you are served with the subpoena; or 
in which the court orders. 
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EXHIBIT 20 
COURT RULING ON MOTION FOR NEW 
TRIAL, MAY 26, 2013 
IN THE FIRTH DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR 
WASHINGTON COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 201411:~ i' 2 7 Afi 9: 38 
STATE OF UTAH, 
Plaintiff, 
Vs. 
AARON D.T. NEEDHAM 
Defendant. 
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RULING ON THE DEFENDANTS MOTIO'Nj'\: .. ~ 
FOR A NEW TRIAL 
Case No: 101500067FS 
Judge A. Lynn Payne 
This matter came before the court on April 9, 2014, for an evidentiary hearing on the 
Defendant's Rule 24 URCrP Motion for a new trial. Based upon the evidence, the court finds 
as follows: 
1. Prior to trial, the State filed a motion to have the jury view a video deposition which 
had been taken on Jun 14, 2014. In the spring of 2012, the State had flied a URCrP rule 14(a)(8) 
motion to take the deposition of Clement Tebbs. The basis for the motion was that Mr. Tebbs 
would not be able to attend trial based on his health. On the 24th of May, 2012, Judge John J. 
Walton entered an order allowing the State to take the deposition of Mr. Tebbs. The order 
indicates that the parties had agreed that the deposition would be taken in Murray, Utah on 
the 14th day of June 2012, beginning at 9:00 am. The Defendant did not objection to the State's 
motion and the video deposition was admitted into evidence and was shown to the Jury. 
2. Mr. Tebbs and Mr. Needham had been in a business relationship wherein Mr. Tebbs 
financed the construction of homes in Southern Utah and Nevada. The State's charges were 
that Mr. Needham had converted funds to his own use. The defendant did not contest that he 
had received money from Mr. Tebbs which he had used for his own benefit. However, the 
Defendant claimed that Mr. Tebbs had authorized him to use the funds for his own use. In 
support of this defense, the defendant produced a document which was purportedly signed by 
Mr. Tebbs. Therefore, the central issue in this case was not whether funds had been diverted, 
it was whether Mr. Tebbs had authorized the diversion of the funds. The State presented 
evidence that when Mr. Tebbs became aware that funds had been diverted, he asked Mr. 
Needham to meet with him. At trial the State produced four witness who were present at this 
meeting. Each witness testified that during the meeting: Mr. Needham admitted he had 
diverted fund; he apologized for his conduct and promised to pay the money back; and that he 
1 
made no claim that he had been given prior permission to use the funds for his own use. Later, 
an investigator from the State licensing board interview Mr. Needham. During this meeting, 
Mr. Needham did not claim that he had authority to use the funds for his own benefit. 
3. At trial, the state called John Grealish as a witness. Mr. Grealish was transported to 
Utah from another state, where he was serving a sentence on an unrelated offense. Mr. 
Grealish testified that Mr. Needham had diverted funds for his own benefit. Prior to trial and 
prior to the sentencing of Mr. Grealish, the State had sent a letter to the Honorable Clark 
Waddoups. (see exhibit 1) The letter informed the Court that Mr. Grealish had co-operated In 
the prosecution of Mr. Needham and had made himself available to testify in this matter. 
The State clearly had a duty to provide this letter to the defense prior to trial so that it 
was available for the cross-examination of Mr. Grealish (impeachment as to motive). Scheree 
Wilcox, a para legal for the Attorney General's Office, mailed a copy of the Grealish letter to 
Nathan Reeve, who was then counsel for Mr. Needham. The court believes that the letter was 
mailed to Mr. Reeve. However, Mr. Reeve withdrew and Erick Cramer was appointed. Mr. 
Cramer testified that he reviewed the file which he had received from Mr. Reeve and the 
Grealish letter was not in the file. Mr. Cramer later withdrew and Douglas Terry (trial counsel} 
was appointed. Mr. Terry testified that the Grealish letter was not in the file that he received 
from Mr. Cramer. It is therefore clear that the letter was not available to trial counsel and that 
trial counsel was not aware of its existence. 
This then presents an issue of whether the letter was actually received by Mr. Reeve. 
Mr. Nathan did not testify at the trial and neither party has addressed the Issue of whether the 
State's duty under Brady is met when the material is mailed; or whether the State bears the 
burden to prove the material was actually received. Given the evidence in this case, the court 
need not resolve this issue. For the purposes of the analysis of this case, the court will assume 
that the letter was not mailed. 
As indicated, the defendant did not contest that he had diverted funds to his own use. 
Therefore, the central Issue was whether he had authority to do this. At trial he claimed that 
he did and that Mr. Tebbs had signed a document agreeing that he could use the funds as he 
did. However, four witness testified they were present when Mr. Needham admitted to using 
the funds without authority and that he apologized for doing so. When he was confronted he 
did not claim to have authority to divert the funds; neither did he make any reference to a 
document which granted him such authority. If Mr. Needham had prior authority he would not 
have admitted to wrong doing; and if he had an agreement which gave him authority to act as 
he did, he would have referred to the agreement and the document that memorialized the 
agreement. In a subsequent Interview with an investigator from the licensing board, Mr. 
N·eedham did not claim that he had authority to use the funds for his own benefit. Also, at trial, 
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Mr. Needham testified that he could not work on a project in Nevada because the building 
inspector would not allow the construction to proceed. The State brought Mr. Needhams 
credibility into question by calling the Nevada building official, who testified that the city did 
not prevent the construction from going forward. 
Based upon all the evidence presented at trial, the fact that counsel for the defense 
could not cross examine Mr. Grealish with the letter to Judge Waddoups does result in a 
reasonable probability that the results would have been different. This courts confidence in the 
jury verdict is not undermined. The State's case was strong and the defendants case relied 
primarily on his testimony and a document that purportedly gave him authority to use the 
funds. This was the heart of his defense and It was presented and considered by the Jury. The 
Defendant's Brady motion Is therefore denied. 
4. Scheree Wilcox, a para legal for the Attorney General's Office undertook the 
responsibility to schedule the video deposition of Mr. Tebbs. She sent Arie Cramer (counsel for 
Mr. Needham) a list of possible dates for the deposition. The lists included five dates (June 13, 
14, 15, 26, and 27). Mr. Cramer then provided this list to his investigator, Brooke Karrington. 
Mr. Cramer asked Ms. Karrington if she was available on these dates; he also asked her to check 
to see if Mr. Needham was available. Ms. Karrington called Mr. Needham and gave him the 
dates. Mr. Needham said that he preferred the June 26th date. At the hearing Mr. Needham 
testified that Ms. Karrington told him that the deposition would be on the 26th unless she 
called him back. Ms. Karrington testified that she did not tell Mr. Needham the deposition 
would be on the 26th unless she called him back. I find the testimony of Ms. Karrington to be 
more credible. 
S. The record is not clear as to when Mr. Needham actually received notice of the date 
of the deposition. Mr. Cramer testified that Mr. Needham "would have been notified". 
However, he did not have any specific memory that Mr. Needham was notified of the date of 
the deposition; nor did he have any record of a notice being sent to Mr. Needham. His 
testimony that Mr. Needham "would have been notified" merely indicates that it is his practice 
to notify clients of hearings. Ms. Karrington had the most contact with Mr. Needham during this 
time. She testified that she did not give Mr. Needham notice that the deposition would be held 
on the the 14th• She testified that in the weeks prior to the deposition she had many 
conversations with Mr. Needham in preparation for the deposition and that she "probably'' 
referred to the deposition date in these conversations. On the other hand, Mr. Needham 
testified that he did not receive notice of the June 14th hearing prior to the 12th of June. The 
record does not contain specific evidence that Mr. Needham had notice of the deposition until 
the 12th of June when Ms. Karrington called Mr. Needham to finalize their preparation for the 
deposition. In this matter the State has the burden to prove that Mr. Needham knowingly and 
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I"... voluntarily absented himself from the deposition. To prove this, the State must prove that Mr. 
Needham had notice of the deposition. Notice is a prerequisite to a finding that Mr. Needham 
knowingly and voluntarily absented himself from the proceeding. Because the State has the 
burden of proof, the court will find that Mr. Needham was first notified of the date of the 
deposition on June 12, 2012. 
6. On the 12th of June 2012 Ms. Karrington again talked to Mr. Needham about the 
deposition. Mr. Needham said that he thought the deposition was scheduled on the 26th• Mr. 
Needham said that he could not attend the deposition because he was required to be a witness 
in an Arbitration hearing and that he had just got back from Salt Lake City that day and his 
health would not allow him to travel back to Salt Lake for the deposition. Ms. Karrington asked 
him to provide her with a copy of the Subpoena to the arbitration hearing. Mr. Needham 
promised to do this, but did not provide the subpoena until the 15th (which was after the 
deposition has held). Without a subpoena, the parties where unable to verify Mr. Needham's 
scheduling conflict. Therefore, Mr. Cramer was unable to request a continuance based upon 
Mr. Needham's obligations to attend the arbitration hearing. 
7. Mr. Needham had received a subpoena on June 1, 2012 which required that he 
appear at an arbitration hearing on June 15, 2012. The letter which accompanied the subpoena 
indicated the hearing was scheduled to begin on June 12, 2012 and that Mr. Needham would 
be called as a rebuttal witness. However, the letter informed Mr. Needham that he might not 
be needed to testify; but that if he had not heard from the attorney who issued the subpoena 
by June 14th, he should appear on the 15th• The stated date for Mr. Needham to appear was on 
the 15th; the letter did not indicate that Mr. Needham was to make himself available to appear 
on the 12th, 13th, or 14th• Nevertheless, Mr. Needham testified that he was concerned about 
when he should appear so he called the attorneys office and was instructed to appear on the 
13th• He testified that he appeared at the attorney's office on the 13th and was instructed to 
appear again on the 14th• He testified that he appeared on the 14th but was then released from 
his subpoena and never testified. At the hearing Mr. Needham initially testified that he had 
never talked to JoAnne Jorgensen (the attorney who had issued the subpoena). After his 
counsel referred him to a prior statement in his deposition, he changed his testimony and 
testified that he had talked to JoAnne Jorgensen. In his deposition, Mr. Needham had stated 
that it was JoAnne Jorgensen who had requested that he appear on the 13th• 
When Ms. Karrington talked to Mr. Needham on the 12th, she asked Mr. Needham to 
send her a copy of the subpoena that he had received to attend the arbitration hearing. This 
was obviously an attempt to verify the conflict so that Mr. Cramer could request that the 
deposition be continued. Mr. Needham had the subpoena in his possession at that time and 
~ promised to send her a copy of the subpoena, but he did not send Ms. Karrington a copy of the 
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subpoena until the 15th (the day after the deposition). Mr. Needham testified at the hearing 
that, at the request of someone from the office that had issued the arbitration subpoena, he 
went to the attorneys office on the 13th and 14th of June. He testified that he signed something 
that said that he had appeared on the 13th and 14th• However, he did not produce this 
document. There was certainly someone from that office that could verify that Mr. Needham 
was present at the arbitration on the 13th and 14th (or some documentation that would show 
his presence at those times); however, no witness was called to verify his attendance at the 
arbitration hearing and no explanation was given as to why this information may not have been 
available. Mr. Needham knew that, because the subpoena only required him to attend on the 
15th (the day following the deposition) , the subpoena did not prevent him from attending the 
deposition on the 14th• In the Courts judgment, that is the reason that he did not send Ms. 
Karrington a copy of the subpoena on the 12th as he had promised. In the Courts judgment, Mr. 
Needham also testified that he was required to be at the arbitration on the 13th and 14th In 
order to create a conflict in his schedule. The Court does not believe that he was required to be 
present at the attorney's office on the 13th or the 14th • 
Based on the evidence, the Court concludes that the Mr. Needham's obligations with 
respect to the arbitration hearing, did not prevent Mr. Needham from being present at the 
deposition. 
8. During the June 12th conversation, Ms. Karrington explained that Mr. Needham could 
attend the hearing via video conferencing and explained how a video conference could be 
arranged and how it would work. At the hearing, Mr. Needham testified that Ms. Karrington 
never talked to him about video conferencing. Mr. Needham also testified that, when he talked 
to Ms. Karrington on the 12th, Ms. Karrington told him the date of the deposition had been 
changed. Ms. Karrington testified that the date of the deposition had not been changed and 
that she never told Mr. Needham that it had been changed. Ms. Karrington's testimony 
regarding these issues is more credible. 
9. In his March 7, 2013 deposition hearing (paragraph 2) Mr. Needham states: "On May 
24th, 2012 this court issued an Order Granting Application for Order Allowing Deposition of 
Clement F. Tebbs. It was my understanding that this deposition was being taken in Salt Lake 
City Utah due to the failing health of Mr. Tebbs and that the deposition would be used in lieu of 
his personal appearance and live testimony at trial in the above matter." In his email to Brooke 
Karrington dated June 15th Mr. Needham stated: ''The deposition was set up so Clem would not 
be at trial because of his medical issues." Mr. Needham was therefore aware that the 
deposition would be used at trial and that the deposition would likely present the only 
opportunity to cross-examine Mr. Tebbs. Mr. Needham was aware that it was expected that 
the medical problems of Mr. Tebbs would preclude him from appearing in St. George to testify 
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at trial. Although he was clearly aware that Mr. Tebbs' health was fragile and that he was 
unable to travel; when Counsel for the State cross-examined Mr. Needham at the evldentlary 
hearing, Mr. Needham would not acknowledge that he was aware that Mr. Tebbs was in failing 
health or unable to travel. The State contends that Mr. Needham was aware that Mr. Tebbs 
could not attend trial and that Mr. Needham believed that the deposition would not go forward 
if he did not attend; thus delaying the trial. In the courts judgment, this argument has merit. 
10. At the hearing, Mr. Needham testified that he always believed the deposition would 
be held on the 26th of June. However, on the 15th of June, 2012 (a day after the deposition), 
Mr. Needham sent Ms. Karrington an email which stated: "I just for(sic) back from salt lake city 
from picking up my kids and had I known that the meeting was this week. I would have made 
arrangements to stay. But I didn't know I had set up for august 26 is which is the date that I 
agrees too." (Exhibit C to Exhibit 6) This statement conflicts with his testimony at the hearing 
that he had always believed that the deposition would be held on the 26th of June. 
11. After the Defendant received notice on the 12th of June, he did not take any action 
to arrange to be in Murray on the 14th• There is regular airline service between South West 
Utah and Salt Lake. Flights to Salt Lake City are available from both Cedar City and St. George 
on a dally basis. Therefore, It was possible for Mr. Needham to fly to Salt Lake, which would 
have dramatically reduced the time he was required to sit. Mr. Needham testified that, In the 
past, he had agreed to fly to the Middle East in connection with his business as a carbon 
footprint expert. He testified that this long flight was possible In spite of his medical conditions 
because he would be flying on a private plane which would allow for him to lay down. 
Therefore, according to Mr. Needham, it is possible for him to travel over long periods of time, 
if he is able to lay down. Yet, Mr. Needham made no attempt to arrange for someone to drive 
him to Murray in a vehicle that would have allowed him to recline or lay down. 
12. Mr. Needham is a paraplegic. In this case Mr. Needham has testified that his 
physical condition prevented him from attending the hearing. He testified that it is extremely 
difficult for him to travel. However, he does drive a vehicle to Salt Lake City or Brigham City to 
pick up his children for summer visitation. He testified that in order to do this, it is necessary 
for him to go up (to Salt Lake City or Brigham City) on one day, rest one day, and then travel 
back to St. George on the third day. However, in his March 7, 2013 affidavit (exhibit 6, para 7) 
Mr. Needham stated that he went to Salt Lake on June 11th and returned on the next day, June 
1ith. At the hearing, Mr. Needham changed his testimony and testified that he did not go to 
Salt Lake on 11th• He testified that he went to Fillmore on the 11th to pick up his children; and 
that he was only able to return the next day because Fillmore was much closer than Salt lake. 
However, in an email to Ms. Karrington dated June 15, 2012 (Exhibit C to Exhibit 6) Mr. 
-~ Needham stated that he just got from "Salt Laken. This email was sent just two days after his 
6 
travel on the 12
th
• This conflict in his testimony Is troubling, especial in view of the fact that he 
also testified at the hearing that when he prepared the affidavit he had his records before him. 
At the hearing he repeatedly stated that, because he had his records before him when he 
prepared the affidavit, the affidavit would be the most accurate (as compared to his testimony 
at the hearing). These statements of Mr. Needham are in direct contradiction to his testimony 
at the hearing that he went the Fillmore on the 11th; and that he was unable to travel to and 
from Salt Lake City on successive days; and seriously undermine his testimony that his physical 
condition prevents him from travelling to and from Salt Lake City on successive days. 
Mr. Needham testified that for the past several years he has been in need of frequent 
medical assistance; including that he was on life support at one time. It is therefore likely that 
there are medical professionals (including his primary physician, Dr. Gandhi) who possessed 
information concerning how his medical condition may affect his ability to travel. Mr. Needham 
did present a letter from Dr. Gandhi, which lists his medical conditions. However, the letter 
does not discuss how these conditions may affect Mr. Needham's ability to travel. While it is 
clear that, as a paraplegic, Mr. Needham has many limitations; there is no medical evidence 
that these limitation would prevent him from travelling to and from Salt Lake on successive 
days. (Which is, in fact, what Mr. Needham stated he did in his March 7, 2013 affidavit; and in 
his June 15th email to Ms. Karrington. (Exhibit 6)) 
Because his primary physician, Dr. Gandhi, did not indicated that Mr. Needham could 
not travel to and from Salt Lake on successive days. We must rely on Mr. Needham's statement 
that travel on successive days ls impossible.1 There are many Instances where Mr. Needham, in 
the Courts judgment has been untruthful In his testimony. He testified that he has always 
believed that the Deposition was scheduled on June 1ih; however, in his June 15th email to Ms. 
Karrington, Mr. Needham indicated that he believed the deposition was scheduled in August. 
The court has found that he was not truthful when he testified that Ms. Karrington told him 
that he should consider the deposition to be scheduled on June 26th unless Ms. Karrington 
notified him otherwise. He was untruthful when he testified that when Ms. Karrington talked 
to him on the 1ith she said that deposition dated had been changed to the 14th• He was 
untruthful when he said that Ms. Karrington did not talk to him about video conferencing. 
These statements severely undermine the credibility of Mr. Needham. 
Based on all of the evidence, the Court will find that Mr. Needham's medical conditions 
did not prevent him from travelling to Murray to attend the deposition. The Court finds that 
Mr. Needham can travel to and from Salt Lake City on successive days. Mr. Needham was 
therefore able to travel to Salt lake to attend the deposition on June 14, 2012. In addition, 
1 At the conclusion of the hearing, the parties entered a stipulation to the testimony of Mr. Needham's mother. 
The Court has considered this stt pulatlon and its effect on the evidence in reaching its findings in this matter. 
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other arrangements could have been made that would not have required Mr. Needham to1 
drive (i.e. airline flights or travel in a vehicle where Mr. Needham could recline or lay down). 
However, Mr. Needham made no attempts to arrange for alternate transportation. In addition, 
Mr. Needham was aware that it was possible to conduct the hearing via video conferencing. 
Given the technology which is available to conduct hearings in this manner, Mr. Needham 
could have viewed the entire deposition proceedings and would have been able to 
communicate confidentially with Mr. Cramer. Under the circumstances of this case, that 
process would have been sufficient to afford Mr. Needham his constitutional rights to be 
present and confront Mr. Tebbs. 
Mr. Needham was aware of the date and time of the deposition and had the ability to 
attend in person or be present via video conferencing. He made no effort to attend the 
hearing; and he declined to conduct the hearing via video conferencing. He chose not to attend 
in the belief that the deposition would not go forward in his absence. He was aware of the 
fragile health of Mr. Tebbs and sought to delay the date for the deposition to a date that Mr. 
Tebbs may not have been available to give testimony. 
13. The Court finds that the State has met its burden to prove that Mr. Needham 
knowingly and voluntarily absented himself from the deposition. He therefore waived his right 
to be present and confront Mr. Tebbs during his testimony. 
14. In his motion, Mr. Needham claims that Mr. Cramer was ineffective in his cross-
examination of Mr. Tebbs at the deposition. At the hearing on this motion, the state presented 
exhibit 5 which is a multiple page list of questions (and in some instances anticipated answers) 
which Mr. Needham wanted Mr. Cramer to ask Mr. Tebbs. Mr. Needham has failed to identify 
which questions were not asked and how the failure to ask a question or question 
demonstrates ineffective assistance of counsel. The Defendant has also provided question that 
he believes Mr. Cramer should have asked at the deposition. (Exhibit 7) However, the 
Defendant has failed to provide the court with an explanation or analysis as to how the failure 
to ask a question or question demonstrates ineffective assistance of counsel. Counsel for Mr. 
Needham (Mr. Terry and Mr. Cramer) each testified that many of the defenses that Mr. 
Needham wanted to rely on where not relevant to his defense. The court has reviewed the 
questions in Exhibit 7 and has not identified any questions which relate to the central issue of 
whether Mr. Needham had authority to use funds for his own benefit. The questions in Exhibit 
7 are questions which go to the credibility of Mr. Tebbs. There is no analysis to help the court 
understand how the failure to ask these questions shows ineffective assistance of counsel. The 
Strickland analysis requires the defendant to initially show that counsels performance was 
deficient. There is no evidence that the failure of Mr. Cramer to ask any question at the 
8 
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~ 
~ deposition constituted ineffective assistance of counsel; therefore, the Defendants motion 
with respect to that Issue is denied. 
15. With respect to the claim that Mr. Terry was ineffective in failing to object based on 
the right of confrontation, the defendant waived the right of confrontation when he voluntarily 
absented himself from the deposition. Therefore, it was not ineffective assistance of counsel to 
object based on a right that the defendant had knowingly and voluntarily waived. 
16. In his affidavit (Exhibit 7) at paragraph 6, Mr. Needham stated that he did not 
believe that Mr. Terry knew the deposition was scheduled at a time when he could not be 
present. Mr. Needham does not claim that he informed trial counsel that he could not be 
present at the deposition because he was required to testify at an arbitration hearing, or that 
he could not travel due to his medical condition. Mr. Needham further indicated that he did 
not believe that Mr. Terry was aware of his claims concerning Mr. Cramer's lack of preparation, 
or his claim that Mr. Cramer did not have documents which were important for the cross-
examination of Mr. Tebbs. (Exhibit 7, para 6) 
From the time of the deposition of Mr. Tebbs, Mr. Needham possessed all of the 
information which would have given Mr. Terry grounds to object to the introduction of the 
Tebbs deposition. He failed to provide this information to trial counsel. Without this 
-~ information, trial counsel had no basis to object. Therefore, Mr. Terry was not ineffective in 
failing to object. 
Mr. Needham also claims that Mr. Terry failed to subpoena record from title companies. 
This goes to the credibility of Mr. Tebbs. However, in view of the issues presented at trial, and 
considering all of the evidence which was presented, the Court does not believe that the failure 
to subpoena these records constituted ineffective assistance of counsel. 
Dated this 26th day of May, 2014. 
• · • • · - ~--: . ~ ::.u ,l' !t- ll 
• .• • ... ...... ) • .'l.._1".• 
A. Lynn Payne Sr. Distr~-~~;~~t~.~!'·5
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WASHINGTON COUNTY, ST. GEORGE, UTAH - JANUARY 11, 2013 
JUDGE A. LYNN PAYNE PRESIDING 
(Transcriber's note: speaker identification 
may not be accurate with audio recordings.) 
P R O C E E D I N G S 
THE COURT: Thank you. We're on the record, which 
will indicate the jury is in place, the parties and counsel 
are present. 
Mr. Taylor, you may call your next witness. 
MR. TAYLOR: State calls Kim Quach. 
KIM QUACH 
Having first been duly sworn, testified 
upon her oath as follows: 
MR. TAYLOR: Your Honor, just for the Court's 
information, seated at counsel table is Terri Powell, she's -
she was the investigator for this case. 
case? 
THE COURT: Could she possibly be a witness in this 
MR. TAYLOR: She is a witness. 
THE COURT: Any objection? 
MR. TERRY: Your Honor, it's my understanding that 
she's the - the investigator for this case, I think she's 
entitled to stay under the rules. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
MR. TERRY: So no objection. 
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THE COURT: Could you have the witness spell her 
name? I'm not familiar with her. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. TAYLOR: 
Q Yeah, can you please spell your last name? 
A Q-U-A-C-H. 
Q Thank you. Can you please tell us where you work? 
A I work for Division of Professional Licensing for 
Department of Commerce. 
Q How long have you worked there? 
A This is going on my 14~ year. 
Q And what do you do for the Division of Occupational 
and Professional Licensing - or excuse me, the Department of 
Commerce? 
A I'm the division auditor. 
Q And are you in any particular department? Or 
division, or -
A Division of Professional Licensing. 
Q Okay, is that also known as DOPL? 
A Yes. 
Q Okay. So I think you said that you're an auditor; 
is that correct? 
A Correct. 
Q And what do you do as an auditor? 
A As an auditor, I review all of the financial 
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concerns. When the applicant applies for a new application, 
and for a licensure for contractor, or renewals of a 
contractor or reinstatement to be a licensed contractor. 
Q Are you familiar with the procedures necessary for 
obtaining and maintaining a contractor's license? 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
Yes, I am. 
Here in Utah. 
Yes. 
Now, do you, in the course of your - in the course 
of your assignment, or your responsibilities, do you have 
access to DOPL records? 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
Yes, I do. 
And DOPL files? 
Yes, I do. 
Are these files that contain license information 
concerning various licensed contractors? 
A Yes. 
Q Now, are these files and records that are kept in 
the regular course of business? 
A Yes. 
Q Okay. Did you, in your position, ever become aware 
of a contractor named Aaron Needham? 
A I was only aware of Aaron Needham in 2005 when I 
was given the audit file from a previous auditor. 
Q Did you review that file? 
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A 
Q 
Yes, I did. 
And in that file, did you find that he had ever 
been a licensed contractor? 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
Yes. 
What - did his license ever expire? 
His license did expire in July 31st , 2003. 
And why did it expire? 
It expired due to failure to renew. 
Okay. And when a license is expired for that 
reason, what has to happen for a contractor to get his or her 
license back? 
A When a licensee expires for failure to renew, they 
would have to file a renewal questionnaire. 
Q 
A 
Q 
And -
And pay the appropriate renewal fee. 
This questionnaire, what does it ask for? 
A The questionnaire asks for, in the last 10 years, 
or it also asks, have you ever had any delinquent or unpaid 
judgments, unpaid tax liens, have you ever filed bankruptcy? 
Those are the areas that I focus in. 
Q Now, I'll ask you some more about that later on, 
but I believe you said that you reviewed Aaron Needham's 
file? 
A 
Q 
Correct. 
And his license expired in 2003? 
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A 
Q 
A 
Correct. 
July of 2003? 
July 3pt, 2003. 
Q In your review of the file, did you see any -
anything about DOPL working with him to help him get his 
license back? 
A 
Q 
A 
Yes. 
And can you tell us about that? 
Aaron Needham had contacted DOPL after his license 
had expired, July 31st , 2003, wanting to reinstate his 
contractor's license. According to all procedures, again, 
all contractors will need to submit a renewal questionnaire 
with the appropriate fee in order for us to even talk to the 
licensee. 
Q Did - now did that happen in 2003 with Aaron 
Needham? 
A It happened in 2004. 
Q Okay. Prior to 2004, are you aware of any 
agreement between DOPL and Aaron Needham regarding his 
license or his license status? 
A The only thing I was aware of is the email. 
Q Okay. Let me ask you, are you aware of any 
stipulation between the - between Aaron Needham and DOPL? 
A 
Q 
Yes. 
Okay. Is that something - do you know about that? 
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A 
Q 
Yes. 
And what was the stipulation? 
A The stipulation is for unlicensed contracting work 
after Aaron Needham's license had expired July 31st , 2003. 
It was for the period of August - between August 1st through 
August 31st , 2003, where he had contracted without a 
contractor's license. 
Q As a part of this stipulation, was there a 
requirement for the payment of any fine? 
A There was a fine of $60,000. With that $60,000, 
$57,000 was stayed if Aaron Needham payed $3,000 within 30 
days of that stipulation. 
Q From your review of the files, did Aaron Needham 
pay that $3,000 within 30 days? 
A No, he did not. 
Q Did that have the result of him having to owe the 
entire $60,000? 
A Correct. 
Q 
A 
Okay. 
Yes. 
Q So just so that we're clear, in order for him to 
get back his license, among anything else, he would have to 
pay that $60,000. 
A Correct. 
MR. TAYLOR: Okay. If I may approach? 
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THE COURT: You may. 
MR. TAYLOR: Oh, right. 
Q (BY MR. TAYLOR) I am showing the witness what's 
been pre-marked as State's Exhibit 19. Ms. Quach, would you 
please take a moment and look through that, and then just let 
me know when you're done? Does that look familiar? 
A 
Q 
Yes. 
And is that a - the stipulation that you've just 
been talking about? 
A Yes. 
Q And was that contained in the DOPL files for Aaron 
Needham? 
A Yes. 
MR. TAYLOR: Your Honor, at this time, the State 
would move to enter the exhibit into evidence. The document 
is - has a self-authenticating seal, and on that basis alone 
should be admissible in the rules. 
Q 
MR. TERRY: No objection. 
THE COURT: Any objection? 
MR. TERRY: No. 
THE COURT: Nineteen is received. 
(Plaintiff's Exhibit 19 received) 
MR. TAYLOR: Thank you. 
(BY MR. TAYLOR) Ms. Quach, now you were talking -
you mentioned something about what took place with Aaron 
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Needham after 2003, I think you said there was something in 
2004, did you say that? 
A 
Q 
A 
Yes. 
What was that? 
There was an email from our investigator to the 
prior auditor, who had retired, stating that Aaron Needham 
has a stipulation in place for the $60,000 fine, and a few 
judgments, valid judgments from the labor commission and 
worker's compensation. 
Q Okay. Now, let me ask you this. He now owes 
$60,000. Was there any effort, again, from your review of 
the files, was there ariy effort undertaken by Aaron Needham 
to regain his license? 
A No. 
MR. TERRY: Objection. I think that question calls 
for speculation as to his efforts. She can testify as to 
what's -
MR. TAYLOR: I'll rephrase the question, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Thank you. 
Q (BY MR. TAYLOR) Ms. Quach, was there ever any 
subsequent application from Aaron Needham to regain his 
license? 
A 
Q 
A 
No. 
Did Aaron Needham ever regain his license? 
He did not regain his license until September 30th , 
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2005. 
Q Okay. I want to ask you what had to happen in 
order for him to get his license back in September, 2005. 
Before I do that, when he did get his license back, was that 
with any terms or conditions? 
A Yes. 
Q Can you tell us about that? 
A In order for Aaron Needham to get his contractor's 
license back on September 30th , 2005, he would have to 
fulfill all of the public court searches that I had found for 
unpaid judgments, unpaid tax liens, all of the valid 
judgments that was ordered by labor commission, worker's 
compensation, along with this $60,000, plus interest and fees 
for the stipulation back in 2003. 
Q Now, the - you mentioned he had to make payment to 
various different places. To get his license back in 
September of 2005, how much did he have to pay DOPL? And 
just DOPL? 
A He had to pay the $70,000 back to DOPL, that 
includes interest and fees. 
Q 
A 
Q 
So the $60,000 plus interest. 
Correct. 
Okay. And did he have to show - provide any 
verification of having paid off other - other judgments -
satisfactions of judgments, things like that? 
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A 
Q 
A 
Yes. 
And did -
He does. 
Q - did that include payments to the labor 
commission? 
A Yes. 
Q Okay. I'd like to approach, Ms. Quach, and show 
you what's been pre-marked as State's Exhibit 20. Oh, do you 
have it - that with you? 
A Uh-huh (affirmative). 
Q Oh, okay. Can you please take a moment and look 
through that, and just let us know when you're done looking 
at it? Does that document - now, earlier you testified that 
you have access to DOPL files and DOPL records? 
A 
Q 
A 
Yes. 
As an auditor for DOPL? 
Yes. 
Q That document there in front of you, do you 
recognize it - or those pages, do you recognize those pages? 
A 
Q 
Yes. 
Can you tell us what those are? 
A This is a letter from Aaron's attorneys 
acknowledging that he received cashier's check paid out to 
Utah State Collection, which include the $70,786.18 to DOPL. 
Q And just so we're clear, is this a letter - who 
10 
1 signed this letter? 
2 A Kevin V. Olsen, which is the assistant attorney 
3 general. 
4 Q Okay, so this is not from any attorney representing 
5 Aaron Needham. 
6 A No. 
7 Q Okay. And what is the date of this letter? 
8 A March 2~, 2005. 
9 Q Now, let's go to the next page. What is the next 
10 page? 
11 A There's three cashier's checks made payable to 
12 State Debt Collection. 
13 Q Do you see any dates on these cashier's checks? 
14 A The checks were dated March 2nd , 2005. 
15 Q All of them? 
16 A Yes. 
17 Q And there are some amounts here on these checks. 
18 What is the amount for the check on the top? 
19 A $17,140.95. 
20 Q The one in the middle? 
21 A $70,786.18. 
22 Q And the one on the bottom? 
23 A $3,897.45. 
24 Q You're an auditor, I'm not, but that's about 
~ 
25 $92,000? 
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A Correct. 
Q Okay. Now, let's go to the third page. Can you 
please tell us what this is? 
A This was also a letter signed by Kevin V. Olsen, 
the assistant attorney general. 
Q And to whom is it addressed? 
A It was addressed to Aaron. 
Q And does this have to do with - what is the date of 
the letter? 
A March 10~, 2005. 
Q Okay. And does this letter inform Aaron Needham of 
anything? 
A It only informs that the check was made payable to 
Labor Commission, including fees and penalties. It did not 
state the amount. 
Q Okay. That's all right. So, does it say that he -
the checks he paid satisfied anything? 
A Yes, it does. 
Q Okay. Satisfied the account. 
A Yes. 
Q Okay. So, just so I understand, when somebody has 
to pay a fine, such as the one that Aaron Needham had to pay 
to DOPL, does that actually - does that money actually go to 
DOPL, or does it go - is it made out to some other 
governmental branch? 
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A Once an account with DOPL is delinquent or put for 
collection, it goes to the state collection. 
Q Okay. The Office of State Debt Collection? 
A Correct. 
Q Okay. So that's - is that why these cashier's 
checks say Debt Collection? 
A Correct. 
Q And not DOPL? 
A Correct. 
MR. TAYLOR: If I could have a moment, Your Honor? 
THE COURT: You may. While you're doing that, we 
got your last name. What is your first name? 
WITNESS: Kim. 
THE COURT: Kim. Thank you. 
Q (BY MR. TAYLOR) Ms. Quach, my memory is not that 
great, so maybe you said this, and if you did, forgive me for 
asking it again. You testified that in September of 2005, 
Aaron Needham regained his license. And did you say that in 
order to regain his license, he had to pay these checks that 
he paid? 
A Correct. 
Q I'm sorry? 
A Correct. 
Q Okay. And in addition, he had to pay money 
elsewhere. 
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A 
Q 
Correct. 
And did he have to provide you proof of that? 
A Yes, he did. 
Q Okay. And did he have to pay off judgments, liens, 
things like that? 
A Yes, he did. 
Q Did you receive - did you personally - did you 
receive verifications, documents, demonstrating that he had 
done that? 
A Yes, I did. 
Q Okay. And can you recall approximately how much 
that was that he had to pay other people, other companies, 
things like that? 
A I don't recall. I do have a list of each amounts, 
and I do have satisfactions of each of the judgments or lien 
releases from each of the suppliers or creditors. 
Q If I were to tell you that the amount totaled about 
58-
Q 
MR. TERRY: Objection, leading. 
THE COURT: Sustained. 
MR. TAYLOR: If I could have a moment, Your Honor? 
THE COURT: You may. 
MR. TAYLOR: Your Honor, at this time -
(BY MR. TAYLOR} And let me just ask you some more 
questions about this exhibit that's pre-marked as State's 
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Exhibit 20. Are these pages - were these pages contained in 
the DOPL file for Aaron Needham? 
A Yes, it was. 
Q And did you ever access these pages from that file? 
A Yes. 
Q Okay, and do these appear to be the same pages that 
you accessed? 
A Yes. 
Q Any changes to them? 
A No. 
MR. TAYLOR: Okay. At this time, Your Honor, the 
State would move to enter into evidence what has been pre-
marked as State's Exhibit 20 for identification purposes. 
MR. TERRY: No objection. 
THE COURT: Twenty is received. 
(Plaintiff's Exhibit 20 received) 
MR. TAYLOR: No further questions. Thank you. 
(Inaudible conversation) 
THE COURT: Mr. Terry may have some questions for 
you. 
MR. TAYLOR: And Your Honor, I'm sorry, before he 
comes up, I thought that I had offered #19. 
THE COURT: You did. 
MR. TAYLOR: I did. Okay. 
THE COURT: I see 19 is received; is that correct? 
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CLERK: Uh-huh {affirmative). 
MR. TAYLOR: Yeah. Okay. Sorry. 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
BY MR. TERRY: 
Q Just a very few questions, ma'am. So it appears 
that the stipulation, which is Exhibit 19, was - the date of 
that stipulation was November 26th of '03. I know you don't 
have it in front of you, but I think we agree that's the date 
on stipulation, speaks for itself. And then we've got the -
the checks and the cover letter with the checks dated March 
2nd of '05. When in this time frame would Aaron - so your 
testimony was that his license expired July 31 of '03, 
correct? 
A Uh-huh {affirmative). Correct. 
Q And then we've got the stipulation in November of 
'03 and the payment of the checks March of '05. When would 
he have been able - when would - when would - at what point 
was he again fully licensed? 
A He was fully licensed September 30th , 2005. 
Q Okay, so there was a lag time between payment of 
the money -
A Correct. 
Q - in March, and him being fully licensed. Correct? 
A Correct. 
Q And is that something that he was still working on, 
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or just a time period that it takes to get the process 
through DOPL or -
A He would've been working on that on his own. 
Q Okay, so in addition to paying the money in March, 
there were other things that he needed to do. 
A Correct. 
Q Okay. But he did those things and finally regained 
his license full - in good standing as of September of '05? 
A No. There was a period in 2005, April, where he 
had filed for renewal of his contractor's license. 
Q Okay. 
A With the questionnaire and the fee, and there were 
additional judgments and tax liens that he would - needed to 
fulfill in order to regain his license September 30th , 2005. 
Q 
A 
Q 
Okay. But he did regain his license September 
Correct. 
Okay. Prior to regaining his license September 
30th of 2005, was he able to - was he licensed in any 
fashion, like on probation, or anything like that, with DOPL? 
A No. 
Q Okay. So he would've had to have used other - or 
worked with or worked through other licensed contractors 
during that period of time if he was going to perform 
contractor services. 
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A He would have to be an employee of a licensed 
contractor at that time. 
Q Well - well, yeah, I guess my question was a bad 
question. He himself was not licensed until September of 
'05. 
A Correct. 
MR. TERRY: Okay. Nothing else. 
MR. TAYLOR: Just one moment please, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Certainly. 
REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. TAYLOR: 
Q Ms. Quach, just a few more questions. After - or 
when Aaron Needham regained his license in September of 2005, 
was that free and - was that with any - was that on 
probation? 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Yes. 
Okay. Does Aaron Needham have a license now? 
No, he does not. 
Did it expire again? 
Yes. 
MR. TAYLOR: Thank you. 
THE COURT: Any further 
Nothing 
questions 
MR. TERRY: No, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: May she be released? 
further. 
of this witness? 
MR. TERRY: May I have a moment - may I have just a 
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moment before she is released, Your Honor? 
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION 
BY MR. TERRY: 
Q Ms. Quach, when - okay, so Aaron got his license 
back September of '05, you say it was on a probationary 
status. 
when? 
A 
Q 
A 
Correct. 
And he was licensed until - from that point until 
He was licensed until November 30th , 2009. 
Q Okay. And in November - November 30th of 2009, 
would it be accurate to say that his license lapsed, or just 
was not renewed? 
A His license was expired for failure to renew. 
Q Okay. So it isn't - he didn't lose his license 
November 30th of '09 for any action taken on the part of 
DOPL, he simply - it lapsed because it's only good for a 
period of time; is that right? 
A Correct. 
Q 
A 
Honor. 
Ill 
And unless you renew, it lapses automatically. 
Correct. 
MR. TERRY: Okay. Nothing else. 
MR. TAYLOR: One more question, or maybe two, Your 
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FURTHER REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. TAYLOR: 
Q Ms. Quach, I September - or I'm sorry, was it 
November of 2009? 
A 
Q 
Correct. 
In order for him to renew his license before it 
expired again, would he have had to pay some kind of monetary 
amount? 
A He would have to pay the renewal fee, and again 
fill out the renewal questionnaire, and I would have the 
authority to ask for credit reports to see that it is squeaky 
clean from then on with no more unpaid judgments, unpaid tax 
liens, no more problems, in order for me to again give him a 
valid license. 
MR. TAYLOR: Thank you. Nothing else. 
MR. TERRY: Nothing else, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: May she be released? 
MR. TERRY: Yes. 
MR. TAYLOR: Yes, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Thank you. You may be excused. 
MR. TAYLOR: Your Honor, the State calls Gordon 
Summers. I'll go get him. 
Ill 
Ill 
THE COURT: Thank you. 
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GORDON VAUGHAN SUMMERS 
Having first been duly sworn, testified 
upon his oath as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. TAYLOR: 
Q Good morning. 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Good morning. 
Can you please tell us your full name? 
Gordon Vaughan Summers. 
How is Summers spelled? 
S-U-M-M-E-R-S. 
Mr. Summers, where do you work? 
I'm an investigator for the State of Utah, 
Department of Commerce, Division of Occupational and 
Professional Licensing, Bureau of investigation. 
Q And the Department of Occupational and Professional 
Licensing, is that also referred to as DOPL? 
A Yes. 
Q Okay. How often do people actually say the 
Department of Occupational and Professional Licensing? 
A That's true. 
Q Okay. Thank you for being here. I have a couple 
of questions. You testified just a moment ago that you're an 
investigator. How long have you been an investigator in your 
current capacity? 
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A With DOPL, I've been an investigator for about 21 
years. 
Q And prior to that, any other investigation 
experience? 
A Yes, I worked insurance fraud for a couple years, 
and I was a protective services officer for the highway 
patrol up on capital hill. 
Q In the 21 years that you've been in your current 
position, have you become familiar with procedures for 
dealing with contractors who may or may not be licensed? 
A Yes. 
Q Do you investigate unlicensed contractors? 
A Yes. 
Q Do you investigate licensed contractors? 
A Yes. 
Q And what types of investigations do you do - well, 
what types of investigations? 
A We conduct - we kind of wear two hats. We conduct 
criminal investigations as well as administrative 
investigations, primarily dealing with statutes in the 
Construction Trades Licensing Act, 58.55, title 58, chapter 
55. There are two areas there, there's unlawful conduct and 
there's unprofessional conduct, and we conduct investigations 
in both those areas, and in some cases in Title 76 with 
criminal conduct. 
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Q So do you also investigate diversion or diverting -
diverting of funds? 
A Yes. 
Q Funds use - to be - funds designated for the 
construction of something? 
A Correct. Yes. 
Q Okay. So you said that you wear two different 
hats. When you - how does DOPL get its cases? How does DOPL 
learn about violations or possible violations? 
A They come from a variety of sources. We do some 
proactive investigations, field checks, where we go out 
actually on construction sites and verify those working there 
are licensed contractors, or the employees of licensed 
contractors. We get complaints from building officials. We 
get complaints from attorneys, from ex-wives, from 
competitors who are being under-bid by somebody who's 
unlicensed, and people who have paid funds to contractors and 
a contractor skips town, or whatever. Those types of cases. 
Q The complaints run the gambit. 
A Yes. 
Q Okay. So if you receive a complaint regarding a 
contractor who's not licensed, is it fair to say, you can't 
take any administrative action? 
A We do take administrative action. 
Q Oh, okay. 
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A In fact, probably the majority of what we do is 
administrative action. 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
I see. 
With criminal - if you'd like me to expound? 
Sure. Sure. 
Usually, for example, on a first case of 
contracting without a license, a first offense, we'll issue a 
citation to the individual, which is an administrative 
citation. They carry with them a fine and a cease and desist 
order in most all cases. Even on a second offense, if the 
first citation has been paid, unless there's some other 
aggravating circumstances, then we'll issue a second 
citation, which is an administrative citation as well. 
We can issue third offense citations, and do in 
some cases, but quite often if they've had a couple of bites 
at the apple, then we start to file criminally on them. We 
do file a fair - or issue a few - a fair few third offense 
citations, but if the circumstances are more aggravated and 
this person just appears to be thumbing their nose at the 
law, and they're kind of a danger to society, or to the 
profession, then we'll file criminal charges. 
Q Thank you. Now, let me ask you this. Do you ever 
investigate situations where someone claims to be working 
under someone else's license? 
A Yes. A lot. We - that's a huge red flag to us. 
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When we hear, I'm working under somebody's license, that 
initially really is a red flag, because you - the only way 
you can work under somebody's license is if you are an 
employee of that person. And then you're just that, you're 
an employee. You're really not working under their license, 
you're working for that person. And so oft times, what will 
happen when they say they're working under somebody else's 
license, they don't have a license. And in many cases, the 
licensee is aiding and abetting that person to evade the 
provisions of the chapter. They've hired them as a 
subcontractor, essentially. 
Q Besides having to be an employee is there any other 
exception where someone can work under someone's license? 
A No - well, to be an employee is defined fairly 
narrowly in the Construction Trades Licensing Act. 
Q Let me ask you this. What if they're an officer of 
the -
A 
Q 
Yes. 
- can you tell us about that? 
A Yes. If you are an officer or an owner, then 
you're not an employee, but then you wouldn't say you're 
working under somebody's license because it's your license or 
the license of the entity, that you are an owner or manager, 
officer in. And so we would verify that they're, in fact, 
owners, officers, or managers in - depending on what type of 
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entity it is, if it's a corporation or a limited liability 
company, that sort of thing. 
Q Thank you. Let me ask you about an investigation 
that you took part in a couple years ago. Did you ever 
become involved in investigation of a contractor named Aaron 
Needham? 
A 
Q 
Yes. 
And can you recall what year you got involved in 
the investigation? 
2006. A 
Q Can you tell us, how did you first become involved 
in this investigation? 
A I was assigned the investigation. I was the primary 
DOPL investigator on it. My supervisor - our unit supervisor 
assigned the investigation to me. 
Q And when you started the investigation, did you 
have any materials to review? 
A 
Q 
A 
Yes. 
What was that? 
A binder had been provided with the complaint, a 
binder full of documentation from the complainant and victim, 
spec - and laying out allegations and then documenting those 
allegations. 
Q 
A 
Did you review that binder? 
I did. 
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Q 
A 
Q 
Did you ever meet with Aaron Needham? 
Yes. 
Did you review that binder before first meeting 
with Aaron Needham? 
Yes. A 
Q And in the binder, did you find anything regarding 
joint venture agreements? 
A Yes. 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
Did you read through them? 
I'm sorry, say again? 
Did you read through those? 
I did. 
And again, what year was this? 
2006. 
Okay. You testified that you met Aaron Needham. 
Can you tell us when that was? 
A That was on July the 25 th , 2006, that I met Aaron 
Needham. That's the only time I recall meeting with Aaron 
Needham personally. 
Q When was - or excuse me, where was that meeting? 
A At DOPL offices, the Heber M. Wells building in 
Salt Lake City. 
Q And can you tell us who was present at the meeting? 
A My supervisor, Wayne Holman, was present; I was 
present; Kim Quach was present; and Aaron Needham and his 
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counsel, Lance Thaxton, were present. 
Q Was this in a conference room? 
A Yes. 
Q What was the purpose of the meeting? 
A The purpose of the meeting - it actually had not 
been scheduled by me. Mr. Holman, who is my supervisor, 
originally called and scheduled the appointment with Mr. 
Needham for - it was - I want - it was July the 5th • It was 
the day right after Labor Day - or Independence Day, so the 
5th • Mr. Needham didn't make the appointment, but he called 
Mr. Holman later, and they rescheduled for the 25th • I had 
already had the case assigned to me at that point, but that's 
how the appointment was scheduled. 
Q At the meeting, what - can you tell us what 
happened at the meeting? 
A Yes. It was just kind of the initial meeting. We 
know there's two sides to every story, we like to get the -
both sides. And so we asked that the allegations that had 
been made, how would they respond to those allegations? And 
so that was just basically - it was more of the starting 
point for the investigation. 
Q Can you recall anything that Aaron Needham might 
have said at the meeting? 
A Yes. That's a long time ago. He stated that he 
could explain all of the - the funds that had - the different 
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transactions that had happened with regards to several 
building projects that were in question, that Mr. Tebbs had 
given him a loan or helped him out with some personal things 
so he could get on top -
Q Let me ask - let me stop you right there and ask 
you this. While he's doing this, or during this meeting, did 
you receive any - anything in writing during this meeting? 
A Yes, I did. 
Q What was that? 
A Received a copy of the joint venture agreement. It 
was dated about a year prior, June 13th , I want to say, 2005. 
Q Now, can you recall how - I believe you testified 
who was in the room. Can you recall from whom you received 
this document? 
A I can't specifically recall. I remember Mr. 
Needham came in with some documentation on his lap, I believe 
Mr. Thaxton just had kind of a portfolio bind - type of a 
binder, you know, a pad, mostly took notes and -
Q Was the document - did the document come from one 
of those two people? 
A Yes. Yes. 
Q And I think you said this a moment ago, but 
everybody - anyone else who was in the room was a DOPL 
official? 
A Correct. 
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Q Okay. The document that you received, did you 
review it? 
A Yes, I did. 
Q And -
A Many times. 
Q I'm sorry? 
A Several times. 
Q Did you review it right then and there or did you 
look more closely at it later on? 
A I looked more closely at it later on, I scanned 
down through there. I recall Mr. Needham pointed out the 
last paragraph in there, kind of as - quite frankly, I was a 
little surprised because the last paragraph, he seemed to be 
hanging all of the justification for the allegations and the 
discrepancies in these construction funding for the lots on 
that last paragraph. And I found it quite surprising, quite 
frankly. And so after he - after the meeting was over, I 
took that joint venture agreement and I read it much more 
thoroughly, and then I started comparing it with the other 
joint venture agreements. 
Q Now, are these the joint venture agreements in the 
binder that you received? 
A They were. The joint venture agreements in the 
binder that I received from BACT. 
Q Okay. And did - the document that you received 
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from Aaron Needham and/or his attorney, did you see that in 
the binder? 
A No. 
Q Now, did you do anything with regard to the Clem 
Tebbs signature or what appeared to be Clem Tebbs's signature 
on this document? 
A You know, the more I looked at that document, the 
more I began to question it. And there are several reasons 
why. And I did, I went through - because I was beginning to 
really question the document and its authenticity, one of the 
things that I did was, I went through every document I could 
find in the binder that had been provided by BACT, by Tebbs, 
and compared it with the signatures that I could see on any 
signed document in there. I was looking specifically, 
because I believed that document's signature had been cut and 
pasted. 
Q Okay. Now, did you do - let me just pause for a 
moment. 
If I could have a moment, Your Honor? 
THE COURT: You may. 
Q (BY MR. TAYLOR) Mr. Summers, you testified that you 
suspected that this signature of Clem Tebbs was cut and 
pasted. Why do you suspect that it was cut and pasted, and 
not a forgery? 
MR. TERRY: I'm going to object on the grounds -
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lack of foundation for this -
MR. TAYLOR: I'll rephrase the question, Your Honor. 
Q (BY MR. TAYLOR) Did this - did the signature 
resemble, in your opinion, the signatures that you found of 
Clem Tebbs in the binder? 
A Yes. 
MR. TAYLOR: If I could just have a moment again, 
Your Honor. 
THE COURT: You may. 
Q (BY MR. TAYLOR) Mr. Summers, I think you mentioned 
what that third paragraph said, and if - my· memory's a little 
bit hazy about that. Can you tell us what that third 
paragraph said, or what you believed it said? 
A Yeah. I'm really hazy on it too. I'd have to 
actually probably review it again, but I believe it said 
something to the effect that he helped him out with some 
personal - meaning Mr. Tebbs - personal expenses until the 
first closing or something to that effect. 
Okay. Q 
A And I - (inaudible) question for nearly $800,000, I 
found that really just so vague, I don't know who in their 
right mind really could possibly think that that would 
authorize somebody to go and spend that kind of money. I 
just - that was one of the things. When he brought that in, 
that document in, and kind of were hanging their hat on that, 
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and I felt that it was insufficient, so I asked them to get -
if they could, if they could produce a binder and 
documentation supporting their claims, their side, and he 
said he could provide those things, specifically regarding, I 
believe it was seven lots, four in Mesquite and three down 
here in Southern Utah. 
Q Did he say that he would provide additional 
documentation? 
A Yes. 
Q 
A 
Did you ever receive that? 
Yes, we did. 
Q Okay. Did you -
A I asked him for - I asked him if they could get it 
in a couple weeks, and they said that they could. They asked 
for more time, I didn't like delay tactics, I thought we had 
enough to be moving on with, but wanted to give them their 
crack, and I - they - the note that I received with the 
binder - it wasn't delivered to me personally - was that 
Lance Thaxton had dropped it by to DOPL offices on - right 
around Labor Day, September 5th , I think, of 2006. 
Q 
clerk, 17. 
Just one or two more questions about this document. 
The - actually, if I may obtain that from the 
THE COURT: That hasn't been received. Will that be 
- is that something that (inaudible)? 
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Q 
MR. TAYLOR: In a moment, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
(BY MR. TAYLOR) Mr. Summers, you've been shown what 
is pre-marked as State's Exhibit 17. Can you just take a 
moment to look at that, and then look back up when you're 
done? 
A Okay. 
Q Does that look familiar? 
A Yes, it does. 
Q What is it? 
A This is a - this is a copy of the document that was 
given to me on July the 25th , 2006. 
Q 
A 
Q 
The document that we've been talking about? 
Yes. 
Do you know if what you received was an original 
with original signatures or was it a copy? 
A No, it was a copy. 
MR. TAYLOR: Your Honor, at this time the State 
would move to enter into evidence what's been pre-marked as 
State's Exhibit 17. 
MR. TERRY: No objection. 
THE COURT: Seventeen is received. 
(Plaintiff's Exhibit 17 received) 
MR. TAYLOR: Thank you. 
Q (BY MR. TAYLOR} Just a few more questions regarding 
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the meeting that took place July 25 th? 
A July the 25 th • 
Q 2006? 
A Yes. 
Q Do you recall Aaron Needham saying anything about 
John Tebbs? 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
About John Tebbs? 
John Tebbs. 
I do. 
What was that? 
A He - he didn't like him much, I don't think, from a 
business standpoint he felt like he kind of interfered in the 
business dealings between himself and Mr. Tebbs, and was kind 
of the reason for things unraveling between them. 
Q Now, just a - one more question. If I could 
approach with what has been pre-marked as State's Exhibit 18. 
Could you please take a moment just to look at that, and then 
let us know when you're done? 
copy. 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
I have not read this before. I requested this 
Okay. 
But I'm not -
Let me ask you this. Did you, in the course of 
your investigation, investigate Aaron Needham's license 
status as a general contractor in the state of Nevada? 
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A No, I did not. 
Q Okay. Let me take that back from you. 
A That was done by Bill Adamson, a Nevada 
investigator, and I believe initially requested by Wayne 
Holman. 
MR. TAYLOR: Your Honor, at this time the State 
would move to enter into evidence what's been pre-marked as 
State's Exhibit 18. On the final page, page five, there is a 
certification from the county - from the - from the County of 
Clark, State of Nevada. It's a self-authenticating document 
under the rules. 
MR. TERRY: Your Honor, I don't object on the 
grounds of hearsay, since it appears to be self-
authenticated. However, I would like to - I would object on 
foundation grounds, where this document came from, how it 
came to be, and how it came to be in this case. 
THE COURT: Well, doesn't the - isn't the self-
authentication issue intended to take care of all the 
foundation? 
MR. TERRY: I believe the self-authentication simply 
stands for -
THE COURT: What you're saying to me is that, even 
though the document is self-authenticated, that somebody 
needs to come to court and -
MR. TERRY: Lay some foundation for it. 
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THE COURT: Overruled. 
(Plaintiff's Exhibit 18 received) 
MR. TERRY: Okay. 
MR. TAYLOR: Thank you. No further questions. 
MR. TERRY: Just a few questions -
MR. TAYLOR: I'm sorry, one final question. I 
apologize. 
MR. TERRY: It's okay. 
Q (BY MR. TAYLOR) In this investigation, did you 
interview anybody else? 
A Yes. 
Q Can you tell us who? 
A Clem Tebbs. My involvement was the initial early 
on. We stepped back and the AG's office took the lead in 
that. I served more of a support role at that point -
Q So -
A - in assisting. So, once the binder was received 
from Mr. Needham's attorney, we reviewed that, I passed that 
on to our auditors for review, and I went out with - I 
recall, it was two investigators from the attorney general's 
office, kind of - not really handing it off, because they had 
a parallel - a binder had been provided to them as well, as I 
understand it. And one requested from Mr. Needham as well, a 
duplicate of the binder that they had given to us. 
MR. TAYLOER: Thank you. 
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THE WITNESS: You bet. 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
BY MR. TERRY: 
Q Just a few questions, Mr. Summers. You said that 
there's many reasons why an investigation is begun, or is 
commenced. 
A Yes. 
Q Would it be accurate to say that on occasion, 
that's because someone just simply has an axe to grind 
against a contractor? 
A Well, we've had that happen. 
Q Okay. The investigation that you began regarding 
Aaron Needham you said began in '06. Was that begun at the 
request of the Tebbs'? 
A It was based on a complaint that had been filed by 
BACT, and the documentation submitted, the binder. 
Q Okay. And it's your testimony that when you 
received this binder, this information from the Tebbs', from 
BACT, or the information that you received from them, it had 
the joint venture agreements, but the only joint venture 
agreement it did not contain was the one that called for the 
payment of Aaron's personal expenses. 
A Correct. And that one differed from the other 
joint venture agreements. 
Q Say that again? 
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A I say, and the one that they presented to me 
differed than with the other joint venture agreements. It 
did not specify a project. And all the others, as I recall, 
did. 
Q Right. 
A And so that was another kind of red flag to me. 
Q Well, it was a joint venture agreement that was 
unlike the others, somewhat in form, right? 
A Somewhat, yes. Uh-huh (affirmative). 
Q But also it's -
A And in content. 
Q Again, it's the only one - it's the only one that 
the Tebbs' didn't claim, and it's the only one that called 
for Aaron to be able to be paid personal expenses out of 
these projects, correct? 
A That I recall, yes. 
MR. TERRY: Okay. Nothing else. 
MR. TAYLOR: If I could have a moment, please, Your 
Honor. 
THE COURT: You may. 
REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. TAYLOR: 
Q Mr. Summers, I apologize, there's some things I 
meant to ask you earlier. 
THE COURT: So you're re-opening? 
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MR. TAYLOR: Yes, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Any objection to that? 
MR. TERRY: No. 
Q (BY MR. TAYLOR) Mr. Summers, with regard to your 
active investigations that you performed, you - I believe you 
testified you investigate unlawful conduct; is that correct? 
A Correct. 
Q In addition to? 
A Unprofessional conduct. 
Q Okay. And unlawful conduct being possible 
violations of criminal law? 
A Correct. 
Q Okay. Now, are you familiar with the - with the 
steps necessary to become licensed as a general contractor? 
A I am. Not to the extent that someone who actually 
processes the licenses, but yes. 
Q Okay. In becoming a licensed contractor, is there 
any exam or anything like that? 
A Yes. There are several different classifications 
of contractor licensed by the state. You have general 
classes, and you have some specialty classes, but every class 
is required to take the Utah business and law exam. And 
there's portions of - that exam is divided into - as I 
understand it - I've never taken the exam - but into 
different sections, including dealing with unlawful activity 
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